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The

run smoothly,” so, alsv, the way of faith is

The student
always obstructed by trials.
found that his ** walk by faith” was op-

Star.

Worning

and a glo-

faith burst out into full bloom,

CONTRIBJTORS:

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.

There

posed by obstacles.

the old

was

STORER

MISSIONS AT THE N. H. Y. M.
This body met at Lacofia last week.

books; Mrs. D. F. Smith spoke in behalf

time-worn meeting-house,

18, 1879.

JUNE

T0 THE WOODS.

A THEOLOGICAL STUDENT'S FAITH.

“to spare from your studies, for the amount

we trust, as a monument to the power

of labor required to build up sucha feeble
cause ?”
But

the student persisted :

« Still,

faith, yea,

1

have a mind to go over there next Sabbath, and vi-it that people.
I am persuaded that the interest there can be built
up and sustained.”
He did go over, and he found himself
in the mrdst of surrounding
circumstances which would have wholly discouraged a less resolute soul.
The people of
his choice had shared the ownership of
their church property with another society,
and the sun-blistered, and storm-blacken-

a faith that can do

all

of

things,

even to the removal of mountains.
0-0-0

RHODE ISLAND CORRESPONDENCE.
The present week is proving one of
peculiar interest to the people of this city
and State. It opened with an emphatic
utterance, coming from at least fifty palpits of nearly a'l denominations, in behalf of the sanctity of the Christian - Sabbath’ and its proper observance.
This
concerted utterance resulted from the féel.
ing that there is in our community

an

in-

creasing tendency to Sabbath desecration.
closed for lack of necessary repairs. The At this season of the year Sunday excurdespondent brethren met him with a sions on our beautiful bay are numerous,
dubious greeting.
** We can promise and Roger Williams’ Park is filled with
scekers, while many of the
nothing for your aid.
Our friends will pleasure
places
of
worship
are well nigh deserted.
not consert to do their share of the repairThen
the
Sunday
newspaper
is common,
ing, and we are not able to carry it on
ourselves.” *¢ All I ask you to do,” said which,in its average character, is a moral
the resolute young man, ¢‘is to unlock the pest and poisoner of the soul. It is to be
doors, open the house, and come to hear hoped that united, active, Christian effort for
the end proposed has only just commencme preach,”
The good poople just looked him over, ed. Does not a nation lapse into heathenthen, from the crown of his broad head to ism just in proportion as it obliterates the
the soles of his stutdy feet. Perhaps there Sabbath ?

ed

old

meeting-house

had long

been

Was nothing peculiarly striking about this
rates

promised an abundant Peserve of energy

American Institlite for the Insane,compos-

He was neither tall, imposing,

hor even handsome,

asthe

world

beauty. But there was something which feligiois. Of the f¥mer, the chief is the
in his closely-knit figiire,

and

thére

ap-

éd of endilient men in charge of insane

peared signs of spirit and fire in his gray=| asylttms in various parts of the country.
blue eye, before which thé brethren re: The papers presented and the discussions

Oolled
a little, and
Situation just

quietly Accepted the

as = he piRented

them,

it to

On the following SuidAy he student entered the weather-blac
and long-deserted mieating-house, now occupied by a

small ‘4nd curious company, and through
the I,roken window panes, which had

have been of a high order and instructive.
The members of the Institute, as they de-

served, have received marked

attentions

from prominent officials and leading
zens. The other medical meeting
that of the State Medical Society.

The

religious

citiwas

assemblages were the

the
Rhode Island Universalist Convention,
the summer target for the stones of Protestant Episcopal Convention. and the

bean
rade boys, his earnest voice swelled out
Woross. those

fields which he had chosen

for his labors.
When he left them the next morning,
to return to his studies, the people said,
as they warmly grasped his hands at
parting,
‘ Come again! We will move
around ambng our neighbors and bring
them out to hear you preach,
We can
not promise you a compensation, but will

try and do something for you.

We want

you to come again.”
rr

The Sabhaths ¢ame and went.

The stu-

There is, in fact, a general

consensus

of

opinion among them respecting a few
great fundamental truths. They all believe
in the two articles of Prof. Christlieb’s
creed—sin and salvation; the fact of human want and woe and sin,

and

the

fact

of a divine provision made for humanity
through Jesus Christ. Any one who thinks
he knows more fully than this the opinion
on religious subjects generally entertained
among them, from Edwards to

Bushnell,

and from New Windsor to Oberlin, has a
right to communicate his knowledge.
If
a dozen men, comparing their observations, can thus ensure more accurate in-

formation, there is neither right nor incli-

nation to forbid it.
hundred

men,

If even one or two

gathered

from

different

sections in a National Council, choose to
devote a few hours or days or weeks to
ascertaining and reporting the facts, the
chief objection would be waste of time.

If in the present conditign of Christendom
they ean flnd no probletis More impofiant,

there is ho objection to theil discussion of
During the week, there have been in this one; provided thé creed which they

session no less than five anh @oaventions, of which two aré Medital and three

students

one who thinks that he knows what Congregationalists generally believe should
not give the information to the world.

R. I. Congregationalist Conference.

The

Universalists in this State are a comparatively small body, there being only four
organized parishes and a few missionary

stations.

Their characteristics present a

marked contrast with those of that denomination in its earlier history. They include

in their membership some of our best eit-

formuliite is announced, not as a law, but
as an Vpinion==not as something which all
Congregationalists must believe, but as
something which it is supposed most Con-

gregationalists
Union.

do

believe.— Christian

°*-*e

*-o->d

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES
Our age is being legislated to death.—
N. Y. Observer.
.
It is safe to do right, party or no party;
it is unsafe to do wrong under any circumstances and for any purpose.— Christian.
The colored man is easily placated.
Treat him but justly, and he will never
leave the cotton fields.—Zion's Herald.
Henceforth, it may be safe to assert,
woman's work will be a recognized .department in the church. —7 ll. Christian
Weekly.
Loud and boisterous prayers and sermons are not necessary to indicate ear| mestness, Sometimes they are but the

izens and those who are foremost in every safety-valves through which surplus steam
good

work.

Indeed,
whose life and practice

there
would,

are those.
I believe,

honor more ‘¢ orthodox” communions.
The Ep'scopalians are manifestly becom-

escapes. If an engineer expends all his
steam in sounding his whistle his engine
is powerless to move the train. Church
Advocate.

NEW

Communistic

T

YORK,

experiments

June 13, 1879,

in

tor Vance, of North Carolina, added his presence, and he it was, with a United States Senator’s commission in his pocket, who flaunted
these miserable sentiments in the face of the
country : * the North was responsib'e for the
war—the South was obliged to fight in order io
defend herself—she could and would never
forget that cause was lost as holy and henorable as ever a people laid down their lives
for,” &e. Confederate uniforms, emblems and
state banners were everywhere to be seen;
while out on a quiet neighboring hill, ene golitary union flag fluttered over the national defenders, buried where they fell upon Virginia's
soil.
:
THE

en-

‘

such new legislation invariably states, ° that
all laws inconsistent with the foregoing, are
hereby repealed.” Had they become laws
over his signature, the supervisors would have:
bgen abolished at once and forever, and the
fraud and corruption in the Congressional
elections in 1830 would have been incalculable.
On the other hand, in the present bills as proposed, no laws are repealed except the juror
test oath; the President is not divested of any
constitutional prerogative;
the Supervisors:
are not abolished; they simply get no appropriation, and as there are no general elections
this year, there is-no need of their employraent. But the fiscal year of 1880—81, looms
up with the excitement of the Congressional
elections all over the land ; there the question
|
must be met, and what will congress do about
it then? Three decisive vetoes of no uncer-

tain import have

The sporadic and fitful character of this conflict finds a parallel in that of* the témperance
and Sabbath laws.
Intermittently with the
vigorous prosecutions against unlawful liquor
selling and other Sunday business, Gilmore’s
Garden, for instance, or the Grand
Opera
House, do a swinging season’s business in Sunday evening concerts and lager beer, without
interference, as now; utterly unlicensed and
in defiance of law. as.old as the city and as new
as the latest legislative and judicial decisions.
These things are very perplexing to the observer, unless interpreted to mean a lack of resources or of concentrated purpose, like that of

the Bergh or Comstock organizations.

his place? His sufferings have compelled him
to leave Dantoon and go to Midnapore where
he can constantly have medical aid, and now

far as church hours are concerned, the question
will be tested in the courts. There can be no
doubt that the numerous important churches
on that route would be broken up or compelled

he and the other missionaries think his work in
hear

the

good

and

to remove and sacrifice their costly property if
trains are to be run during the hours of wor-

informed

the President stands

upon

the country
these

questions.
THE

trict to make a school.’

day, has aroused this committee to action, and
if the company does not yield or compromise so

The

army

OF

THE ARMY.

appropriation bill cate’ jy in the

House on Wednesday, and as it Was known that
the Democrats intended to-foree its passage
-that—
afternoon, a large audience was in attendance anticipating sharp work between the various leaders, and they were not disappointed.
The
‘House,as usual, dropped all pretensions to legis-lative decorum, and members on the floor wied !
with the galleries in noisy applause for the ene
side or the other. Garfield led for the Republi- cans, and attracted undivided attention.
In regard to the troops-he said, “I do not know of a
single man in this country that is in favor of the
use of the army of the U. S.-as
a police force to:
run an election in a State.” This was greeted
with sarcastic laughter by the Democrats..
Proceeding he added, * There are 40,000 polling places in this country; this would be about
three-fourths of a soldier to every polling place..
Was there anybody so luny as to’ propose to:
deploy the army in that way.”
He was asked
the quesiion, “ Are you in favor at any time,
or in any emergency, of using the army to»
keep the peace at the polls?”
Mr. Garfield!
with great impressiveness replied, “I amin
favor of using the army of the U. S., the navy
of the U. 8., and the whole militia of the U. S..

to enforce the laws of the Union, any one of
in all ways.”

me, and my mind was compelled to believe
that he could no more * go to and fro” to
preach Christ to the people, Ifelt

company will, and not unwillingly,

as though

I

would gladly die if the offering of my poor life
could secure his labors here for ten years more.
How many times he has said and written, * If
I could only see a man read y to take my place

how much easier it would be to
good and brave wife must leave
duty and privilege to go with her
can my poor pen write which

give up.” His
also,as it is her
husband. What
has not already

recede be-

‘The vote stood 172 to 381, the negative vote lie—

| ing equally divided between the two parties.
The bill now goes to the Senate following on
the heels of the legislative bill. The army bill
will also undoubtedly be approved for reasons
given before.

who are naturally the

ts of the public;

denomination to send

but if the loyal adherents of the
were to assert it boldly, unitedly

In the olden time the:
sing to the old-fashioned
man, Oh for a mansion in
them sing and search

good people used to
music, ‘ Oh for a
the skies,” Now let
and pray, “Oh for a

ously, the true interests of railroad companies
and employes would be found on their side,

man

for

Danteon

and

dream of

vicinity,” and

don’t

a ‘‘ mansion

in the

skies,” or of any ether place of ease until that
man is installed in this needy tield. If you wish
to know how needy this part of our mission

territory is, banish from Lewiston every minister but one. Keep one of the ageand experience of Brother “Marshall, and let not
another one of any denomination stop nearer
than fifty miles in any direction, and then you

will be better
the churches
not churches
heathen are

You say,
off than we are.
can notdo without pastors!
better. off without pastors
without preachers? You

« You have natwe preachers,”
the Lord, we have u few, but

*“ Oh,
* Are
than
reply,

Yés,thanks to
from the laity

you could bing scores to the front who could
preach better than these poor fellows,

for you

have men who have known the Scriptures from
childhood, and have also had good

training.

educational

Why do none come to us from Bates

College?
Are they unable to * Endurq
ness us good soldiers”? Nay, verily,

something of
both Eust and
reluctance to
unwillingness
« He

it.”

hardI know

the privations of our ministers
West, and can not believe their
enter a foreign field arises from
to bear self-denial, Christ says

that Joseth his life for my sake shall

Probably bad I not

land, 1 should have died

left my

fin

cold native

of consumption

ago, though when 1 did leave in 1850

long

I did not

expect to live a ‘dozen years. Now will the
churches help in this great and glorious work
of sending a man as soon as possible to fill the

floor.
Mr..
usual funny;
bill ensued..

fore a determined resistance; although they
may prefer to have the law on their side in so
doing, through a decision of court against
Sunday trains. The fact is, that the encroaching demands of the
profane for Sunday travel
ing and other acco
resisted by the comm

been written to urge the

us more men?

how

momentous

a
SUPPORT

ship. And yet it has been decided that church- . them, ull of them, everywhere and
Applause from the galleries and the
es have no right to disturb a neighborhood by
overmuch ringing of the church-going bell! Cox, of New York, then made his
My Impression of the probability is that the speech, and the passage of the

When news of his last severe attack reached

the
the
the

riders which he disapproved were enactments
of permanent legislation ; they were in the nuture of a definite repeal of all laws touching
the elections. The closing paragraph en all

order at Poughkeepsie,

hear that he must return to his native land, but
is the Board prepared to send a man to take

It will pass the

Democratic dilemma. That the President will
approve,is inferred from this: The political

ge

and have made a determined effort to introduce
it in Yonkers, in which they were foiled by
Tuesday’s vote in a school-meeting of voters in
the district in question.
The plan was this:
The priest, as the agent of the Archbishop,
leases to the Board of Education for a nominal
consideration the parochial school building for
the purpose and the hours of school, with full
authority over the school as in other cases, and
gives up all claim to religious teaching therein.
The right to the building outside of school
hours, and the spiritual authority of the priest
over the Catholic children, are all-sufficient for
his purpose.
These children are assembled for,
half an hour before,
or
detained half an
hour after, the official hours, and thoroughly
‘put through the ecclesiastical instruction. The
device is an exceedingly cunning one, and is
likely to be pushed perseveringly wherever.
there are enough Catholic children in a diss

DIFFICULTY.

Senate in the same shape and goes to
President, both as a means of carrying on
functions of the Gov’t, and as a salve for

_ Our important suburb of Yonkers has been
the theater of war on the school question, for
the moment.
The Roman Catholics have their

plan in fine working

OF THE

and appropriates $20,000,000.

The disorder, we call scarcity of em-

ployment, is really nothing but excess of employes at commercial points—a congestion of
labor in helpless and dependent masses, to the
great centers and arteries of business—and this
scheme is intended to draw off the excess to
the extremities and muscular parts where it i8

wanted.

END

The legislative (or salary) bill passed the
House on Monday, with the general assent of
the Republicans, the vote standing 188—21;

deavor to organize’joint-stock colonies of working men, as a relief to the pressure for employ-

heard from time to time of the failing health of
Brother Phillips and are probably prepared to

In imagination I can

On Friday,of last week, the graves of the
confederate dead buried at Winchester, Vu.,
were decorated. A brave enemy is honored
the world over,despite the cause that mistaken
men die for; but to render this affair more significant, there were gathered together men,
now holding high office under a generous
Government, who were in the front of a wicked rebellion.
General Joe Johnston, now a
Representative from Virginia,was there; Sena-

and building up by themselves. Rev. R. Heber
Newton, an Episcopal clergyman of humanita-

‘The churches of all denominations on the
line of the Metropolitan ‘‘.L,” organized a’'committee last fall to resist apprehended running
of Sunday trains.
The announcement of the
actual commencement of this outrage, next Sun-

Master saying to him, ¢ Well done,
faithful servant.”

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 12, 1879.

DECORATION OF CONFEDERATE GRAVES.

cation of anything but incapacity, for thriving

ment.

summer

suspense and on:
YipI.

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENOE.

agriculture—

rian tendencies, is prominent jin a pending

in

O-4-&-0-0-

prompted partly by the successful example of
the Oneida Communists, and partly by that of
co-operative stores and building societies—are
coming to the front just now in New’ York,
under, strange to tell, the conservative auspices
of the Roman Catholie and Protestant Epis®
pal ecclesiastics. The scheme of the Catholics
to mass and communize their straying sheep
is noticeable. A more hopeless material than
the Irish for such an experiment could not be
imagined.
They have done wonderfully well
individually within the organizations of other
nations, but have never given the slightest indi-

remote distancdjpesses heavily on my mind,
and how can I write of aught else? You have

India is done.

vacation and Moy is left
bail.

NEW YORK LETTER.

the 16th inst., and though it.was rather old it
was fresh with Christian sympathy and beautified with the description you gave of the grand
autumnal mountain scenery.
To us who dwell
on these dusty, burning plajns, it is somewhat
refreshing to send even our thoughts away to
the cool regions of the mountains.
But just
now a subject of such
. vast importance as to
cast nearly al
er subjects, far away into

let them even

Cw

The case, however, goes over for the

aduates enter the State University at 'Washngton, Pa., nextfull. Ten were graduated—
five of each sex—from the normal depdrtment
this year,and a class of five was fully prepared
to graduate from the academic department,
which now numbers thirty students.
Prof.
Brackett,
his wife, and their assistants, are
supplying Western
Virginia,
Virginia and
Maryland with a worthy class of educated
young men and women, of which more pres
tentious
institutions - could
deservingly be
proud. . God’s blessings, long life and success
to them all!

to shame his The attendance was not large, especially
which at the business meetings. ‘Their twentysense of the fitness and decency
God. four churches were all reported and nearhis
of
belong to a proper worship
ly all represented, The letters read
people
of
body
other
that
was
there
And
Come ye into the summer woods;
sounded
very much like those from our
but
property,
the
in
share
a
owned
who
There entereth no annoy;
own
churches
at our recent meeting at
different
so
were
worship
of
ideas
whose
All queenly are the chestnut leaves,
that they could not join his chosen people, Pascong. The year has not been one of
And the earth is full of joy.
1 can not tell you half the sights
nor feel it their duty to share in the fit- special revivals, but rather one of debtOf beauty you may see,—
ting up of the wretched place of worship, paying, increased henevolenc® and effiThe burst of golden sunshine,
‘and there, too, pitiful as it may seem, was | cient work. In response to the salutations
And many a shady tree.
their spirit of rivalry and counter inter- presented by the Methodistand Free Bap—Mary Il wit.
»
0-0-9
Thus the tist delegates, Dr. Behrends, the modera++
ests, to lie athwart his path.
student's way seemed to be obstructed, tor, well remarked, the churches of all "andoah Valley, gaye additional interest
bat his faith never wavered, nor allowed denominations in the State seem to have to the occasion. The Financial Secretary
BY IDA HAZELTON.
had a common life, the characteristics of
itself to be checked.
:
‘was on hand with his terse, incisive words
There are students, of whom I have
The
« Men and brethren,” he said, as he which are those already indicated.
in behalf of the practical features of the
divinity
the
enter
they
when
read, who,
gathered his enthusiastic friends about discussions of the body were confined work committed to his care.
Altogether
school, glide into gown and slippers, and him, ‘“you understand
Jargely
to
two
topics,
viz.:
‘The
Relathe situation in
it
became
evident
that
a
deeper,
truer,
their
until
never take them off again,
which we are placed as wellas I. We tion of the Church and the School” and more intelligent, more trustworthy interthere
But
finished.
is
study
course of
“Qur Sabbath and how shall itbe Redeemmust have a new church which you“can
est in all our missionary operations is preare many whom I have known who have control yourselves,
with nobody to molest ed.” They were masterly and thorough. vailing. The pastors are evidently comin
made a practical use of their lessons
or make afraid. Since we can make no By the school in the first named topic was
pastoral theology; who have felt the compromise with our friends, we will meant secular education. The address of ing to re=lize the advantages of the ** card
system,” and we shall expect to hear of a
care of a church, and have carried its burup our whole share in the meeting- Dr. Merriman, ex-president of Ripon Col- steadily increasing interest and success
throw
déns even into their study and class house and leave it to them in welcome; lege, Wis., in which he presented the suIt comes as
rooms.
periority of the education produced by the in the working of this plan.
we will build larger and better.”
near
the
right
thing
as
anything
we have
This student of our story had scarcely
The people had found it useless to op- church to that of the State, as manifest in
opened his Hebrew grammar at the com- pose this undaunted student, even had the two conflicting systems of the West, ever known of, but it must be attended to
faithfully -and carefully, to produce its
‘mencement of his theological course, they been so disposed; and; though it wi- produced a marked
impression. The
proper fruit.
It will not work itself
when he began to look about him for an most took their
breath away
at the discussion of the Sabbath question took a
opportunity to exercise his more active thought of it, they began to dream dreams wide range and must be productive of withont care and thought on the part of
With proper attention. it is
nature, during the intervals of study. As they had scarcely dared to dream" before. good results. The reception given to somebody.
the
easiest
and
most satisfactory method
he glanced over the fields of labor from Not many months ere this, they had hes- delegates from other denominations was
of raising money, in most churches, that
his study window, his eye passed by those itated to encourage the man to come most cordial and Christian.
‘we have seen tried.
intervales already whitened for the har- among them, and now they were not only
This communication, perhaps, ought
There was a large attendance of widevest, and sought earnestly for a plat of paying him a regular - compensation, but not to close without calling attention to
a-wake
women, pastors’ wives and others,
ground which negded good, strong effort. were already nobly rallying about their the shock which the uninitiated in our
He longed to put his own stalwart frame leader in a unanimous and earnest pur- community received on Monday morning at the Y. M. They held several conferences by themselves and are evidently
to the plow, and to turn up the heavy soil pose of building a new church.
Such is last, that Dr. Charles Howard Malcom
bent on pushing their peculiar work with
for his own planting. His earnest seek- the progress of faith in zealous souls.
had been, on the previous day, confirmed
vigor. That they will succeed grandly is
ing brought itsfeward, and the student
in
an
Episcopal
church
at
Newport.
Dr.
To-day, upon an elevated spot in the
soon discovered just the field of his de- midst of those fertile fields, uncultivated Malcom's age, his long cherished liberal already assured, and we bid them GodPlainly, we think, the friends of
sentiments, the fact that for the past six speed.
sire.
no longer, but whitened for the reaper,
t Teacher,” he said, at the close of a stands a beautiful new chapel. The coun- months he hassustained intimate relations missions in the N. H. Y. M. have reason
recitation, * I have a mind to go over and try roads lead up to it from fur and near, to one of our Free Baptist churches and to thank God and take courage.
* FRU. MISS CRAWFORD.
visit that little church in the next town. and it stands a conspicuous object to all the great stride he has taken, are all facWe
ask
thoughtful attention to the folThey are a worthy people, but well nigh the country round.
Lately, when the tors in the surprise and the regret. Has
discouraged, I fear, and they need help.” winter snows were melting from all the Episcopacy become to-him a synonym for lowing letter from this faithful worker,
“ Why, young man,” responded the landscape, the student with his. people, repose P—J. M. B.
: whose long experience und great success
in her work, ought to give great weight
practical professor, ** you need help your- his fellow students, teacher and friends
Providence, June 13.
to her words in behalf of any feature of
self to enable you to continue your gathered about bim, dedicated this, the
SR
agit
the work with which she is so familiar:
studies. Can you expect it from that object of his labor and care, to the service
CONGREGATIONALISM.
Your kind letter of Oct. 6th was received
struggling church? Have you the time of his God, and it will stand many years,
There is, however, no reason why any

WEDNESDAY,

SCHOOL.

at Harper's Ferry with these words:
From all indications, the Storer Normal
school is in good condition. Three of its

of the Woman's Society, giving some account of personal experiences among the
women of India, and of results already
witnessed ; Rev. F. L. Wiley plead for
the Foreign Mission Society, piling his
facts and arguments until his subject was
well-nigh overloaded. The meeting was
‘one of deep interest and the generous responses in the way of cash contributions
for different departments of mission work
showed that the feeling was more than
superficial. Fhe presence of Rev. A. H.
orrell, fresh from the work in the Shen-

4

NORMAL

concludes a report of the late anniversary

Of the general character of the meeting
an account will be given by other hands.

pastor, the o'dest of the order in the city.

enlisted again the confidence as well as sympathy of many of his Christian friends, They
have engaged him able and, zealous counsel,
and feel confident of establishing his innocence..

the illness of our .genior
Lord help each one to help.
L. CRAWFORD.

The People’s Advocate, of Washington,

On Wednesday afternoon the sermon apmon to all denominations,
and the ques- pointed in the programme was omitted
| tion of its cure is one of paramount imporand the entire time given to Missions.
tance. Would not parental authority ad- Rev.
G. M. Park
advocated
the
ded to example do much toward it?
Claims of the Home
Mission Society
Of the Rhode Island Congregational in a very forcible and effective speech;
Conference, to which the writer was one
Rev. J. L. Sinclair presented some featof the delegates appointed by the Free ures of the work at Harper's Ferry in a
Baptist Association, I" shall ‘speak more
manner that touched many hearts and set
at length. It was held with the Bene fi- many fingers
fumbling for pocketcient church, Rev. J. G. Vose, D. D.,

of

bud

the hidden germs in the precious

great void caused by
missionary? The
Yours in Jesus.

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

This is in our State a deplorable evil com-
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MISSION WORK.

the

and five hundred confirmations. In his
annual address, Bishop Clark called special attention to the falling off of children
in their attendance on public’ worship.

little band as a new convert now and then
joined their widening circle, until at last

d for publication
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their hopes in the possible future of their
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and it would not be

nearly as

Divine law
and styenu-

hard

as

it now

gsems to preserve the public Sabbath which we
are passively surrendering.
One of the contradictory and ¢ unintelligible”
characteristies of which the dramsellers’ or-

gans complain in the present
cise law, relates to the sale

state of the exof ligmors

in the

clubs, where it is carried on without a pretense
of license—an abuse which forced Mr. Wm. E.
Dodge to resign office in that very respectable
institution, the Union League Club.
This organization is now building the grandest clubhouse in New York, on the corner of Broad-

way and Thirty-ninth street, covering

the en-

tire space so long occupied by the famous Dick-

el riding school, which has within a few weeks
entirely disappeared from its old quarters.
Onlyto expand, with

the numbers

of its fair

and gallant riders, to still broader proportions,
on the borders of the Central

Park,

in

Fifty-

sixth street; where is now the largest and most
elegant riding school ever built in this hemisphere, still under the long tried management
of Mr. Charles W.. Dickel, and I am glad to
learn that this important branch of education
and exercise, especially for the female sex, still

grows in favor. If I had a boy oy girl who did
not ride regularly, it would be because I could
not by any means contrive to provide a horse.

Moy Jin Kee, our Methodist Chinese missionary of late, is now on trial, and seems to have

OTHER MATTERS.

Another bill, known as the ¢ Little bill,”

in other words, the judicial expenses bill, is a
gupplementary act taken out of the regular appropriation bill, to pay the usual judicial ex
penses of the courts, &e., throughout the land. ,
but refuses to appropriate for Supervisors. and
There are other sweeping
Deputy Marshals.
clauses, the effect of which is to cripple the
Government in various ways, such as to pre- illicit
vent prosecuting the ¢moonshimers,”
distillers, &c.,all through the South; and West,
who are resisting and evading the revenue laws.
It passed the House on Tuesday Hy.a strict party
vote, and if it should pass the Senate it. will call.
out a fourth veto.

The obnoxious Warner silver biiliivas stamp-

ed out completely in the Senate on Monday,
and its ghost will not be visible again this session.
Nothing of any importance was transacted
in either House on Thursday, contrary to gen-eral expectation, as it was supposed that the

Senate would take up and dispose of the legis--

lative bill that passed.the House so decisively...

A bill for the final adjournment passed. the:
House on Monday, and
p
day, June 17.

fixes the date on Tues--

Unless the Judicial bill calls out discussion.
in the Senate, and the two appropriation bills
are disposed of quickly, the prospect for an
adjournment at least by the 20th ofJune, are
;
good.
The country will certainly aequiesce, so that
these blundering Congressmen need have no
fear of their constituents on. that account.
ELLIOTT.
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ATONEMENT.

THE MOTHERS MEETING.
REPORTED BY BESSIE BARTON.
Daring the recent Sunday-school

Insti-

especial

meet-

tute at Adrian,

Mich., an

ing was held in the Baptist church

for

mothers and
primary teachers.”
The
church was full, and Mrs. G. R. Alden
(* Pansy”) commenced without delay to
talk in an easy, conversational manner.
Her pleasant face and sweet voice added
much to the pleasure of her listeners, I
will try to give the substance of her remarks :

* We can not expect. to decide many
things or determine methods in so short a
time, but I hope,by calling your attention
to various matters,to awaken thought and
promote action that will result in much
tinal good. I am glad to address jrimary teachers and mothers together because
their work is so interwoven.
They help
or hinder each other very much.
**One thing that seems small often
works much mischief. Mothers nced to
be very careful how they criticise the
teacher before the child.
* When the little one tries to tell mother what

the

teacher

said,

and

it seems

like strange talk, remember that in using
her own language she may have chosen
words that alter the meaning—has probably forgotten some and her imagination
may have added much to the confused report.
See the teacher about it if you
wish, but do not say before

the child,

‘I

wonder that Miss Smith should teach the
children such stuff.’
:
** Thoughtless remarks in regard to the
teacher’s dress or manners may build up
a barrier between the

teacher

and

child

which will prevent the former from exercising any influence over the latter.
**Many mothers make a mistake in supposing their children too young to learn
* Bible verses when they can repeat readily

dozens of Mother Goose's rhymes. There
are plenty of Scripture verses which a
child of three or four years can learn and
understand with a little wise explanation.
Some go to the other extreme—attempt
too many verses. Some children of six
years can easily learn a verse a day; but
one verse a week, thoroughly

committed,

explained and illustrated by picture or
story, until it becomes part of himself,
never to be forgotten, seems to me the
best way, and is my practice with my son

who is six years old.
*¢ The old practice of having children
pray at mother’s knee has

tions.

- g®

serious

Che little child is almost

the impression

prayers to mother,

that
and

it

the

objec-

sure

to

is saying
time

comes

when that practice is outgrown ; but kneel
with your'child in prayer, and coming
years will bring no change in the form of
worship.

*¢ We talk too much about our children
learning prayers. Iteach my class and
my boy many of the Seripture verses
which are prayers, but am very careful
of the phraseology— not ‘learn a prayer’
but ¢ let us pray.’
Letthe prayer verse
2

TW

spoken-to

it is explained at all plainly to them. In
faot,the language in which teachers speak
to children must be clear and simple, else

they will stumble at the very threshold.

In reply to a question: ** I teach my boy
many of the Scripture forms of prayer, but
encourage him always to use his own language, atleast in part.of his prayer.
“ I wantto tell the primary teacher of a
little instrument which I have found very
aseful. Its use was suggested to me by
Mrs. Chase, a very successful primary

tonishx.ent that the scholars

were unable

to answer. Now,it is perfectly plain that,
for any practical purpose, a teacher might
as well ask his children, ‘¢ Do you find
any conglomeration of ideas in the Bible?” or, “ What was the peculiar idiosyncrasy of the mind of Paul?" Some
may say that this case is simply one,
of pedantry, and thatit will not often occur; perhaps.there is more of it than we
are generally aware of.
A-teacher once said : ‘One circumstance
made me pay more attention to the using
of learned words. I had been checking a
fellow-teacher for using some very long
word to his children; on the succeeding
Sabbath it came out of my ownlips

before

1 wasaware, and I felt myself blushing in
presence of my class.”
Very often, when our scholars look dull
and stupid, and when we blame them for
not understanding us, it is just because
we have used language which they could

not understand.

We

are not generally

in the habit of obscuring our meaning in
this way when we speak about worldly
things. A father would rot think of saying to his child at breakfast, ¢ What is
the nature of the composition of which you
are partaking?” or if one of us go toa
shop, we would not say, ‘* Have you any
objections to a mutual exchange or transference of property ?” Such things would
o

n. should

any

of us darken the already darkened understanding, by causing clouds or obscurities,
«our own making, to hide the blessed
light of truth ?-— Sketches from 8S. S. Life.
o--0-0-b
+9044

-

bath-school

scholar

said, in an

hour

of

good may result in that way.”

shame, speaking of his far-away teacher:
‘¢ He never spoke to me alone about Jesus.” * Exhortations to your class in gen-

gt

eral are well enough sometimes, but what

aa

LONG WORDS IN SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
Those who think that it is of little moent what words they use have the idea
1bat, in some way or other, the Bible will

will be most fruitful in results is the tearful, at least the earnest word that

comes

hand ona scholar’s shoulder as he

passes

from your heart and lips

as laying

your

out, you whisper, * I am praying for you.
Do come,
serve my: Saviour.”—S§S. S,

have its proper effect, without their changing or explaining almost any words in a

Teacher's Quarterly. .

quotation from it, or making the smallest

A missionary of the American Sundayschool Union in Minnesota, during the
past years of the society, organized thirty
Sunday-schools, with 92 teachers and 775

attempt to break thie bread into crumbs
for the children. We know there are very
many pious teachers of this opinion, and
shall be sorry to offend them; but they
should remember that though ‘they may
make the scholars remember the words,
' yet scarcely an idea which they teach in
this way will enter their minds. A téacher was heard trying to impress on a

scholar the fact that * Christ was the
foundation of the sinner’s hope,"—a great

and solemn truth; but whut was the result of this long-word way of speaking?
On questioning the boy immediately afterwards, to see if he understood the sentence,—*‘‘ Who died on the eross?”—
* Christ.” ¢ Whois Christ?” ‘Ile is

the foundation.” < What do you mean by
- foundation?”
¢ The
sinner’s hope.”
‘ Whatis the meaning of hope?” [he

edge
.The atonement is a theme whose
hight and depth no finite mind can measure,

scholars ; visited and aided 57 other

Sun-

day-schools;
delivered 155 addresses;
visited 253 families; distributed 182 Bibles and. Testaments, and held twelve
county and district Sunday-school conventions. He also labored earnestly in the
cause of temperance reform, establishing
societies and clubs,
An exchange says: ‘If you ever feel
like * giving up,” remember that is the
very time when

it

is most

necessary

to

¢ hold on," wheiher in teaching a Sundayschool class or in fighting finance.
It's
managing the crisis that ‘tells.’ , Anybody
can manage in easy times.”
The Vermont
held

their

Baptist

tenth: annual

Vergennes, June 4 and 5,

-Sunday-schools
convention

at

cessity of seeking, reconciliation with their

a

BY ZABETH HARP,

rights ¥ in these days.
Reformers and
philanthropists take up the gauntlet in
her behalf; female orators bend the bow

scientists, is re-

ceived with joy unspeakable by the humble, penitent believer in Christ. The last
cry of the dying Christ is the richest,
fullest, sweetest words ever uttered by
human lips, or pronounced by angel

tongues.

All the sufferings endured,

of their eloquenge to give their sisters the
franchise, as if

all

tutionary. * This substitution is not upon
the principle of commercial commutative or retributive justice, it is all of free,
amazing grace. It is justice to the government of God and to the universe of intelligence,

just in be-

It is an appeal to God,

all law.

his

law

and government. It is a manifestation of
the love and compassion of God for our

| lost world.

Itisan appeal

to the uni-

verse of intelligences, as it vindicates the
veracity and justice of God, with the
infinite benevolence
and perfection of

moral government.

It is the reconcilia-

tion for a guilty world, and is a more
striking manifestation of the evil and
demerit of sin, and love of holiness, than
the thunders of Sinai, or the fires of per-

dition, and must
moral

linois.

that God might be

stowing pardon and eternal life, through
Jesus’ blood, upon all that believe. Rom.
3:24,26.
The atonement is a measure in the Divine government far above and beyond

sion,

During last year, 18,000 members of
Sunday-schools joined the churches in Il-

who, through the eternal Spirit,

fwoman

with

a

ballot

in

her hand could\walk right straight into
Utopia!
But
tl me, my sober-going
sisters, do you beNeve that with a paper
ballot you can rub'out all the wrongs that
roughen your lives ? The most enthusiastic advocate of female suffrage will
hardly answer ves.

the predictions fulfilled, all righteousness

of Christ,

er than the seven wise men of Greece, as

We heara great deal about * woman's

proud, false philosophy, pharisaical relig-

ionists, and superficial

And he towered in « * wisdom” great.

RIGHTS.

‘* How small, of all that human hearts endure,
The part that laws or kings can rule or cure.”

What will lighten the lot and brighten
the life of woman?
To elevate the standard of character generally, and lift up
men and women from lower to higher
things. But this must be a great work,
destined to slow progress: Undoubtedly,
moral growths are slow. We do not expect this lifeto become a beatitude,dr that

we shull be surrounded by perfect conditions here, though it is no doubt

true that

most of us might live far more worthily
than we do in our present surroundings,—
might live less vapid and more useful
lives. We do not make the most, or the
best, of the *‘rights ” we already hold in
undisputed possession.
I have no objections to the enfranchisement of women in the popular sense of

the present

|

day.

I

heartily wish they

might be freed from a thousand things
that worry and vex them at present. But
it seems to me that to give
' woman the
ballot now would be laying another
burden on shoulders which already groan
under ** burdens grievous to be borne.”
How is that? You want inteiligent
voters, of course,

and - not many women
offered himself without spot to God,
purge your conscience from dead works understand politics. They would need
to serve the living God.” Christ and him to be educated up to their new prerogative, and*here would be another demand
crucified, is the burden of the gospel
of sin. The book of Leviticus is but the message. In vain we preach the purest on their time and attention when there
gospel written in symbols, and the epis- morality, even the sermon on the mount, are too many demands already. * But it
tle to the Hebrews is a “wonderful analy- this can only beget to bondage (the law wouldn't take long to vote.” Wouldn't
sis of the Divine economy, symbelized in isour school-master to lead to Christ), it, though ? Indeed, it would. if women
the typés and shadows ef the ceremonial while a sight of Christ crucitied for sins, made as much fuss and parade abeut it
worship of the old covenant.
and its sins, is all-subduing and trans- as men do. I hope, however, they would
There are three elements which com- forming from emnity and selfishness to be more sensible, and I rather think they
bine to give the death of Christ, or the loving God and his service.
Christ eru- would aftera little.
Does ever an election day come round
atonement, a power over the soul, which citied is the omnipotence of love divine
but the lord of the mansion is up racketnature or art,in philosophy or history, can to regenerate or create anew.
not arproach unto. It exhibits a suffering
It is in the exercise of faith, the soul js ting round house before sunrise, disturbaltogether peculiar and above all otters born of God, and the law of God is writ- ing the peace and repose of the whole
in its nature, a suffering begotten of Di- ten in the heart.
He that believeth is household ; and the chairs and the chilvine compassion for our sinful and sin- born of God, ye are- all the children of dren must keep out of the way, or they'll
ning world, a suffering expiatory of hu- God by faith. * There is nothing in the get damaged in the tremendous bustie «f
that he may be off in time to
man guilt, and redemptive in the govern- wide universe of which we can form any preparation,
ment of God. Gal. 4:5,6. Remove either conception which can so affect the heart, get in his vote fof chairman,or moderator,
element, it "is no longer the cross of and can so really change or convert the 1f he can only get *“ his vote in,” why, let
the long predicted comet strike the earth
Christ; take away the cross, and we inmost soul, as in the heart accepting the
as soon as it pleases.
What matter about
have no longer the gospel, or a real truth, and fact of the innocent dying a
such a trifle? He lays about him at
Christ. Its mysterious powerin making sacrifice, or suffering chastisement, inatonement, and in regenerating. human stead of our punishment, to save us from breakfast, and talks in the most majestic
* This,”
and its. due tone of*‘such and such measures.”
character, is in the infinite dignity .and sin, its guilt, its bondage,
{ he says, ‘* is a very important crisis, and
worth of the Son of God, with the im- consequences. It is true the theological
of the gospel, simply .as a it is the duty of every lover of his country
penetrable anguish of his sinless soul, in doctringg
bearing our sins. This is the Secret of creed, ¢an no more" lift mankind from to be at the polls to help defedt"—some
its power. The cross is the wisdom and the depth of sin and its bondage than an prominent candidate of ihe opposition,—
powerof God, in rescuing the slaves of essay upon planatory attraction can lift the ** because, if such a monster is elected to
sin from ifs reigning power, and making tears ol old ocean, without the felt at
snapped asunder, or the covers will fall
them free indeed. It is divine love, suf- traction of the moon.” This is the Aroff
of all the snuff-boxes in creation. He
chimedian
lever to uplift the world trom
fering for the sinful and the perishing.
sneezes
stentoriously at such a prospect !
the
depths
of
sin
and
its
bondage to holiItis the innocent, suffering for the guilty.
Then he swings his arms and blows out
ness,
to
happiness
and
heaven.
‘The
It is the just, suffering for the unjust.
with tremendous force. The children
It is not wrath, nor bloody vengeance, de- atonement is the wondrous key, which
slink away alurmed at father’s sudden
unlocks
the
dark
and mysterious problem
manding a victim. It is infinite benevoaccession
of dignity and importance.
of
human
It
destiny
and
moral
governme
lence offering a sacrifice.
nt.
A government which admitted no for- As light is the life-bloed of nature, even seemsas if he was swelled to twice his
.giveness would sink the guilty to de: so Christ crucified for sin, is the source, ordinary proportions just because he is
spair.
A government which never pun- fountain and life-blood of all the graces, going to vote. Suppose the mother were
ishes is a contradiction, and can not ex- which are the fruits of the Holy Spirit, on the same 'scaleof * inflation,” could
ist.
A government whose sanctions Christ erucified is the most wonderful vol- any ordinary household bear it without
were reformatory,and were only designed ume of God's vast library of truth in which bursting up? No. The man slats back
all holy beings may read eternally of his chair, buttons up his coat, and aims
for the welfare of the offender,is a Utopia,
and is opposed to the universal experience his manifold wisdom and infinite love. The for the door, muttering under his breath
political corruption,
of mankind, and to the intuitive convic- wonders of the cross shall forever be the of ¢‘ demagogues,
socialistic scheming,
our free institutions,”
tions of all sane minds, and it is a kind of science and song of eternity, and shall
insane sentimentalism. In the provision swell the sweetest symphonies in the etc. His manner is so awful his little
Mby the atonement, God magnifies the hallelujah concerts of heaven forever and three-year-old girl doesn't dare ask papa
to bring her home a sheet of gingerbread,
strength of his law to condemn sin, and ever. It is refreshing now,
while a
it is no less binding than if no provision loose liberalism would undermine this but. happily, the wife, less moved by his
central and cardinal truth, to read the towering dignity, having seen similar exfor pardon was made.
The atonement
hibitions often enough before, says :
by the death of Christ, a sin-offering for following from Star King,
although a
‘Silas, couldn't you carry the swill out
Unitarian, who was constrained from the
mankind, shows, and nothing else claims
to
the pigs before you go?” He turns
to show, how God can be just and justify history of Christianity as an honest man,
and faces her. He, a man, a citizen, a
the sinner or ungodly. Rom. 4:5.
The before he died, to pay the following tribvoter, going out to exercise the mighty
voluntary sufferings and death of the Son ute:
power
of franchise to help save bis country
It fired the fierce eloquence of Tertulof God in our behalf magnify the justice
from threatened ruin, and this grovéling
lian
in
the
early
church.
It
gushed
in
of God, intensify the strength of law to
honied periods from the lips of “Chrysos- woman talks to him of *‘swill!" How
condemn sin, and open the gates of sal- tom. It enlisted the life-long
zeal of is his dignity insulted! He deigns no revation to every penitent believer in his Athanasius to keep it pure. ‘It filled every
ply save an energetic bang of the door
:
power and commanded the resources of
:
;
Son.
behind him.
the
mighty
soul
of
Augustine.
The
The death of Christ is an offering for learning of Jerome, and
the energy of
Now he is gone, suffer me to put in a
sin, it is vicarious, sacri ficial and substi-

boy here paused a little, and when press-

Of course these

Loe,

dwellsin light insufferable,
and anapproachable, and though rejected with scorn by a

offended gods, by the sacrifice of men or
animals for the sins of men. We are assured by inspiration that, without the
shedding of bloed, there is no remission

ed for an answer, supposed that hope was
some kind of a book, or the leaves of one,

and which the angels, even, desire to

5

look into. The wisdom of Godis manifest brought in, all the ransom price paid, all
in creation, But his manifold wisdom is re- the powers of earth and hell defeated, all
teachmy
what
for
care
arssay, “I don't
er says, because I can never understand vealed by the cross of Christ, which is the interests of heaven and earth harmobut another term for atonement.
This nized,all the blessings of pardon,adoption,
what he means.”
justification, sanctification,immortality and
is
the
sublime
central
truth
of
revelation
The following is an instance of a few’
from recollection, to our fallen humanity. Itis the sun in eternal life for the redeemed, and all the
questions put down
from a case which occurred a few years the gospel firmament of truth; it lifts the glory of our Immanuel, crowned with the
ago. The questions were asked of boys dark cloud of threatening wrath from a dindem of the universe as the Redeemer,
from about eight to twelve years of age, guilty world, and sheds celestial light now being secured by the blood shed upall of them children of what are called the and hope for the perishing and the on the cross. Christ, as the God man, is
lost. All the great truths of revelation the center of God's revelation and of man’s
:
common people:
flow into the atonement as the rivers redemption. The offering cf Christ once
Who is it that regenerates us?
flow into the ocean, and are bug as streams for all a sacrifice and sin-offering for the
Who brought us into a salvable state?
flowing from this one ii oy or as world, is all-sufficient without the adWho will resuscitate us when we are dead?
branches growing out of this one root. mixture of our obedience or good works,
What was the consequence of Adam's sin?
In
the atonement, as in a grand, a sub- for by one offering He hath perfected forAre you one of his descendants?
lime and awful panorama of revealed ever them that are sanctified.
Have you forfeited your title to heaven?
Who are the recipients of God’s pardon?
The atonement for sin by the death of
truth concentrated, every attribute of a perWhat description of people will get there?
fect moral government, and every perfec- Christ has a twofold aspect: it not only
Was Christ’s death volantary?
tion of the Infinite are convergedto a fo- harmonizes justice and mercy in the govCan you specify the way of salvation?
cal point, in infinite abhorrence
and ernment of God for the pardon of sinners,
Are we in a state of misery or beatitude?
condemnation of sin, with self-sacrificing but its influence begets holiness, or loyWhat inference do you derive from this?
love for the world. The history of atone- alty to God and his requirements, in all
This is no exaggeration of what but too ment fms
old as the race. Its necessity that believe. Thus, with the heart, man
often occurs. The questions almost, as a is an imprint in the universal
Its first
conscience believeth unto righteousness.
matter of course, were all answered by of our fallen humanity.
It is a remark- aspect js toward God, as the Sovereign
the teacher himself; they were now and able fact, and one
which is well nigh Ruler, its secondary aspect is towards
then interspersed with simple questions, demonstration in its
favor, that all na- man as a vile sinner. Hebrews 9:13,14.
but the learned kind seemed to be more tions, in all ages,
civilized as well as “Forif the blood of bulls and of goats,and
common.
The last question, ** What in- savage
and barbarous, however dif- the ashes ofa heifer sprinkling the unference do you derive,” &c., was asked fering in other religious
opinions, have clean, sanctificth to the purifying of the
many times over, with expressions of asagreed alone in the expediency and ne- flesh, how much more shall the blood

‘A valuable Sunday-school suggestion
comes to us from Altoona, Pa. The managers of that school have placed near the
entrance doors of their school a box they
call *“ the question box.”
In this box
teacher in Newark,N. J. It is a conduct- may be deposited slips of paper containor’s punch or a shoemaker’s punch will ing questions relating to the lesson of the
do as well.
It will make round holes; day, or to any department of theology.
and if the little ones are told when they The box is extensively used by teachers
and scholars alike, and the questions askreceive their cards that if they learn the. ed display a want of knowledge by both
verse perfectly a round hole shall be put classes, demonstrating the great need aad
The pastor
in the card the next Sunday, the teacher utility of such a scheme.
will find that round holes have a great clears the box after all ‘hose in attendvalue. But the chief value of the punch ance have passed in, and examines the
questions. At the conclusion of the exis that by placing it near the edge of the ercises the questions are lucidly and carecard a hole almost round may be made,or fully answered, and much practical good
half a hole, according as the verse has has resulted. Many persons thus gain inbeen learned. The neglected child who formation which their bashfulness or their
has tried alone to learn and has succeed- fear of showing their ignorance would
have prevented their obtaining in any othed in getting one or two words of the er way.— Chris. Herald.
!
verse right can have atiny clip to tell her
that the teacher is pleased because she
That was a bitter thing which a Sabtried, and it is almost certain that that
child will do better next time;
she will
coax somebody to help her and untold

for sin, than in any other branch ofknowl-

™

flection of the ineffuble glory of Him who

On several occasions we have heard schol-

osed

eyes and bowed head.”

he could not tell which.

:

questions were put solely for the purpose .
of seeing if he understoed the words.
Now, while there ure many eases in which
Ld
children will give. the most ridiculous
BY REV. B. MCKOON,
answers even after tHe clearest explanaThere
is
a
greater breadth of profound
tion, yet, in general, they will not pass
wisdom,
and
pure
intellectual and moral
over a sentence like this without having,
at any rate, some idea of what it means if philosophy, in the doctrine of atonement

make a deeper

and exert a greater

universe,

impres-

influence in the

against sin and in favor

of holiness, than the blotting out of this
world as a sacrifice could do.

Itisa

re-

Anbrose,

were committed to its

defense.

This was the ‘text for the subtle eye and
analytic thought of Aquinas, .It was the
pillar of Luther’s soul toiling ‘for man,
t was shapen into intellectual proportions, and

systematic

iron logic of Calvin.

symmetry

by the

It fostered

the de-

votion and self-sacrifice of Oberlin;

ed with molten metal in the

rigid

flow-

form

plea

for the offending

female,

who

has

not yet come to her rights political,or she

had not been thinking of pigs on election

day, probably. But it does not seem a
very long leap from politics to swill, or
strange that the naming of the one should

suggest the other, or that they should be

he flung the presumptuous

‘ticket

in

the ditch, and spat upon it a “full reserve”
of tobacco juice. Conservative if I am, [
should have enjoyed seeing Mrs. Cady
Stanton walk up to this disdainer, and
present him with a spelling-book.
What blows we must encounter, ladies,
in this warfare for our ** Rights.”
O&O
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HARPER'S FERRY.
BY

KE, W.

P.

A visit recently to this old field of his.
toric fame and memories, more than

met

our expectations,
!
Nature hus done much toward making
grand the scenery in and about Harper's
Ferry. The Potomac and Shenandoah
rivers here make a confluence, and pass
through a mountain range, making

hights

on either

Maryland and

side,

designated

Loudon,

and

which the historian has well said,

stand as guardian giants,

as

concerning

they

defending

portals of the noble Valley of Virginia.

the

Harper's Ferry shared in the struggle
for liberty, from the days of John Brown
to the close of the war. It suffered, by
the sweep. of armies from both sides,many
times during the conflict. Add to this the
destrugtion by flood in 1870, and it would
seem that the declaration of John Brown
before his execution, of its fearful future
destiny, was a prophecy of no doubtful
fu'fillment.
Here, upon the central hight, between
the above named rivers, is located Storer
College. And concerning its work and
the results that appeared, as the fruitage

of patient labor and much
the part of both

sacrifice on

teachers and pupils,

were highly pleased.

The

we

students did

themselves great credit, when we consider their want of early advantages. This
was made evident, that taey only needed
the opportunity to prove themselves efficient

in securing an education, notwith-

standing their early disadvantages.
One of the most marked evidences

progress,

of

in improved facilities for the

school, is ** Myrtle Hall,” and it does
much credit to the Woman's Mission Society.

It

stands a monument to earnest en-

deavor, and shows how great things can
be done by added mites and the gathering

of the rills.

Let the rays concentrate, and

how soon they will burn. So let the stray
pennies be gathered and poured into a
common treasury, and to our surprise
some noble structure will rise before us,
to. do honor and perpetuate the noble
work of benevolence.

Bro. Brackett and his associates are
doing a noble wofk for our southern interests, as is, also, Bro. Morrell, as pastor

of the church
and his general
of the churehes,
ty at'the South,

connected with the school,
care and superintendence
which becomes a necessiand with which we should

be much stronger in all parts of our de-

nomination.
We must not slacken our
efforts for this school until it is so well
furnished and endowed that it shall be
freed from embarrassment. Those who
have sonie of the Lord's money may here

-make for it-a-sure investment. Our peo:
ple, who prayed so earnestly and sacrific-

ed so much

for

liberty,

must

now

take

care of the results which God has sent in

answer to those prayers. The whole valley, in extent more than two hundred
miles, through which are scattered schools

and feeble churches for the freedmen,
is looking to Storer college for its supply

of teachers and preachers, and we must

Rev. W. V. Harper died of paralysis,
Feb. 28, 1879. Bro. Harper was a mem-

ber

of

the

Mount

Zion

church

in

Franklin Co., Ill. He came to his end
very suddenly, falling dead while going
along the highway.
Ordained in the

Makanda Q. M., in May,

faithful worker

1878, he

was

a

and zealous in the cause

of the Master. The Lord giveth and the
Lord taketh away, blessed be the name
of the Lord.
Jonx W. Isaacs.
——
le pat
OCOASIONAL SERMONS.
There is nothing that will wear out
sooner than what may be called oceasional sermons. When men seek an audience
by preaching upen secular and quaint topics, they soon create an appetite that they
can not possibly long satisty. The hearer
will constantly demand a fresh sensation.
Love, courtship,

marriage,

divorce;

the

theatre, dancing, young people, married
men, married women, old people—all
such topics may be strung along for
a period, but they become terribly
wearisome and disappointing after a
time.

A

short,

earnest,

well-illustrat-

ed
and
forcibly-delivered
discourse
upon some aspect of the ‘gospel, or
some spiritual need of the human heart,
will always awaken a response, and will
be much less likely to become stale. A lyceum lecturer has only a limited series of

mistaken for synonymous terms even.
and steady rapture of Wesley's heart, All __ But if
politics is such a muddy pool as
the great enterprises of Christianity have
the
better
class of men declare it to be,
been born of the influence ‘¢ immediate
taking discourses at best, and the most
or remote, which this vicarious theory of and you should cast in woman to clarify
redemption
has
exercised upon
the it, and if instead of clearing it she should successful, with few exceptions, lose their. popularity after a few years. But
mind and heart of humanity.”
a deget befouled, why, then your adventure vout gospel preacher
, full of his theme
And we add, it is now doing more for
would have cost too much, would it not?
and the ‘ enthusiasm of humanity,” will
the purification of this world, more to
Although the majority of women are *¢ bring forth fruit
in his old age,” and be
rectify its disorders, niore fo alleviate its not well enough informed as to political
reluctantly dismissed by the church to
woes, its oppressions and wrongs, more mattersto vote intelligen
tly, they must be his higher reward.
—Zion's Herald.
to make men holy,
Godlike, humane and
as worthy of the franchise as some of the
happy than all other influences combinother sex. Not long since 1 saw an
ed. In conclusion we remark, never is the
anecdote of a man who couldn't read. He here, in matters of conscience, we must
soul so conscious of its full powers of
held a ballot in his hand, and requested a hold and draw with kings, and set ourthought and feeling, never does it throb
friend to let him know its purport. He selves in opposition with the shields of
with such divine life,as when it most fully
of Edwards’s intellect,and kindled

the deep

grasps the glorious reality of the Christian faith,

as a wondrous

and

harmoni-

ous whole, tending to the highest
inable end, and centering

unites

divinityity with

in Christ,

humanity,

reconciles heaven and earth.

imagwho

and

;

was told that it fuvored giving the ballot

the earth.

Oh, the sweet comniunion for-

to women.
;
‘ Take it away, then,” he exclaimed,
with most indignant scorn,
1 won't

evermore

that hath been between Christ

carry sucha ticket,
enough to vote.”

Women

don't know

and the prisoner.

(He was a prisoner in

Aberdeen for his faiths sake.) He weari-

eth not to be kind; He is the fairest sight
I.sev in Aberdeen,

or

any

my feet were in,—Samuel

part that ever

Rutherford.
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Selections.

dependents

Not a brooklet floweth
Onward tothe sea,
Not » sunbeam gloweth
On its bosom
y
Not a seed unfoldeth
To the glorious air,
But our
Father holdeth

It within His care.

right men, and laying
count for themselves
of judgment.

up a’ fearful acagainst the day

n view of such facts,
one or two questions,

we would ask
which we com-

.

integrity, of honesty, one for the ways of

business, and another for other spheres of
life? And ifyou are not truthful and honest in the one sphere, are you likely to be
in the other P
2. Is your example and teaching in the
ways of business likely to do good to
young men,or to corrupt their principles :
to keep them out of the kingdom of
heaven, or to lead them to it; to muke

Not a star grows dim,

Not a cloud o’ershadeth
But ’tis marked by Him.
Dream not that thy gladness
God doth fail to see;
Think not in thy sadness
thee.

Not a tie is broken,

Not a hope laid low,

Not a farewell spoken,
But our God
doth know.
Every hair is numbered,
Every tear is weighed
Ir the changeless balance
Wisest love has made.

them high-minded,
honorable,
truthful
men of business, or cheats, and liars, and

swindlers ?

3. At the bar of conscience, is not a
commercial lie as bad as any other kind of

Power eternal resteth

lying ?

In His changeless hand;

And at the day of judgment, will

not the business liar zo down to death,
under as deep a condemnation
as any

Love immortal hasteth
Swift at His command.
Faith can firmly trust him
In the darkest hour,
For the key she holdeth
'f'o His love and power.
—Aliee C. Jennings, Watchman.

house to house.

And

thus

the

church

grew and was glorified.— Independent.
O00
Bf TR
0

mend to the thoughtful consideration
of all, and especially of all business
men.
1. Are there two standards of truth, of

Not a floweret fadeth,

He forgetteth

STAR. JUNE 18, 1879,

to be deceivers and cheats, everywhere preaching the Word.” The
and undermining the morals of trade, story of the great apostle is that he visitand forfeiting the confidence of truly up- ed not merely from city to city, but from

|

GOD'S OARE.
'

THE MORNING

GLEANINGS,.
Sorin SENSE. The Springfield Republican admits that even Talmage ean talk
solid sense, and it goes on to quote the
following
utterances of the eccentric
Brooklyn clergyman :
The way out of this world is so blocked up with coffin and hearse and undertaker’s spade and screw-driver that it is
almost impossible for the Christian to
think as he ought of the happiest passage
in all his history. We put black instead
of white on the place where the good
man gains his last victory. We stand
weeping over the heap of chains which
the freed spirit has cast off, saying, ‘Poor
man! What a pity he had come to this!”
Come to what? Why,

by

the

time

the

people have assembled at the obsequies,
that man has been three days amid such
joys as make all the hilarities of earth
contemptible.

Christ says that every man shall love
his neighbor as himself. According to
the ascetic

school,

however,

you

must,

in order to love your neighbor as
self, first: hate yourselves, and so
to love your neighbors as you love
selves—that is, ** hate theth all.”—
Beecher,
:
;

yourlearn
yourWard

What then? I am not careful to inquire :
I know there must be tears, and fears, and
80rrow,
And saying, * I will answer for the morTOW.
:

What

then?

for all my

sins,

his

pardoning

grace;
For all my wants and woes, his loving kindness;

For darkest hours, the shining of God’s face,

And Christ’s own

hand

to lead me

in m

blindness.

day doing: Mr. L. isa member of the
—— church, and attends all their meetings, and gives to the cause of benevolence; but he seems to have no moreidea
of Christian principle in selling goods
than if the one had no relation whatever
to the other.”
A well-known minister of the gospel
went, some time sinee, into the store of a

leading merchant-tailor in the city of ——,
and lovking at some cloths, asked the
cost of a suit from a piece that pleased
him.

When the price was stated,

lied that it seemed much too high.

he

is'somewhat high,” said the tailor,

these fine

English

cloths

cost

re-

* It
* but

us high

prices, but then they wear so much better

and longer to make up for it, that we
think them in the end cheaper than American gnods.” ‘How much less,” asked
the minister, *‘ is the cost of a suit from
your best American cloth?” “We do not
keep American goods,” said the tailor.
** Most of our customers are particular,
and like the best kind of goods, and so we
keep ouly English cloths.” And,as ijllustrating and fioprecsing his remarks, he
pointed the minister
to the labels and
wrappers, bearing the names of the English manufacturers and dealers, who were
some of the first in Great Britain,
After some further talk the minister ordered a suit, which in due time was sent
home.

And soon afterward, having it on,

‘he called in at the counting-house of Mr.
B., a large manufacturer with whom he
was well acquainted, and, while sitting in

conversation with him, Mr. B., looking
at the suit he had on, remarked pleasantly, “1 am glad to see, Mr. ——, that you
are patronizing our factory.” * What do
you refer to?” asked the minister. ¢ To
the suit of clothes you have on,” replied
Mr. 3., ‘for I see they are from
the
cloth
made
at
our
mills.”
““ Why, no!” said the minister, ** I got
them from Mr. C. (the tailor), and he
deals only in English goods, though he
charged me an extra price for his work.”

* English goods!” said

Mr. B., with a

smile; ** why, Mr. C. buys all his

from us.

1 should

cloths

He has none other in his store.

know them anywhere.”

minister, greatly surprised,

must, I'm sure, be mistaken,

said,

The

* You

for Mr. C.

not only told me that he kept only EngYsh goods, but I saw the wrappers and
labels, with the English marks and the
manufactarers’ names

on them,

on every

Doce as I looked at them.” ¢* Yes,” said
r. B,, ‘‘ we prepared all those wrap-

Si and labels; we have them printed
y the ream ; there” (pointing
with his
finger), ‘* you see a pile of them ; and, as
1 said before, Mr, C." buys

all his cloths

from us, and he has not a yard of English

goods in his store!”
Here, then, wasthe leading merchanttailor, in a:leading city of our land, deliberately and habitually working with a
eading

manufacturer

to

pass off Ameri-

can goods as English; the tailor deliberately lyingto his customer,

and saying

the cloths were English ;the manufacturer

preparing
the labels to help on the lie;
the tailor exhibiting these labels to make
his lie pass for the truth; and both doing

this as nn every-day

business;

and yet

both men would feel outraged ifany one
had called them to their face what they
really were, cheats and. liars and “villains; And these are but a few of scores of
similar cases, in which men, in

the

way

of business,are debauching their own consciences, and teaching their clerks and
/

Of the refined politeness of a drawing-

pray, and should pray,that it may be filled; but he that has a full cup ought to
pray that he may hold it firmly. Itneeds
prayer in prosperity that we may have
grace to use it, as truly as it needs prayer
in poverty that we may have grace to
bear it.— Cumming.

room, most people have enough in a single evening ; to continue such a manner
of intercourse for a week would be intolerable, but the familiar communion of
the family never tires, home’s genuine
and spontyneous fellowship grows dearer
every year. The parallel holds good between the deliverances of a graundiloquent
clocution and the utterances of a warm
heart. The Primitive Methodist being
asked to return thanks dfter dinner with
the squire, thanked God that

he

did

not

have such a good dinner every day, or he
should be ill ; and when

we

have

oceca-

sionally listened to some great achievement of rhetoric, we have felt the same
grateful sentiment rising to our lips. A
whipped cream or a syllabub is an excellent thing occasionally, but it is easy to
grow tired of buth of them, while bread
and cheese or some such homely fare can

put to hazard a right. It is a way
thronged by prayers, and trodden by
docile inquirers, who are ever saying to
themselves: *‘‘ Who hath directed the
Spirit of the Lord;

selor hath

or,

being

his

taught him?'—=Prof.

coun-

dustin

Phelps in Congregationalist.

RACE.
Grace is the grand element
of the Gospel.
all the ages men have
been trying to bring believers to unity by
outside pressure, by the use ot’ the creed
or of church constitutions or canons. But
allin vain,

The work don't hold, for the

reason that the joining is not complete.
Such mere outside pressure leaves great
seams and flaws gaping out on the world.

The iron is too cold to be welded.
Fuse
it in the furnace of Divine love, and a

"perfect integration is secured. The uniiy of the church is the concurrence of
be eaten year after year with a relish.
If it be natural to a man to be very certain inner conditions of spiritual life
elegant and rhetorical, let him be so; rather than the presence of outward
flamingoes and giraffes are as God made pressures. Unity is. spontaneous. It is
them, and therefore their long legs are not procured ; it is a precipitation occurthe correct thing; but let no man imitate ring the moment the religious elements
the proficient in an elevated style, for are brought into suitable conditions, and
geese and sheep would be monstrous if those conditions are secured by the grace
perched on hig . To be sublime is one of the Gospel, hy the Spiritof the Lord.
thing, to be ridiculousis only a step re- — Zion's Herald.
moved ; but it is another matter.
Many
WaAT POWER?
No one would deny
in laboring to escape rusticity have fallen
into fastidiousness, and so into utter fee- that in individual cases a very hign
bleness. It may be that to recover their standard of duty might be formed by the
strength they will have to breathe their agency of a religion which refused to
strictly mundane limits.
native air, and return to that natural look beyond
style from which they have so laboriously But what are likely to be its sanctions
for the masses? What power has any
departed.— Spurgeon.
faith over the minds and actions of hui
UL
,S SOE
manity at large which lacks the superDO OUR CHURCHES WORK
natural mystery, and which does not
¢ We propose in our church,” a gen- hold out the promjse of reward and the
tleman recently remarked to one of our threat of punishment on the other side of
best known and most useful

evangelists,

¢* 80 to organize
our religious work
that
the Gospel shall not merely be put within
the reach of everybody, but shall actually be carried to everybody within our
parish limits.” ‘If you do that,” was
the.reply, ‘‘ you will do what not one
church in five thousand does.”
Can that be true? If it

practically no church’ does

be

it.

of our churches take the word

true,

then

Do

none

of life

in

their hands and go to everbody in their
town or village and invite them personal310% fellowship with Christ and his
i sciples? If so, then our churches fall
very, very far short of their duty, Then
it is not strange that we hear of old country towns in which the churches are dying
out and retain but two gor three male
members. It is not strange that those
who stand apart from our churches declare

the grave? The witty

Frenchman,

when

he recommended the friend, who asked
him how he might" hope to establish a
new religion, to be crucified, and after
three days to rise from the dead, indicat-

ed a profound truth, So long as Christiunity offers its hopes and fears the
would in general is not likely to accept
as its substitute the rationalistic burlesque
of it which boasts as its title the religion
of humanity.—London World.
All our passions

are

but the

several

ebbings and flowings of the soul, and

their motions are the Figns of its temper,
which way it is carried. If our desires
and hopes and fears be in the things of
this world and the interests ot

this is their distemper and

soul is in a continual fever.

the

disorder,
But

flesh,

the

if they

move Godwards, then it is composed and
that they have lost their power and no calm, in a good temper and healthful
longer take hold on the people; that they state, fearing and loving him, ‘desiring
may
yet be a social force, but are not a him and nothing but him, waiting for
religions force to make men fear and love him, trusting,ig him. And when any
God and keep his commandments.
one affection is right and in a due aspect
But do not our churches work? Do they to God, all the rest are so too.—Adrchnot keep up their regular megtings? Do bishop Leighton.
they not invite in everybody? Do
they not
“The story is told of an infidel who said
have their sociables and picnics? Do they
not raise money to pay off their debts? to a clergyman: ** 1 always spend SunDo they not make great efforts to raise day in settling my accounts.” To which
their pastors’ salaries? Are not their Sab- the good man replied: ‘ And you will
bath-schools made attractive by pictures probably spend the day of judgment in
and fountains and feasts? All true, some- the same way.” We know of t women.
times ; and all good, very good; but all who always put their houses in order,
this is not what the church was made for. and write up all the letters for the week,
0 to ride, or read trashy books on that
This is not obeying the command of its
ay; and they are not infidels either. ‘In
founder. This is not the whole nor the
first part of what the church was organ- the hearts of many professedly good peoized for. The command is not Draw, ple God seems to dwell less on Sundays
but, * Go!” The record is: * They went than on week days.— Congregationalist.
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Upwards of 3,000 colored young men and
women are in the school of the Freedmen’s Aid Society.

The Congregationalist

says:

‘* A tele-

phone, a Blake’s
transmitter,
has been
placed in the church in Mansfield, O., Rev.
Frank Russell, pastor; the wires leading to

the houses of several aged and invalid persons. It surmounts a flower piece on the
table in front of the platform, in a very
unnoticeable position. The speaker paysno
attention whatever to it, yet every word

uttered in the auditorium, is easily heard
with entire distinctness. in the rooms of
the dwellings which the wires reach. The
first communication from the minister was
the Scripture, ‘ The Word is nigh unto
thee,’ ¢ His word runneth swiftly.”
Mr. Moody’s residence in Baltimore last
winter

was selected, it seems,

with

refer-

ence to the health of his young son.
His
time has been occupied in study, in holding
Sunday meetings at the

penitentiary,

and

in conducting daily Evangelistic services—
preaching three and sometimes

four, times

every day except Saturday and Monday,
and following every sermon with an inquiry

meeting

under

his

own

direction.

In all he has preached about 270 times
to audiences ‘averaging 1,500 to 1,800,
making an aggregate during the winter, of
500,000

people.

The

additions

to

the

churches
have been numerous and constant, and the interest in the- inquiryroom has been deepening,
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USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafferd, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1milies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
Boglish and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
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ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every
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Lewiston, Me.
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MYRTLE.
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A Brstolush, Shoot," “hres Soap’

°
SPECIFI¢
INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND AEMORRHAGES.

FOR

The man that has an empty cup may

wanted to come back to Egypt, and had
RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.
come and gone to weeping over the
The Indiana Legislature refuses to tax
brick-kilns because they had to leave, church property.
At
Bolton, England,
an
Episcopal
fire and brimstone, which is the second ‘would not have been so silly as the Christian who should want to come from church has a woman for church warden.
death?"—H. H.
Par
heaven to this world and mourn" because
The Reformed Presbyterian Synod. yesPapp
he had to leave it. - The whole subject of terday afternoon, decided to erect the proCOMMEROIAL LYING.
the
Christians
death
is
made
moroid
and
«The label and description’ on every
UNNATURALNESS IN PREACHING.
posed Presbyterian
College
at Beaver
We look uponit as the hole into Falls.
box of that soap is a lie from beginning to
Sidney Smith tells us: ** I went, for the sickly.
which the good man stumbles and falls
end, and Mr.—(the manufacturer) knows
The American Wesleyans
hold their
first time in my life, some years ago, to
it as well as I do, and yet he continues to stay at a very grand and beautiful
quadrennial General Conference in Octopalace when his breath gives out.
ber, at Pittsford, Mich.
make it and to print and affix these labels
in the country, where the grounds are
AN UxvamLiNg HeELper.
“1 may be
and descriptions to every box of it he said to be laid out with consummate
St. Johnsbury, Vt., is to have a Reformfaint and weary (says the believer), but
makes, and to send it ull over the land,
taste. For the first two or three days I my God can not. I may alter and tluctu- ed Presbyterian church, making the tenth
and he is growing rich by it, though he was perfectly enchanted ; it seemed somechurch in a village of 4000 inhabitants.
knows the soap itself is a fraud, and the thing so much better than nature that. | ate, as to my frames; but my Redeemer
Mrs. Annie .E. Alsop, of Middletown,
label on it is a downright falsehood!” really began to wish the earth had been is unchangeably the same. I might ut- Ct., has given St. John’s Cathedral Parish
terly
fail
and
come
to
nothing,
if
left
to
Such were the words of a traveling sales- laid out according to the latest principles
$5000, the income to be used for the aged
wyself; but I can not be so left to -my- poor
man who was selling this very soap of improvement.
of the parisn. °
self,
for
the
Spirit
of
Truth
hath
said,
through town after town, in State after
In three days time I was tired to death; ‘I will never leave thee nor forsake
"At its annual assembly held in London,
State,and who said he knew it was wrong, soping a nettle, a heap of dead bushes,
the Baptist Union, of Great Britian and
but he would be discharged in a moment anything that wore the appearance of ac- thee.’ He will renew my strength, either Ireland accepted an invitation from the
by
changing
my
weakness
into
strength,
if he told the truth about the soap he was
Glasgow churches to hold its next aucident and want of attention, was quite a
selling. And yet the manufacturer and relief. I used to escape from the made or by enduing me with his own power. tumnal session in that city.
He
is
wise
to
see
and
provide
for
all
my
employer of this, and many other agents,
At Buffalo Lake, Dakota,
there is a
grounds, and walk upon an adjacent
would nave said he was outrageously in- goose common, where the cart ruts, dangers; He is rich to relieve and succor Presbyterian church of fifty-five members,
me
in
all
my
wants:
He
is
gracious
to
sulted had any one charged him with ly- gravel pits, humps, irregularities, coarse,
hear and answer all my prayers; He is all full-blooded Dakota Indians, with the
ing, or dishonesty, or want of integrity in ungentlemanlike
grass, and all the va- omnipotent to deliver and defend ine Rev. Mazawacapayana, or Iron Thunder,
as pastor.
his business.
rieties produced by neglect, were a thouAnother traveling salesman came to his sand times more gratifying than the mo- from all my enemies; He is faithful to
The Congregational church in Sparta,
perfect
and
perform
all
his
own
promises
;
minister to ask, ** What shalll do? Iam notony of beauties the result of design,
Wis., Rev. F. T. Lee,
pastor,
received
He is eternal and immortal, to bless my
.sent out by my employer,” he continued, and crowded into unnatural confines.”
seventy-nine persons to membership on
poor
depending
soul
with
eternal
blessthe 4th
ult., the most
of them adults,
*“ to sell goods by the sample. If I were
* Now, this is precisely the result proto tell just what 1 know is the truth about duced upon most hearers by a too elabo- edness and immortality. Oh, what a great seventy-two of these on confession, the
and
glorious
Saviour
for
such
a
mean
and
fruits of the recent revival there.
them, I could not sell a yard; and it is rate style of preaching. At first it asThe Baptist society of Bristol, Ct., exonly bv misrepresentation and downright tonishes, amazes, and delights; but in worthless sinner! Oh, what a bountiful
and gracious, indulgent Friend. for suca a pects to build a church edifice this summer.
lying that 1 am able to make good sales,
the long run it palls upon the mind, and base and insignificant rebel !’— Ambrose
About $13,000 has been pledged, and a lot
and yet if 1 don’t make salés, I shall be even wearies the ear. The high art dishus been bought. The Methodist society
discharged atonce. 1 feel every day that played in sentences polished into perfect Serle.
has also voted to build a church, and has
itis wrong, and that the statements I am smoothness, is certainly very wonderful,
A CauTtioN.
Men
nced to be very
obliged to make are falsehoods and de- but it ere long becomes very wearisome. humble, and very docile, when they are secured a site.
One thousand dollars have been raised
ceptions. And yet if I don’t make them Men can not forever look at fireworks,nor called on to pass judgment upon a great
[ can’t sell goods; and if I don’t sell pass their days among artificial flowers. quickening of the popular mind, which in one of the older districtsof China within twelve months, from converted Chinese,
goods I shall lose my place, and my little
I'he preaching which maintains its at- may be the work of God. God moves
family be left without bread. What shall tractiveness year after year, is after the sometimes in eccentric curves. Ie con- whose wages amounted t0 no more than
Ido?”
; order of nature, original, unaffected, and descends to use eccentric instruments. ten cents a day.
The Franklin
Reformatory
Home
in
Another, a clerk ina large city store, full of spontaneous bursts which the He speaks by semi-pagan prophets like
Philadelphia, in its seven years’ history,
whose attention had been. awakened to laws of rhetoric would scarcely justify. Balaam; and, for the want .of a better
has received 1,014 inebriates, of whom 439
the subject of religion, said to a friend,
Iomely illustrations, a touch of quaint- apostle, by Balaam’s ass. He is not rewho was urging him to a Christian life, ness, a fullness of heart, thorough natu; | pelled by the vagaries of the minds he have been permanently cured of their intemperate habits, and 142 benefited and
«It’s no use, I can not be a Christian and ralness, and outspoken manliness, are has to deal with. He does not abandon Hopefully
reformed.
keep my
place in the store. To sell among the elements which compose a the field of conflict, in offended dignity,
Heterodoxy
on the
eternal punishment
goods we have to put on false marks, and ministry which will wear, and be as in- because ¢‘ Satan - comes also.”
Why
tell downright falsehoods; and Mr. L.” teresting at the end of twenty years as at: should we judge by tests more fastidious question prevented Rev. Mr. Lockwood's
sinstallation over the Kennebunk, Me., Con(the employer, ** and every clerk in the first.
:
than His? There is a way of *‘ tryin
gregational church the other day, after a
store know it; and no man can be a Bible

(r

Fa
THE
PAIN
DESTROYER

And then a loving Saviour druwing nigher,

other? At that great day will it not be
found true, that ‘‘all liars shall have
their part in the lake that” burneth with

Christian and do what we are all every

PONDS EX'

YNDON'

Lows,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete boardof assistants. For further partic
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
retary.

Northwood Ridge, N, H., Dec. 2, 1878,

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. 1.
For particulars address the Principal.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,
No Scituate, R. I.

Tracts
:
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: T
cts, per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, and!
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol+
ity and institutions.
‘The Sacred sMeloay
is a small book of 225 hymns and severad
tunes selected especially for prayer ms
30
cents;

postage, 2 cents.

Blanks
Marriage
Q- M.

Certificates,

10 cts, doz..

or. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 **

Church Members’

tificates,

:

:

Engravings
Of Dr. G. T. Da

« WF. L. Phillips,

¢

ON

25 ots.

25 and 35 cts.

Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publich
ed by order of the: General Conference, and for
ratuitous distrib ution.

he above hamed books are sold by
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
or on receiving
Send your

the books.
orders to

the dozen,
the order,
1

"” I. D. STEWART, Dover. N, HK.
For sale also by , ..

|

FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Maison St., Chicago, lil.
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. Lotaror & Co. 82 Franklin St. Boston,
Mass,

aieddindidiodirianis dati as

18, 1879.

STAR, JUNE

THE MORNING
{

American Board in 1810.

| The Worning Star.

ly dates the commencement of a new
epoch in the history of American churches.
There is scarcely ai grander chapter in”
the history of the church universal than
could be written of the growth and spread
of the missionary spirit among them,
The several leading denominations were
soon organized for “work, the Baptists in

JUNE 18, 1879.

WEDNESDAY,

Editor.

G. F. MOSHER,

#3 All coramunications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

1814, the Methodists in 1819, the Episco-

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

Cut away a piece of woods and another
kind of trees will generally spring up and
grow on the same land. We are told by
yScientists that seeds will preserve their
wv itality in the ground thousands of years,

waiting for an opportunity to spring forth.
Is not the mind -as capable of retaining
‘germs all unconsciously planted in it
which shall spring up sometime and
somewhere? Men little know themselves
as to - their latent forces. They
may
live on years without giving any sign of
powers which an occasion

may

call

out

into effective action at any moment.
is

“base servitude. We need to use caution
in deeming our likes and dislikes traits of
individuality. We dignify with the name
of temperament much that is trifling and
foolish and bad. It is easy to do this ;
for there is no more specious excuse to be
given for a weakness than that it is
constitutional,
.
:

that
es

it is
is

fatal.

The

:

put

is ever being

freedom of the will

ilo the ' back-ground, se the hearttelt
assertion
of this
doctrine
requires a life of nobility, of truth and sin-

«<erity, of self-denial and discipline. Character building consists as largely in supplying natural defects

and

palians in 1821 and the Presbyierians in
1833. And this is the year which gave
birth to our own parent Society. And
during the years which have followed,
the number of foreign missionary organizations have been swelled to that already

toning

down

temperamental exaggerations as in the
fruition of individual - qualities. In fact,
the true individuality of a person, before
it can manifest itself, requires just this
«course of discipline. A man may claim
laziness as being constitutional, but

who

has the audacity to proclaim laziness
a trait of God-given individuality?

as

convictions.
We have

on well-considered

a legitimate reason for our

existence,found in the nature of the case,

based on providential
circumstances.
Our fathers could not help themselves.
Their convictions
compelled them to
preach a free salvation in such a way that
it seemed to conflict with the Calvinistic
.dogmas of the age, and they were driven
out of

their

church

relations, and com-

pelled to organize for mutual benefit and
usefulness. Thus we sprung into being
not by secession, but by a providential
necessity. This gave us an undoubted
right to an independent existence; and
Among the latest, and by no the question now is whether this right
stated.
means the least interesting; of the phases still remains, or have the circumstances
of the work, is the enlistment of , woman so changed, the opinion of the churches
in behalf of the degraded and ‘Benighted been so modified, that there no longer exists any valid ground on which we should
of her own sex.
" According to facts collected by Dr. attempt to maintain a separate denominacontributed,

was

there

Rufus Anderson,

in the year 1874, through the different orgiving

in

to aid

$6,990,622

ganizations

It is to be

heathen.

the gospel to the

Utter subjection to one’s own whims

can not be founded

This year just-

presumed that this sum increases, year by

Contemyear, rather than diminishes.
poraneous with the growth of the missionary spirit among Protestant Christians,
God has prepared the way for its introduction into those countries from which it
had been excluded. Largely through the
intervention of England, God bless her!
India with her 250,000,000 of people,
China

|...

with

her.

Japan

400,000,000,

her

Western

and

30,000,000,

Asia, where Christianity had its origin and
achieved its first victories,

are

open

for

the introduction of the gospel. Indeed,
there is scarcely a country in. which the
missionary
may not be protected in his
work. While God has bid his people
“go,” he has placed before them * an
open door.”
Attending missionary effort,

been abundance of fruitage.

there

has

The history

of Moravian missions, though

to a great degree in remote

carried

and

on

obscure

one

of signal

Let it be saidto none, *‘ I work a work in
your day which ye will in no wise be“believing all things, hoping all things, lieve ;” but rather let all rise to a fall
enduring all things and never failing. comprehension that, ‘‘Ye are workers
. Says Fenelon: *¢ Speak, move, act in together with God.” May it be ours to
peace; as if you were in prayer. In truth, have some share, though small, in the
accomplishment of the result to be maniils is prayer.”
fest in the glorious spectacle of the redeemed from every nation, tribe and
THE OHURCH AND MISSIONS.
tongue
ascribing praise and thanksgiving
‘The Christian chairch is pre-eminently
‘missionary. It was such at its origin,and to a common, yet individual, Redeemer.
¢ Let every kindred, every tribe,
this characteristic has been maintained.
On this terrestrial ball,
In it consists the crowning glory of the
church, since, by means of it,

there

has

been accomplished its gee and best
work.
The history of the larch informs us
‘mot only of the evangelistic efforts of the
Apostles and of the enterprises under-

taken by Paul and Barnabas, but also of
how converts were multiplied during

primtive period.

It also tells us

missionary efforts made during

the

of the

the later

primitive and the earlier medieval times,
by such men as St. Patrick, St. Augustise
and St. Boniface, who undertook respectively the Christianization of Ireland,

England

and Germany.

For

two hun-

dred years subsequent to the Reformation,

in its missionary erdeavors, Protestantdsm was even outstripped by Catholicism.

To the shame of the former,

be.it

To him all majesty ascribe
And crown him Lord of all.”
WY
bh an on oo

DENOMINATIONALISM,
This may be a new term ; but it answers
our purpose better than sectarianisin’
which carries along with it an ill odor, and
hence we use it. We ought to be denominational, and we think we may be, without
being sectarian. As we have duties in

our own

families which we have notin

others, so we have rights,

privileges and

obligations in our own chosen deunomination which we have notsin others; at the
same time we should grant to others like
fruitions.
If as a denomination we are weak and
wanting in the true elements of. growth,as
some of our enemies more than imply ; or
if we are so near in conformity to other

said that it had no such daring and selfthat there is
denying heroes imbued completely with evangelical denominations,
¥ite spirit, as Catholicism furnished in such nothing essential to hinder our entire
umen as Ignatius Loyola, Francis Xavier, assimilation,as some of our friends almost
-and their disciples. The daring and zeal indicate, then why not coalesce ? What
of these men were worthy of a more con- right have we to an independent existence? If there is no valid reason for it—
sistent and less corrupt faith.
The modern and Protestant missionary if there are no vital elements of growth
«enterprise, as is well known, had its ori- and usefulness peculiar and essential to
ourselves, then

the

sooner we

find

our

gin in the eighteenth century. There are
the
some facts in its history worthy of special place or places in other denominations,
better
it
will
be
for
ourselves
and
for
the
recognition, since they give unmistakable
.evidence of the existence of the hand of cause of God at large. But if the oppo-

God in this great movement.
«or more Protestant

Of the fifty

missionary

organiza-

‘\tions now in existence in America,

Eng-

land and Continental Europe, the oldest,
«The Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel,” was organized in 1701.
The
Moravians, the praise of whose self-denying works is in all the world, were the
second

to

organize,

and

their

Society

dates its crigin with the year 1752, the
same jy ear which gave to America George

Washington. Sixty years passed before
anotlier missionary society had its birth.

In the years 1792, 1795 and 1800, * The

Baptist Missionary Society,”

‘The

Lon-

site is true, if there are

vital

reasons

for

our independent existence, and the foundation on which we build is as firm and
valid as that of other denominations, then

we have the rightto existence ; the right,
based on sincere convictions,earnestly and
untiringly to maintain it.
Ministers and the laity who have no
convictions about it, who can just as easily
join other denominations as to be I.
Baptists,and can readily go back and forth

as selfishness, pique or caprice may

dic-

tate, such persons among us, having no
principle about it, do us more injury than
good. They are with us to-day, but they
go out from us because they are not of us.

* The
don Missionary Society,” and
If they obtain an’influence among us, their
Church Missionary Society,” all English,
were respectively organized. The mis- departure has atendency to weaken us. It
- sionary spirit, always contagious, soon is made at least an imputation of weakness.
‘manifested itself on this side of the Atlan- Even their temporary presence with us is

itic and found

an

embodiment

in

the

an element of weakness, Such movements

students are made profitless just because
they are not adapted to the text-books;
that’s the long and the short of it.

us. We give a summary of the statistics of
the nine churches whose names appear in

Then there is that vast army of young

the leading semi-skeptical journals of this coun-

jt is well known the Independent is one

people, who, from the circumstances of
their youth, can not hope for much of any
time in the schools ; these should be reach-

try.”
made

ed with help.

truths of revelation, or the historical correctness or the inspiration of the Scriptures, that
that journal fails to be amongst the first to defend and advoeate it; and hardly any endeavor
on the part of any church is made to preserve purity of doctrine and honesty of profession that it does not as promptly assail and
sneer at it.” Really, now, this is getting serious. Tt would be a little more to the point,

If a boy wishes

It proceeds: ‘ Scarcely any attempt
anywhere to undermine confidence

what are regarded as the distinctive

to be a

and

is
in

vital

on the divine

Basin, N. Y., 80.70; J. 8. & S. Mowry's
Mission Box, $1.50;

churches will not be sacrificed;

the

minds of those who can endorse anything
that self-interest suggests; but to those
who are F. Baptists from well-digested
principles,

from

sincere

and

thoughtful

Female F. M. S.,Dover,89.00; Female F.
convictions, it is not so. They can give a . M. S., Lowell, Mass., to constitute Eld.
reason for their faith. They can advocate
M. M. Smart a Life member of the Parent

prescience,

and

feel

that

there is harmony and consistency between
them.
It is very different with those who believe in absolute fore-ordination antecedent to prescience—that

God

foreknows

only what he has decreed—foreknows it
because he has decreed it, leaving in their
theology no appreciable foundation for
human freedom. Yet knowing that they
are free, they will preach a free

salvation

in spite of their philosophy with which it
is inconsistent. As Dr. Wood of Andover
Theological Seminary once said, “ We
must believe the doctrine of (unconditional) election and reprobation because the
Bible teaches it. When we come to the
doctrine of human freedom, we know

we

well as those

who

drop

out, or

are sent

home, before diploma-giving time?
Statistics prove that as a rule those
students who are
good-for-nothing in

college are those who are good-for-nothing in after life. This is the one sweeping
generalization which is offered as covering
the whole horde of unsuccessful aspirants
for literary honors.
If one can be cured of culture-blindness
and at the same time be freed from the
prejudices common to those ignorant of
literary matters, will one cast more

than

half the blame on the good-for-nothings
themselves for being what they are? The
parents, the guardians and the schools
must bear the other half.
We need another kind of schools where
work of all kinds shall be the text-baoks,
where perhaps text-books will need to be
kept out of sight as much as practical work
(as opposed to speculatite work) is kept
out of schools now ; where the ideal shall
not be to unite text-books and work, half

and half, but to let that one method
predominate which nature indicates by
unerring instincts in the genuine likes and
dislike of the youth.
There may be great fondness for cattle
and horses, sheep and poultry, and yet
-along with it an abhorrence of comparative anatomy. Physiognomy may greatly
interest those who regard dissectors with
any feeling but that of envy. These are
they who must enter their real life through

the portals of the individual, the special
and the concrete. They may in time become devoted to text-books, principles
and generalizations,but they swish to have
nothing to do with these at first. Their
great hungering to do something buries
for the timeall desire to learn anything.
Instead of recognizing this instinct, aiding, directing and controlling it, the
schools say, ‘‘ No, itis not the logical
method that you should commence your
studentship by doing; the proper way is
to commence by learning, there will be
plenty of opportunity for doing by-andby.”

J

If there were

places where

the rudi-

ments of various trades or callings, some-

where that the young man or young
woman could feel that they were learning

that

directly

bearing

on

what

they

would like to make their avocation in life,
where they could learn by experimenting
under skilled instructors,then there would
be less need of spoiling good farmers and
merchants and mechanics by sending them
to college, where they don’t want to be.
That energy which will not put up with
the work of hard student drudgery over
books, and which now semetimes finds its

vent in base ball or
wonders if directed

rowing,
and

might do

trained

in. its

1272, residents 1224, non.residents. 557,
total—one church did not report as to

$15,00;

Mite

Society,

Adams

Gerritt Smith,

Peterboro’, N. Y., $25.00;

Esq.,

make vast gains in the sum

** Contiibuted

but we

total

of

was from church in Conneaut, O., to con-

dividualism has done a great work in breaking

lin a Life member, $16.45;”

** John

Christ.”

down the

walls

of intellectual

that

and

ly, Treasurer of the F. W. F. M. S., New
Hampton, $5.00 of which was paid by
Eld. E. Fisk to constitute himself a Life
member, $12.00."
And thus we might continue to enumerate names and incidents connected with
one batch of receipts which would recall
to the minds of our older readers pleasing
reminiscences, and not be without at least
a curious interest to the younger genera-

Evidently such a summary as the foregoing conveys only an inadequate idea of
the report itself. As the committee stated in the circulars sent out tothe church-

in-

The

Ohio’ Legislature

Seventh-Day

Baptists,

decrees

that Jews,

ferrymen,

emigrants

and toll-gate keepers shall be exempt from the
observance of the Sunday law.
Protestantism has am influential werker in
France in the person of Countess de Castries,
the mother-in-law ef the Marshal MacMahon.
She has organized a Protestant congregation
at Montargis, near her chateau.
The
Congregationalist now understands
why the Church Union offers revolvers as
premiums.
“ Wife, give me my revolver.
1
guess I will go to prayer-meetiug,” is said to
be a common utterance in Texas.
Pope Leo XIII. does not like it at all that
the new Italian law compels & civil marriage
to take place before the religious one. He
claims in his vigorous pr@@pest that it is. im-

moral and is also a violation

ef his pontifical

rights.

The Baptist Review names four veterans
who, it says, have acted a noble part

in builds

ing up the Free Communion

cause

Baptist

in

the South, namely : Rev. Jokn I. Boss and Z.
L. Burson, of Virginia, Rev. Lark O’Neal, of
South Carolina, and Rev. Ellis Gore, of Ala-

bama.
Joaquin Miller

gives

in

the

Independent

this happy definition of a poem: “ To me a
poem must be a picture; and it must be a pieture,

if a good poem, so simple that

I can

un-

derstand it at a glance, and see it and remember it, as I would see and remember a sunset.”

There is 4 wide awake Methodist church, in
China, which keeps its meeting-house open
every day from eight in the morning until four
in the afternoon, and preaching is held in it
twice a day when the weather is fair. Wish
we might have week-day meeting-houses in

this Christian land.
The Sabbath-School
for the third quarter
hand. This is one of the
lished by David C. Cook,

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.

are designed as helpers to 8.

8.

teachers

and

scholars, The one before ‘us contains sixty
four pages lesson help,class record and reports,
music, responsive services, etc. Single copy
per year, 30 cents.

' Itis stated that the Bible can not be purchased in the island of Malta. A correspondent
writes to the London . Christian in reference

to this: “ It is a startling as well "as very solemn fact, and one which, I think, only needs
to be made known to insure a warm response
from Christians generally towards the establishment of a depot for the sale of God’s Word

in all languages.”

Thousands of * all creeds,

colors and tongues” visit Malta,

and

it might

and ought to be made a depot for
spreading of the gospel.
‘ Some

people

have

the wide

remarkable

ments,” remarks the Baptisc

Weekly;

endow-

which

paper then goes on to give a reason for sothinking: ¢ It has-fallen to the lot of a Luther- an clergyman named Baltzty (where living
the report says not) to ascertain to his own

Statistics.

Wesleyan

to have an

apartment about the size of an ordinary

hotel

ciety has a gross income of £133,330,

its expenditures

least, two—possi-

to do. Rev. W. H. H. Murray ceases to be
proprietor and publisher, but retains "his connection with the journal as a contributor, and
will write for nojother publication, Mr, W.

and

receipts

by

ulso relating to their benevolent and cuz- degradation and wickedness was prevalent, now out of a population of about 120,rent expenditures.
The Rhode Island Assoclation,—a Quar- ‘| 000, more than 102,000 were regular attendants at Wesleyan chapels, and the reterly Meeting excepting the name, and
maining
18,000 were not heathen, but for
that it holds only an annual session,—
the most part were members of other
publishes
each
year
a little pamphlet

other relates to the Sunday-schools and
contains the same facts as are embodied
the report of the S. 8. Union;

a

third

ty.

in

Fiji
800

\

German

Catholics.

The continuous, steady zeal of the Catholics

is

remarkable.

In

among different peoples,
ful method,

record: of the

benevolent work of the churches,

-

ta-

ble, in the minutes for 1877, isa very interesting ‘‘ representation of the churches
and pastors of the Association from 1857
to 1877;” and, in the report of the Treasurer, there is an incomplete

churches.
The people of
a Christian people.
About

churches had been erected.
He denied
that the religion of the people was superficial.
On the contrary, he believed that
the lives and
hearts - of thousands were
really swayed and governed by Christiani-

¢¢ Minutes,” in addition to" the usual matter found in such publications, contain
several statistical tables; one is precisely
the sameas appears in the Register; an-

are

not

all

they are found

troubled

by

countries,

in every

success-

at work.

spasmodic

They

efforts.

which

is partially supplemented in the letters,
of which brief abstracts are given. In the
Minutes for 1878, there is a much fuller

the United States, recently ay a session

statement ofthe benevolent of the churches,

religious and educational associations,

but it is still incomplete, for in a note following the letters of! which fuller abstracts
are given, the clerk says, ‘‘ The Greenville and Pascoag churches should have

cluding the care of immigrants, One feature of the occasion was a procession

made

statements

of

their large

in Newark, N."J., to discuss measures ' to
promote the interests of their

in the

limits

of this

very

not now recal’.

benevo-

enterprising

commend

which

we

did not deem it expedient to allow them
to parade.

‘enterprise

and

.

NEW HAMPSHIR E YEARLY MEETING. .
Since the sessions of the New Hampshire

Yearly Meeting have

been held in the

middle of the week, and the meetings

do

of -

the benevolent societies and their eom-

We desire most heartily
the

in-

formed in ten divisions, with brass bands,

body. Another table—we are informed—
is to be embodied in the minutes which will
show for each church: the pastor's salary;
home current expenses of the church, other
items of home expenditure; the contributions for benevolent purposes; the number -of Morning Stars and Mssionary Help-

ers taken; and other items

benevolent,

banners and full regalia, which paraded the
city. Another noteworthy item in connection with this is that bishop Corrigan declined to allow the Ancient Order of Hibernians to participate in the parade, saying that the Hibernians are not recognized
as a church soeiety, and, therefore, he

lent contributions.”
In the forthcoming Minutes for 1879, we
are promised a very much more complete
statistical survey of the work done with-

have been held in connection
with the Anniversaries, the attendance at
this annual gathering has been gradually
falling off.

| mittees

public

spirit manifested by the Assoclation, in
this matter.
We wish a copy of
the forthcoming
‘¢ Minutes” could be put into the hands of
every pastor, and Q. M. Clerk, throughout
the denomination.
We need more of this

Brethren Quinby,

Beede,

Rogers

and

Whitney have all gone to their
above during the past year, and

home
other
earth.

thorough work in the way of gathering and

brethren were at their

giving accurate statistical information of
the work of the churches ;we need a ‘Year
book” which shall do for the whole denomination what these ‘‘ Minutes’ are doing
for the Rhode Island churches.
The Massachusetts—formerly Boston—
Quarterly Meeting, is the other body to
which we referred.
This body does not

But we had a fair attendance.

membership.
report for the

to our numbers.
In the meantime many
came in carriages, as June is a beautiful

homes

on

On our arrival at the depot at twelve
o'clock, Tuesday, the pastor, Rev. Lewis
Malvern, and other friends were there,
and conducted us to the vestries of the
church where dinner was waiting, and
about seventy-five of us sat down together
and were bountifully supplied and republish its-Minutes, but for the past two |,
freshed. Friendly greetings and congratyears, it has published a very thorough
ulations followed, and at two the train
and complete statistical survey of the
work of the churches constituting its from the north brought a large accession
We will only refer to the
year ending Dec. 31, 1878,

season for travel by private conveyance.
A meeting for prayer was held at half
past two, and it was a season of wrestling
for the divine blessing. Conference was

which was presentéd at the annual meeting in Lawrence last April, and circulated

among

the churches.

These reports

brace the following items:

The names

em-

of

relative to membership

embodied

organized at three, and

in the

report

be
so

the

Christian
were now

the

a fraction of two-thirds of a room remaining.”
We shall welcome the promised return of
the Golden Rule Magazine to the form of a

which, among so many competitors, could
overlooked, notwithstanding the reluctance

exceed

_entitled, ¢“ Minutes of the R. I. Association of Free Baptist Churches.”
These

At

bed-room, and of such apartments he estimates
the existence of 39,641,166,666,666,666,608, with

paper into a monthly magazine, were taking
away a paper that we could not avoid looking'
into and giving us in its place a magazine

Society.

curate statistical revurns, not only relative
to the membership of the chruches, but

then made.

Register, including the net gain or loss,
the number of males and females, and the

weekly paper.
It has all dlong seémed to us
that the managers, in changing the weekly

Missionary

This Society recently held its annual
meeting in Exeter Hall, London. The So-

full satisfaction the dimensions of heaven. It the churches, with date of organization;
is, he says, square, and contains somewhat | names of pastors, with date of their ordiover 946,000,000,000,000,000,000;,000 cubic feet.
nation and installation; the usual facts
Each person who goes to heaven is

heavier

bear

less,

more or

life, do

£18,884.
This is owing
to diminished
receipts, and partly to greater outlaf.
Sir Arthur Gordon, Governor of Fiji, was
one of the principal speakers, and he testifled of the great work performed by the
Wesleyan missions in Fiji.
When, before
the advent
of missionaries,
ignorance,

to

Teachers’ Quarterly
of this year is at
four Quarterlies pubChicago, all of which

ports a large addition to. the membership
of a church, but who can tell whether that
strength or weakness?
addition means
Does that church, with its influx of fresh
‘| or lighter burdens ? We want to. know
what the churches are doing.

bly more—of vur denominational bodies
have of late made some effort to gather
and put into the hands of the people ac-

Messrs. Moody and Sankey propose a revivalistic campaign of six months in St. Louis
next winter.
Mr. Sankey is at present resting
at Llandudno, Wales.

re-

illustration,

doing ? The Register, for

to re-

contributions there is also the item that
Miss C. Coffin,of Wolfboro’,gives ‘1 gold
ring” to help on the work of the foreign
missionary.

BRIEF NOTER.,

ends will be subserved by there ports,

two

tion ; as, for example, in this same list of

‘“ The only way of gaining Christian comfort is through Christian consecration,” is the
doctrine of the §. 8. Times.

¢ at least these

es calling for th& fucts,

Supplementing the article which appeared in these columns a few weeks since anent
Year-books, it may not be uninteresting
to such of our readers, as care for statistical information, if we give a practical exemplification of some of the remarks

+e00e

we shall know just what the churches are
doing; our pure minds will be stirred by
way of remembrance.”.
As it is, considering the entire denomination, who knows what the churches are

$24,804.26.

young

Denominational

paying

or in

indebtedness, $6,110.88; making a grand
total of money raised for all purposes,

build,to act together and to form more close
bonds of union amohg those who have emphasized the freedom of the will and the local independence of the churches.

Some

pastor's

expenses,

incidental

$6,071.65 ; for improvements,

spiritual

despotism, but that the time is at ‘hand

$9,798.20;

salaries,

$299.84;

expenses,

church

for

There

is an awakening through the country

Kel-

sions, $363.69; for the Education Society, $172.87; for other charities, $260.71;

ac-

complished in the service of

for

Mis-

for Home

$769,

Missions,

Foreign

contributions

contributed;

$1,042.97

shall

good

by the Ashtabula Q. M. £5,00 of which
stitute Eld. D. M. L. Rollin a Life member of the Parent Society, and the remainder towards constituting Mrs. Mary Rol-

the foregoing items—1915, and including
the 135 members referred to above, 2050;
number of families, 806; in the Sundayschools, there were 201 officers and teachers, 1930 scholars, with an average attendance of 1024, 108 conversions, 3674 books
in the libraries, 1106 papers taken, and

patronizing the other ¢ lending semi-skeptical
journals of this country,” by calling their
names right out in meeting.

Society,

in

by letter; 16 died, 62
letter, and 20 excluded,
of 90; so far as reportmales was 509, females

or baptism, and 47
were dismissed by
leaving a net gain
ed, the number of

blacksmith, the State should find him a
place where skilled instructors could accompany his first efforts. And so with all
the trades and similar avocations. We
do not mean that blacksmithing shall first
be reduced to a book-system and then the
latter be taught; but genuine blacksmith
wouldn't it, if the Intelligencer in attacking
shops with experienced and working a contemporary after this manner would nof
blacksmiths as teachers and overseers.
| hide behind a ** well-known.” And it might
tro
be well for the people to be warned against
7 MANY interesting items and personalities may be gleaned from the files of
the Star, published twenty, thirty and
forty years ago. For instance, take the
Foreign Mission receipts in the number
for Nov. 25,1840, and we find John Mason, of Tamworth, N. H., giving $1.00;

in the report new before

this report : 141 were added by profession,’

of

a free salvation which does not conflict
with their doctrine of fore- wrdination based

Perhaps so,

success.

.a peace which can serenelylive throueh it
-all, fighting bravely, bearing patiently,

not included

he hus filled with marked ability since the
founding of the journal.
The Christian Intelligencer proclaims that

Many of the _profitless

Rev. Dr. F. A. Noble says in the Advance
‘concerning the Congregationalist denomination: ¢ During all these years of our past,
men have been emphasizing liberty and individualism.
The time has come and moré than
come, when’ it seems to me it would be of incalculable worth to lay stress on the other side,
and to develop and utilize the efficacy which
is always found in intelligent and hearty combination.
We shall not lose our cherished liberty by this process, and the autonomy of the

tional organization.

are free. No argument is neccessary on
The Sandwich Islands have long been that point. We must not try to put them
recognized as essentially Christian, It together.” On this ground Calvinists
There is no nobler trait, or one which
shows more clearly the high place of man would far transcend our limits to give in preach free salvation practically, when
in the universe than that of self-posses- détail the result of missionary efforts. there is no possible foundation for it
sion. A mind at peace amid the bustling, | Suffice it to say that missionary stations’ t heoretically. In.our theology, there is
hurrying and fretting of the outer world belt-the globe. In no land -searcely is ample room for it, theoretically and
is a heavenly freasure on earth. ,The God without witnesses. Western Asia practically.
This alone gives us an undoubted right
very presence of such a face is comfort numbers its native preachers, its schools
and strength ; and even to remember such and churches by scores and hundreds, to existence independent of all Calvinists.
=m one Las a quieting influence. Blessed and its
Christian communicants by But this is not all, as we shall see.
EP
RA
are the peace-makers and blessed are the thousands. In India alone, including
- peusce-givers, and most blessed the Christ Birmah and Ceylon, the number of ChrisTHE GOOD-FOR-NOTHINGS.
who bringeth the peace of God to the tians is from 100,000 to 150,000, and conSchools and colleges are now passing
hearts of men. They are ignorant who verts are rapidly increasing. Here as
would identify this peace with common well as elsewhere, the foundations of through the annual examinations of their
peace.
To these Jesus says:
‘Think
heathenism have been shaken. During students, and the public is entertained by
The value
aot that I am come to send peace on. no year, perhaps, have the converts from educational { anniversaries.
earth; I came not fo send peace, but a heathenism been more numerous than of culture, the methods of qulture,
the subjects of culture and the object!
sword.” To déstroy and break up this during the last.
are
rehearsed by Comignoble peace the son is set at yariance
So the church of God, imbued wit the of culture
is all well
against his father; and the daughter spirit of labor, has passed through the mencement orators. This
against her mother,and, moreover, a man’s
‘open door” and is gathering the ripened enough, but what about the dolts and the
foes shallbe they of his own household. harvest. A grand
age of Christian dullards, the scape-graces and in general
But all through the turmoils and strifes, achievement is this. God is. working the good-for-nothing students, those to
‘the bitterness and sadness of life, there is through his church among the nations. whom diplomas are reluctantly given, as
places, has been

H. Merrill retains the editorial position which

legitimate needs.

nuniber of families connected with each parish ;the reports of Sunday-schools as in the
of the Sunday-school Union;

contributions

for Foreign

the |

Missions, Home

Missions, the
Education Society, other
charitable purposes, and for church expenses; the pastor's salary,
incidental
expenses, money raised for improvements
or payment of debts ; total parish expenditures; and total expenditure by the Sun-

ddy-school

church

and

all purposes.—Three
of the
with a total membership
of

parish

for

churches,
135,
are

the

business

at

once commenced.
Precious revivals were reported, Sab‘bath-school work was progressing and the
churches seemed to be interested in the
benevolent work of the denomination. We
do not recall any particular church work
or blessing that stood ont prominently in

{ the reports.

The church at Whitefield

has relieved itself of a debt of between
three and

four

thousand

dollars;

and

2

fair degree of prosperity has been enjoyed
in the churches. The various interests of
Christian work, such as missions, temper-

ance,education, Sabbath-school, Printing
Establishment and the Charitable Society,

were presented, and collections taken for
different objects. Rev. Brother McMur-

BEE.
a

I

|

i

phy

,

in his advanced

remembered

was

age and’ feebleness, and Rev. Brother
Morrell, direct from Harper's Ferry, was
not forgotten.
}

THE MORNING, STAR, JUNE

ATR Fh

adopted,

failure in amount of resolutions

inter-

The sermons were listened to with

The entertainment on the

est and profit.

part of the church and its friends was all

at

church

Our

desited.

be

that could

Laconia seems to be in prosperous condition, the house of worship is a model of

the

on

and

whole, we left with the feeling that it had

trust that
S.

been u good meeting, and we
good was done.

Home Mission work, the

it a success.

Home Mission work, and sending

The tenth session of the Southern Il1.,Y.

A. Rice and N. Ricks, Assist-

Clerk

Eighteen delegates were
and Treasurer.
present.
The letters from the Q. M's . report
writes:
Carbondale Q. M.
progress.
love. Our
and
«We are in peace

Most of the

churches ave small and spread over much

territory.

faitiful.

but

are poor,

ministers

Our

The churches are all supplied

with preaching once in each month.
Some additions the past year, and we are
looking for better days.”
From
the
. Mound City: ** We are still holding on
to the faith of the Freewill Baptists, believing it the same that was delivered unto the saints. Our churches are all doing
well. Our Q. M. is contained in a small
boundary,
and all

our

churches

.

in

our

Q.

and

a

a——
A

will last many

years

country,
and if your

are

yet

in

this

section

denomination

don’t

take

Missions,

Education,

Doctrines,

State of the Country, Church Polity, and
the State of the Yearly Meetings. Delegates appointed to the Ky. Y. M. Voted
the next session be held with the Mound
city Q. M. Adjourned. At9 A. M., Saturday, Conference called to order by the
chair.

After

devotional

exercises:

throughout this region under the preaching
of Williams, Newbold and other faithful workers, will form a good basis for them on- which
to build, in places abandoned by us as a people. But we must not give up the field. Well

directed effort with

SABBATH-SCHOOLS.

Resolved, That the Sunday-schoul is an
important part of church labor, and no
church is fully meeting its responsibilities
to God and the world until it make the
Sunday-school one of its first duties.
Resolved, That we as a people feel that
our present position is largely due to the
labor and sacrifice of the Mission Society.

that they

They found us poor and degraded, without

burden

Resolved, That we believe

Treatise

on the faith of the Freewill Baptists to be
a fair, true and just expo-ition of the doc-

heartily

trines of the Bible, and we most
endorse them.
STATE

OF

TIE

COUNTRY.

Resolved, That while we look upon the
great exodus of the colored people in the
South, making their escape from a condition worse than slavery to a land of
liberty und freedom; and when we contemplate its political and commercial influence upon our country, we can but feel
great anxiety about

the

we would most earnestly
would hasten the time
of our people shall find
they can enjoy the fruits
Where their

children

future,

and

be

yet

educated;

CHURCH POLITY.
Resolved, That we do not deem it necessary or proper to make any change in
our church polity, but we would urge a
more strict conformity to our church polity
in its present form.
MEETING.

Resolved, That we, your committee,
would réport that our Yearly Meeting is
in peace and love; no jars or contentions,
with moreof the spirit of labor and love
and with more correct and improved ideas
of the true worship of God. Our borders
ave textending
and more calls for estabthan can be met,

faith

!

and

order

These. resolutions were discused as
thoroughly as our ability and time . would
permit, and received a unanimous vote on
their passage.
The meetings of worship were spiritual

and

sometimes

their deep’

and songs.

the

people

earnestness

by

manifested
their

shouts

On Sabbath the audience fill-

ed the large house.
J. S. MANNING,

bear

sive._ One Sunday,

Our church debt is a heavy
financially

by

the

few

left

Chairman & Rec. Sec.

New

Wright

is

the

J. W. HILLS.

:
0
+O

+e¢-4

“Lyndon Literary Institution.
ANNUAL REPORT OF EXAMINERS.
The Committee having attended the several

examinations of the school during the year
wish to make the following report:
1. That the classes have uniformly given

evidence of having received thorough, discriminating, skillful instruction.
2. That

the

several

departments

of the

school are in the charge of a full corps of efticient and experienced teachers.
3. That the government of the

virtue. of the adoption and

school,

tended.

by

use of those prin-

ehurches

Carr,

J.

Christian
den,
als,

8.

Clerk.

the membership.

One recent convert

was baptiz-

ed on Sunday.
Next session with the Delmar church, Sept. 5-7.

0.

C. HILLS, Clerk.

feel.

1. B. COLEMAN,

Cod-Liver

Oil and Lime.

Bates

:
day exercises, 73

ectrical

Weakness of the

remedy ever devised.

Clerk.

New DurHAM Q. M.—Held its May, session
nce
with thé Bow Luke church. The attendaing.
Q.

RIPLEY Q. M.—Held
Zion ¢church,

Three

its

last

churches

business was done in a harmonious
the right spirit seemed to prevail.

Rev.

A.

MAIL.

EXPRESS.

0 S Googins Eastbrook

Hancock

Co Me.

In West Stephentown, May 24, by Rev. I. B.
Cole~
man, Mr, Arthur J. Curtis, of Nassau, and Miss Alice
Cummings, gi Alps,
In Abbot. Me., May 18, at the residence of the bride's
nfother, by Rev. E, G. Eastman, Mr. Lewellyn 8. Flint
and Miss M. Annie Works, bothofA.
In Olneyville, May 31. bo Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr.
Henry D. Hart, of
O., and Mrs, Mary M, Stoae, of Coventry, Junel, Mr. Hiram C. Atwood, of Jchnston, and
Miss Sarah A. Aldrich,of Providence. June 8, Mr, Alfred H. Gardner, of East Greenwich, and Miss Adelia
M. Sherman,
of Slocumville, R. I.
;
n
©!
shy
Revs
B. Minard, Mar. 27, Mc. Orville B.
Hildreth,of Bethlehem and Miss Orrilla M . Jésseman, of Sutton, Vit.
In Cape Elizabeth, Me., May 24, by Rev. B. F. Pritchard, John W. Pillsbury and'Alice
E. St.John, both of
C.E. InPortland. Aprill5, Charles E. Brackett and
Nellie A. Frost, both ofP.

ele

once,

Kidneys,

Died

421

At E. Northwood, N.H., May 13. Emma
A. Watson,

F., wife of
5

years,

24.

aged

Falls,

01 Gt,

:

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Quarterly Meeting

ME. F.B, HOME

Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
&ec., 298 Shawmut Ave.
ston, Mass,

Hysteria,

DR. GEO. W. RHODES, Resident Physician.

Send stamp for circulars.

’

+ 1lylé

JUST PUBLISHED—SENT FREE

Notices.

MISS.

Spinal and

Sickness,

Brain

the treatment of all

J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk.

i

HOME AND RETREAT FOR
A private, first-class institution for

MEDICAL
INVALIDS,

M.. Hillsdale, June 27; opening serHILLSDALE.Q.
Xi Limbocker, Friday evening; 8S. S.
mon by Bev,
meetin,
aturday evening.

Complete Histo
all § treet Finance,
valuable information for investors.
tainin
dress
Baxter
New York.

&

Co.,

Publishers,

conAd-

17 Wall Street,
1y42

SOC.

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Per order of Ex. Com.
5250
Me.

are

the
The

and

Therd has been

D.

White—EN

Forwarded.
BY

WHEN AND WHERE HELD.
MINN. SOUTHERN Y.M., Mapleton. June 20.
. BUSQUEHANNA Y. M,, Virgil & Dryden, June 20.
OHIO & PENN.Y.M., Cleveland, O.. June 27,
M. BYRON, N. Y., June 27,
GENESEE Y.
ONTARIO Y.M., IONA, June 19.
CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M,, Johnsburg, June 27.
OR
WISCONSIN Y. M,, Ithica, June 27.
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M,, Parishv ille, June 27.

bil in some of the churches. The preaching
was by the Revs. Wm. Tucker, D. A. Tucker and
M. R. Mekee, and was profitable and instructive.
pervade
The spirit of the Master seemed to
Hot the meetings. A children’s meeting was
held on Sabbath, managed by our excellent general
superintendent of the Sunday-school work in the
Indiana Yearly Mecting, the

J

Yearly Meetings.

unu-

manner.

Books

all druggists.

Sold by

Nichols

G B Cutler Kingston Mich.
Mrs E S Nutting Care W C Baker WhitehalIN Y.

Botices and Jppointments.

of

with

session

Waterman—H

months and 17 days.

of

represented.

Wiliauis—D

Eugene

Quarterly Weetings.

glad to
ganize a new Q. M., and would
meet with some of the brethren from the
to be
North to aid us in council. ‘We hope General
able to send a delegute to the next
Conference. We wish to bave all the brethren

diseased

in

Wright—E F Young—dJ P Young.

other plasters
Lameness and

“Price 25 Cents.

with
portion of the time
supplied some
Rev. E. Berry, of Chain Lake Q.
reaching.
5. has during the last quarter moved within
Others will go forward soon. The church is the limits of this Q. M. Father Farnham who
earthe
has been in the ministry nearly sixty years
enjoying continued prosperity under
was with us once more, though almost physis
nest and faithful labors of their beloved pastor.
cally blind, yet his preaching and Biblical in....Rev. E. J. Doyle baptized two at Riley | formation show his spiritual eyesight clear and
of
hand
the
gave
Center, on the same day, and
ood. Our systematic plan for benevolence
as commenced to make itself felt in the form
fellowship to eight who hud been previously
of interest money and the extra contributions
The church is greatly encouragbaptized.
The ladies have
forwarded by the churches,
ed.
made arrangements for the organization of a
Woman’s Mission Society in eonnection with
this Q. M., from which good results are exected.
Buford
P Next session with the Medo &
Sept. 12. This church is small in
B1G Ivy Q. M.—Held its spring session with church,
disciples
ed
numbers, but there are large-heart
Big Rock Creek church, Mitchel county,N. C.,
there and brethren and sisters need not be
May 30, 81, at which there was a good turn-out
afraid to visit them about Q. M. time,
of the delegates and ministers, all the churchA. J. Davis, Clerk.
es being represented by delegates and letters,
with statistics showing the total numerical
WEARE Q. M.—Held.its last session at No.
strength of the churches to be 3ilL All the
Weare. The attendance of delegates from the
churches without one exception are. in a good
several churches was quite small, but they were
state of union and fellowship, with flattering
nod workers, and the business of conference was
prospects before us (by the helpof the Lord)
fone with dispatch. Hon. A. B. Drew, formerly
for large ingatherings soon. This was one of of No. Tunbridge, Vt., was examined for ordinathe most agreeable und pleasant sessions of
tion,at the request of the Sutton church with which
appoint.
the Q. M. I have ever attended; held with Big he is laboring, The following Bros. atwere
Sutton Cened as a council to ordain Bro. Drew
Rock Creek chureh, situated in the extreme
M.: D.
P.
o'clock,
1
at
18,
June
ter on Wednesday,
E. bounds of the Q. M., in a good
N.
Moody, C. W. Griflin, G. M. Park, J. Willis and A.
locality and with the view to receiving some
apwere
messengers
Corresponding
of Sargent.
"
other churches into our connection, one
pointed to other bodies as follows : Belknap
even
twenty-s
R
located
us;
M.,
C.
W.
Griffin;
Rockingwith
which united
A.B. Drew; N.D.(
our
g.
Sargent;
extendin
A.
M,
ene,
.
Q
this
Boston
of
B.
Nv
Park;
M,
the
G.
to
ham,
miles
Q.
Wentworth Q. M., J.C. Waldron; Sandwich
territory over a distance of seventy-five to
Delegates to Y. M.: Revs. D.
eighty miles long, necessitating the travel of M., J. Webster,
W. Griffin, A. Sargent, G.
Moody, G. M. Park, C.
the whole distance for some of our delegates B.
Tewksbury, N. Jones, Bros. A. B, Drew, W. A.
to our next session, as it meets with the Pleas- Shaw,
Morse.
Jere
and
Clough
N.
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.
ant Valley church, Carter County,Tenn., Sept.
926, 27, at which time and place we hope to or-

be

—OL

Lung and Chest difficulties, Rheumatism.
Neglected Colds, Female affeetions, and all

sually large number of delegates were in atNearly all the churches were reptendance.
resented and a good interest reported in them.
The session from the commencement of busi-:
ness to the last hour of worship was. through-

out a precious season.

back,

School

Married

new

pain at

-

Money Letters Received.

11 external reme

ments which cause it to relieve

:

MrsA C Alshree—P T Aldrich—O
W Bridges—A
Bowman—J W Burgin—C ¢' Briggs—F W. Brann—Mrs
Nancy Blackman—D 8 Batchelder—F J Benninghott
—MrsG Berry—E Crandall—J Carpenter—G B Cutler
—R W Casweil—L Dallon—Mrs C D Douglass—E 5
Dutton—A J Dav is—W 8 Edwards—C Foss--0O H Faber—L H Ful er—W Gerry—J H Green—P B Grover—
SB Given—G W. Gould~A L Gerrish—A
Given—J C
Ghil=J
8 Gould=G W Howe—W Humme¢l-E Hardirg—D Hill—=T Hardie—~E Harding—A H Hathaway—
ETHurd-L M 1 Hill-E E Jarvis—Murs A Lord
B
Lawrence—C H Latham—A Libby—J Logan ~WMa'h+
ews—D W Moulton—N
C McKoon -D Nelson—F P
Newell—Sarah Neal—G Ostrander—C H Parks—J W
Parsons—S Potter—D W
Plumer- F i Peckham—G
S Ricker—Mrs J. A Sewell—-Mrs A Shepard—P Silvernail-S S Shoell—F Treat—F G Thearle—S H Tolman—
A Varney—W H Whittum—H WW illiams--J H Ward

PLASTERE

entirely

26.

Post-Office Addresses.
E.N. FERNALD
(tc whom all contributions
churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
Lewiston, Me.
2
HChild
E Kitingly Conn,

REV.
from the
be sent)
Rev G

an Kast India

strengthen and cure, where
For
will not even relieve.

Poem by F.B.Stanford,

Persons wishing to secure reserved seats for the concert-of Commencement: Week, Hates College, can do
so by applying to Mr, F, Howard, of the Senior class.
Lewiston, June 12,

BACK:

Itcontains

Comisencemen t

25.
college at eollege liof the corporation at
anpiversary. Oration

4, P.M.

local aches and pains, it is simply the bes

part

our churches

a

». M.

Examination of the Theological
Hall, Monday,June 23,

i
dies whatever.

22-27,

FRIDAY, 27.
Reception of the graduating class and thelr friends at
the President's ho se, 8 P.M,

1y2t

POROUS

CAPCINE

JUNE

THURSDAY

BACK.

WEAK

BLUE EARTH VALLEY Q. M.—Held its June

All

WEEK,

Commencement exercisesat City Hall.l0, A.M, Commencement dinner at Gymuoasium Hall, 2, p. dM, Class

Cured.

LAME

#BENSON'S

_ses-

An

College.

College Alumni at the church, 4,
soncert at City Hall, 7 3-4, P.M,
:
WEDNESDAY,
Examination for admission to
brary,9. A.-M, Annual ieeting
Hathorn Hall), A.M. Alumnj

missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, .Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung Aftections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands o
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to
his suffering fellows.
Actuated by this motive
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will
send free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and using, in German, French or English.
Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this
paper, W. W. SHERAR 14) Powers Block,
Rochester, N, Y.
13e0w3

i-\

Tuesday. June

P.M.
Aunual meeting of the Theological Alumni
As:
sociation, 31-2, P.M,
Aunual business
meeting of the

pe
>

ing hud placed in his hunds-by

the Lisbon chureh, was on the Sabbath ordained to the work of the ministry according to
the following programme : Reading the Joripts
H.
ures, R. W. Fryer; Ordaining sermon, J.
Maynard; Orduining prayer, E. W. Norton;
of
Hand
;
Charge to the candidate, E. G. Cilley
fellowship, E. W. Norton; Address to the
Benediction by the
church, J. W. Hallock;
candidate. Female Mission Society received
for missions, $59.39.
. Next session with the Chester church, comsermencing at 1, P. M., August 15. Opening
mon by Rev, E. W. Norton, Friday evening.
F. F. Ba1LEY, Clerk.

session with the church in Madelia.

Institution.

SUNDAY, 22,
Baccaleureate exercises at Main St. F,B, church. . ;
Sermonby Prof.B. F. Hayes,
D. D..2 1-2, p.m, ; Cr
mon before ‘Theological School, by Prof.John
Fullonton, D.D., 71-2, P. M.
MONDAY,23.
Junior exhibition, 7 3-4, P. M., at the church.
TUESDAY, 24.
Anniversary of Theological school at the church, 2,

That pleasant

Consumption

on:

KE, C/LEWIS, Sec.

COMMENCEMENT

<>

H. M. Freeman,

Bro.

Hampton

The Trustees will meet at their office on

An old physjchan, retired from practice, hav-

Devotional servConference was interesting.
Bro. R. D. Lord, of the
jces were spiritual.
Grand Rapids church,aund John H. Donnollon,
of the Plainfield church, received license to

preach thie gospel.

rl

A.B. P.M, Address before the Literary Societies, by
Col. Thos, Wentworth Higgiuson at City Hall, 73-44
P.M.
:

St., New York.
le
West's Liver Pills cure Indigestion.

Clerk.

Business

of revivals,

‘Dey

sats, P.M.

of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by indiscretion or excess,
Anv druggist
has the ingredients.
Address DAVIDSON
& CO., 78 Nassau

sion with the Lisbon church, May 2-—4. Most
of the churches were represented by letter
and delegates, while several of the churches

gave account

Aton

_ Educati

T.J

The New

No person ever used Adamson’s Balsam without
being able to speak in its favor.
Its magical effects, affording almost instant relief in the most
stubborn cases,has won for it a reputation as a remedial agent for coughs and colds, for which the
proprietor may well be proud. Price 35 cents.—

Clerk.

GRAND RAPIDS Q. M.—Held its annual

The

« and

The annual meeting of the corporators
of the New
Hampton Literary and Biblicai Institution will be
Leld at No. 4, Chapel Hall, on Wednesday, June2s, at 1,
P. M., for the election of officers and the transaction of
all necessary business.
- E.C.LEWIS, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H., June 10, 1879.

and active agent in the cure of all consumptive
symptoms, ‘ Wjlbor’s Compound. of Pure CodLiver Oil and
Lime,” is being universally adopted
in medical practice. Sold by the proprietor, A.
B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all druggists.
PETE EN

-

Religion and Bcienve.
H. J. Carr, Exposition of 1st
John 3:9. Wm. Hartsook, Skeleton Sermon. Gal, 5:1.
Wm. H. M(Neal, Life and Times of David Marks, Wm.
F. Masters, Sabbath -schools, L. O. Smith, Optional.
A. A. Mouiton, Conscience, Gee, A. Slayton, Divine
Existence, 4.0,
ye,
Was John’s Raptisin Christian
Baptism? R. R. Channel],
Temperance, I.Smith, Crocifixion of Christ...
J. Flemming, Prayer. M, Searl,
Js the Pardon of Sin Absolute or Condftional?J. Shepard, Faith. U. Chabnt, Teruptation of Christ, KE, Patten, Justification, Others are juyited to participate,
2
THOMAS E, PEDEN,
Clerk,

Business Hotes.

LAGRANGE
Q. M.—Held
its last session
with the
West
Branch of the Hawpatch
church, March 2—4.
The attendance was
“quite good.
Union and harmony prevailed
throughout
the
entire
session. Bro. Milo
Coldren, of Howard City, was with us. The
I think left a
and
excellent,
was
preaching
good impression with those that heard jt. The
collection on the Sabbath was voted to be sent
to the missionary field of India for the support
ative resolutions on
-of Miss Phillips
the death of Harvey Coldren, a faithful pillar
in the church of Christ and whose death is
deeply felt by the Q. M., were adopted.
Next session with the Wawaka church , CoIn=
mencing Friday, Aug. 1.
.
:

C. D. WEATHERWAX,

Growth

by Rev. C.A, Bickford, A.M,

Cole-

B.

8, W

Religion gi

Influence of Christian Homes,
J.C.
Obl,
al. I. Fullerton, History of Little Scioto |
Powell, The Calling of Freewill Baptists. J.

were

C. Nye,

Revs. Robbins, Hunt, Peck, McKinney, Hills and
Fuller.
‘An excellent spirit prevails throughout

The writer was also called away to

things. Delegate to Y. M., Rev. I.
man, Alternate Rev. Wm. Fuller.

York.

was good and ‘all the meetings interest
Rev. D, C. Wheeler, from the Wolfboro’

the

J.

T10GA CO Q. M.—Held a very interesting session
with the Chatham Valley church. Revs. D.
W.
Hunt and J. N. Robbins were with us from the
Tuscarora and Chemung Q. Ms. Preaching by

attend another funeral in the p. M. of the same
day, that of a worthy and faithful membér of
his own church, Mrs. Miranda W., wife of
Stephen F. Griffin, who died 4 victorious
death, desiring to go. ‘that she might
be
with Christ. The session as a whole we trust
was one of profit. At a previous session, the
license of Brother Volney Elliot was renewed.
Proaching during the session by Rev. W. FulJer, except the funeral sermous by the writer.
The Sabbath service closing with the celebration of the Lord's Supper, was a day of good

Starksboro’,

Ls RAY,

All

H.

Next session with the Linn Hill church,
THOMAS E. PEDEN,

well
attended.
Being an annual business
meeting, officers were chosen for the ensuin
ear, and other necessary business transacted,
The regular services were broken inte Satur.
day, A. M., by the funeral of Mrs. Arvilla, wife
of ‘Geo. Henry Coons, a worthy member of
the Alps church, who died a triumphant death,
leaving
four little children, a husband, mother
and other relatives to- mourn her sudden and
early departure.
The funeral was largely at-

.

«Jv

Revs.

o

.

Clerk.

tendance, and added much to the interest of the
meeting. One was baptized on Sabbath,

our number good. The business conference
was held in the afternoon, which was very

Sabbath, June 8, was da good day for the
The pastor, Rev. G.
North Branch church,
B. Cutler, baptized fourteen happy converts,
spectators.
600
in the presence of about

pray for us.

Covensnt,

Chase.

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its annual session
with the Alps church, commencing June 6.
The ministers’ conference was held on the
forenoon of Friday, and though the. member- | Boston Advocate.
ship bad decreased by the removal of Revs.
ln
Butler and Smith, a sufficient number of rePREESCRIPTION
FREE
cruits were'secured to insure life and make
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss

Michigan,

We

after

in Warren

eed and J. Sherritt, of Athens Q. M., were in at

E. E. HARVEY, Clerk.

Western.

farther

pastor.

reached

church

Monday, Au

Q. M.—Held its spring session with the

represented.

9. That a copy of this resolution be
sent
to the Morning
Star for publication,
a
coy to be entered upon the Q. M. records,
u 3d, to be presented to Mrs. S. E. Preston.
Next
session
with the Montana church,
Jewell Co., Kas., Aug. 29—31.

li

this region in

expect to know more of this place
Q. M. next Saturday and Sabbath.

attend-

Colfax

Milton church, April 26,

:

{

with

P. CHRISTIAN,

JACKSON

om.

Four more persons were baptized in Dale,
have rethat
sixteen
making
8,
June
cently given themselves to Christ in this sacred
ordinance.

the Methodist minister preached favorably of
immersion. Who will say that the Freewill

than that Bro. E. L.

attendance

sadness

death-of our

our loss, but submit to the divine will of God,
and our sympathies are extended to the bereaved family and friends of the deceased,
and pray that God in this dispensation of his
broyidenes may overrule it for the good of
Is cause, and the upbuilding of his king-

We have good congregations on the
munity.
Sabbath at the church, also at the outposts,
frequently meeting fifty or sixty at a time in
Last Sabbath I was permitthe school-house.
ted to baptize ten, one of them 71 years of
Our
age, and unite them to the church.
hearts were enlarged with gratitude. The
wife of the aged husband said at "the water,
¢ I never expected to see this, although I have
Brethren, shall
prayed for it a great while’
we not have more faith when we pray,that we
;
'
may receive?”

16 within their

Of Latrobe, the writer can not speak

The

and

the

Resolved, 1. That we as a Q. M. deeply

under date of Juae 9: ¢ The interest in this
church is gaining ground. Also in the com-

bounds at Layton Station, nine miles from
Bellevernon, June 1, and as an index to the
prevailing sentiment of this region, it may be
stated that two weeks previous the Methodists
baptized (only about two miles away) thirteen |
candidates, of whom one was sprinkled and
twelve immersed; in other words, of twentynine candidates ut the two baptisms, one was
and
immersed,
sprinkled and twenty-eight
what is still better, is the fact, that at evening

Baptistshave labored in vain in
view of these results?

the

Vermont

friends in this country may be glad to know
of her whereabouts, I give her address as follows: Miss M.A. Brennan, care of Mrs Davidson, Rose Hill,Wellington-on-Tyne, Northumberland, England.
The Jacob’s Creek church has been inactive
for
a while past, but they are somewhat revived and propose to take up travel again as a

7'he writer baptized

church.

Rev. J. W. Burgin writes from

bly known in the Central Association is likewise a member of this church. Since her

church.

shoe

190. Our present superintendent is Mr. E. J.
Goodwin, principal of the high school here,
and a graduate of Bates College, in the class
of ’72.—C. A. B,

sympathy, to some extent, in the way of dollars of full value.
Among our non-resident
membersis Rev. B. H. Fish, 1320 Patton St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. He is a member and minister in good and regular standing in this
church of which he was an accepted pastor
for a while.
His family is well spoken of.
| Bro. Fish would accept a pastorate among
our churches.
That his name is not in the
Register is no fault of his.
The Westmoreland, Q. M. has r.ct been reported for some
time past. Sister M. A. Brennan, so favora-

veto power.

lishing churches of our

all of us’ 1 John, 2:19.

way. Brethren abroad will have to give us their

where they will not be cheated and robbed ;
where they can enjoy the rights that God
and the constitution
guarantee to them.
.2. We must heartily approve the action of our President in the exercise of the

STATE OF THE YEARLY

to

hills, eighteen

jts numerous

by

Next session

hereas, God in his divine providence bas
seen tit to remove from our number our beloved and esteemed brother, Rev. R. D. Preston,
therefore,

ance upon all our services is large, and the interest in the work seems steadily increasing.
The Sabbath-school is vigorous and progres-

able to push it to final consummation.
‘This,
however, will require courage and strong effort. In our village to many laborers have
‘been thrown out of employment by reason of
derangement in business, that it very much affects the financial interests of our church, as
well as that of others in the place.
Consequently, there is a large amount in pledges not
paid, and very likely will never be collected.
And this loss must be made up in seine other

pray that God
when the last
a home where
of their labor.

can

have been added to the

to bear it; but we have made a small beginning at liquidation, and we hope to be

EDUCATION.

the

not

hope for success.

the

Ld

gone out

But there is an ambitious, determined remnant
left here in 1..l'evarnon yet. Our
ain is
slow, but thr. gh the blessing of God, we

labors and service of our present missionary.

DOCTRINE.

were

adopted :

of the liquor traflic have well-nigh disappeared
from our streets, and it is hoped that, ere
long, in accordance with the expressed determination of all our leading townsmen, the {nfamous business will be wholly .stopped.
Last
Sabbath morning (June 8), it was our privilege to lead eight persons into the baptismal
waters. Thus far this year sixteen persons

from us, “ They went out from us but they
were not of us; for if they had been of us, they
would no doubt have continued with us; but
they went out that they might be made manifest

schools or churches ; they have given us
these and lifted us out of our blindness in
art;and we shall ever give our sympathy,
influence and prayers to the mission. We

Resolved, That while we deeply feel the
eat need of educational facilities, beieving education¢o be the hand-maid of
religion, we most sadly deplore our
inabilityto provide ourselves with any
means by which this great want can he
met.
We look forward with hope and
some faith that through the kind generosity of friends this most pressing want
ill be met some time in the future.

Some, once with us have

schools,

one

beloved brother, Rev. R.
D. Preston,
but our
loss is his eternal gain, We had a blessed sexson. Reports from the churches represented
stated steadfastness, und a spirit of perseverance, There
was
an
accession of three.
churches to our number.
The meetings of
worship were spiritual, and will Jong be re
membered by those that participated in them
We were favored with the presence and labors
of Rev. F. A. Jones, from the Jefferson Co. Q.
M., Neb., which added much to the interest of
the meeting.
The following resolutions were

witnessed an encouraging work in the line of
temperance and religious reform. Evidences

Bellevernon is situated on the Monongahela
| river, 42 mules from Pittsburgh.
It hasa population ofabout 1500 inhabitants.
There are
four churches, viz., the Methodists, Presbyterans, Freewill Baptists and Disciples.
For
a few years
pust, onr church has been
much weakened by deaths, removals and dif

MISSIONS.

retain

encouragement

from our Home Mission Board will do much
| towards restoring a vigorous and commenda-

ficulties.

and

this last

«

jn

gramme: J. W. Martin,
1 ego: Ik Vitewho
bury, Sketch of a Sermon. 5.
MH.
tt, Nature of Old
Testament Revelation.
W. J.
Fulton, Our Church

N. W. BIXBY, Clerk.

County.

by

E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

filled our hearts caused

factories, its memories of the youth of Henry
Wilson, and the lovely bits of landscape within and around it, must be ranked among the
most attractive and thriving of our famed New
England villages. During the spring,we have

the { ble state of things.

. committees ere called on to report:

recommend the Q. Ms. to still

suitable

es and excellent

day, Sept. 26.

was a vacancy felt by all present,

miles from Dover, twelve from Lake Winnipiseogee, and four from the sacred sput where
Randall sleeps “ till the heaveas are no more,”
this growing place (Farmington) with its two
thousand or more inhabitants, its happy homes
along embowered streets, its inviting church-

advantage of this fast, ours will.”
And they
steadfast.”
:
|“ The Church of God” brethren, are so much
Committees were appointed on Sabbathlike us, that the influence of our sentiments
schoo!s,

pleasant

‘And if we prove faithful to our trust

hristian.
Collection on the Sabbath, $3.60, to be
divided between the Foreign and Home Missions.

ra

among

and

REPUBLIC Q. M.--Held its last session with
the Cheyenne church, May 23—25. There

New Hampshire.

Low-lyinug

Webster. Although cur mem:

PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.~Held its May session with
the
Cottonwood
Grove church,
May 23, 24.
Churches all représented but West Macomb. Had
a very interesting meeting. We were favored with
: Preaching by Revs. Dodge, Dinsmore, Bayless and

are among the hest signs of prosperity,

of

fornia, Pike Co,

J. C.

ma-

jority.

interest in

-

Ohio River Y.M, will convene With the church ome

Q. M.: Revs.

Biethren

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M.—Held its last session at Buffalo Grove. . A very good season was
enjoyed, Rev. TL. E. Bixby, morerator. Reys. O,
E.
Baker and E Jenkins,from Waterloo,were with
us. The new meeting-house was dedicated. Sermon by Bro. Baker. A sermon and communion
service in the evening was an interesting feature
of the meeting. Bro. Charles H. True, late of
Prairie City, Ill, Q. M., was recognized, and his
license renewed for one year,
Next session at Volga City, commencing on Fri-

:

Owing to some misunderstanding,

Four persons were baptized and united with
the Augusta church, June 8, making seven received into its membership within the last
month.
The religious interest is very good.,
The pastor, Rev. C. F. Penney, will be absent
during the twe months of July and August.
Six perscus “v. 'e baptized by Rev. B. G.
Blaisdell at _prirgvale, June 8, and received
into the chureh.
.
3
The interest in Bath, in connection with the
labors of Rev. H. J. White, is hopeful.
On
a recent Sabbath, eleven were received into the
church—nine by baptism, one by experience
and one by letter. There are now
several
cases of special interest among them. The
services for the past few months have been
very well attended, especially Sunday evenings when the audience room is frequently
packed to its utmost capacity, some being
obliged to go away.
The return of backsliders and the great degree of union manifested

XR

:

resolution was ordered published

quite a number to the church.....The

awaiting baptism.

For some time past, our denominational interests in South-western Pennsylvania have
been on the decline ; but they should not be
abandoned for that reason.
Really the decline in our interestsin this region should be
made the occasion for special attention and
effort. During the past winter a ministering
brother, once of our, but now of
another
denomination,
remarked to the writer that
*“ the influence of Freewill Baptist sentiments

report

M.

revivals

South-western Pennsylvania.

in four different States and extend 200
miles down the river, but they all represent themse!ves

reported

Next session with Sparta church.
J. 1. MAYNARD, Clerk.

have churches

We

M's

and

voluntary
organizations that practice gambling, after having vainly and patiently protested against the same,

with four others were received to the fellowship of the Houlton church, of which the Littleton interest is a branch.
At Houlton, June
1, six more were baptized by the same and
were, with four more, received to church fellowship, making an addition of twenty to the
membersiip of the church.
Others still are

for Foreign Mission.

themselves in cvery Q. M. session and
are all supplied with preaching.” Cairo
Q. M. writes: ** We are still alive and we
think are making some progress in the
cause of the Master.

Q.

pastors,

2. That this conference hereby advise Christian people to sever their connection with all

ale, as a beverage.

At Littleton, May 25, six were baptized

and large accessions during the past
winter. The sum of fifty-three dollars
was raised Sabbath morning to assist Capac church, and Sabbath evening in response t an appeal by Sister Libbie Cilley
one hundred dollars in cash was raised

securing

consecrat :d to the service of God and tolerate
or abet, wither by silent, verbal, or active in-

churches at Winnegance, Corliss St., Bath,and
Boothbay are closed.
These things ought not
80 to be.
>

all H.

in

Eastern.

is a good

Tucker, and

rising to a higher plane of Christian ‘work

usefulness.

ministers in want of tields of labor, can communicate with said committee. The following
resolutions were passed
Resolved, 1. That no person can be fully

is supplying the c¢hurch-

fat

THE Ministers’ and Laymen's Conference

interesting. 'Ap-

as an orgunized band ‘of Christian workers we
shall see our churches built up and our cause. ad.
vineed in Yas parks ol ye Sounws. A
ext session w
e
Union church,commencin
August 23,at2,
P.M.
E. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk. g

fluence, the use, manufacture, or sale of any
intoxicating liquor, including cider, wine, and

added

M: funds to the Sec. and Treasurer, Rev.
L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich. And they
are more especially invited to do this, inasmuch as an arrangement satisfactory to
both parties, has been made with the
. parent EH. M. Society.

M. met with the 2d Cairo church, May 23
Rev. J. 8S. Manning was chosen
—25.

Com,

wanting assistance

the church at Litchfield, Plains, Rev. E. G.
Page, pastor. Mr. Page recently baptized and

And the churches of the Y.

is

Blinisters and Churches.

Lisbon Falls....There

and

Mess, to the Dearborn

. A. Tucker, Wm.

were licensed to preach for one year. Revs.
1. W. Ricker, Dover, A. L. Morey, Gonic,and
J. C. Osgood, Pitt-field. were appointed gh
mission committee. Churches in the
Q. M,

es on Oak and Meguire Hills, West Poland....
Mr. George,of Bates College, is supplying the
pulpit at So. Gardiner....Rev. R, D. Frost, of
Theological School, succeeds Mr. Lockhart at

Confer-

=

surrounded
hero iv suid onIn bumbors
0, Wiggin, of Riunstield ;ehursh, And | religious
tis veryand hard
to reachby b a
Dootae
influence, we think that the Ripley Q. M.
Edward E. Willey, of Walnut Grove church,

Maine.

M. are entreated to give the ‘Association
their hearty co-operation, reporting all

Southern Illinois Yearly Meeting.

ant Moderators; A. J. Johnson,

M.

nted as Cor.

Bros. | briuty and Geonge

at Lewiston:

the Theological building

\

Rev. J. 8. Burgess

ence resolved to push forward that work
under the auspices of the State Association, and with the blessing of God make

Denominational Hetos.

Moderator;

Y.

Ski

.

Rev. N. H. Farr was sent as Cor.
.
Mes. to Ontario Y. M.
Believing that the success if not th
existence of our denomination in Mich.
.depends upon the vigorous prosecution of

numbered some thirty voices and instru.
ments and performed its part of the
well,

WLP,

which was well conducted

M., were with us and «id good service for the
Master, The Q. M. voted to furnish a room in,

- 4; That in the opinionof the committee, the
school is worthy of the confidence and support
of the public, and especially of the denominaetion it represents; and to secure its fullest per.
manent success, it is recommended to their
liberal and hearty patronage. * ,
\
W. L. NoYEs

LRT,

———

M., and Bro. W. W. Brown from Belknap Q.

;

students.

mittee to Hillsdale College.

beauty and convenience, the chorus choir

service wonderfully

with the spirit of Christianity, is such as to
develop the truest nobility of character in the

The Michigan Y. M. held its last session
with Capac church, May 30--81st. Rev.
J. B. Drew was chosen Moderator. = The
Q. M's were all represented.
Rev. T. McElroy was present from Ontavio Y. M
Rev. G. P. Linderman was elected /X.
M. Supt. of Sabbath-schools.
Rev's J. B. Drew, G. II. Howard and
L. B.Potter were elected as Visiting Com-

no

was neglected, there was

Whatever

aecord

full

in

are

ciples and motives which

Michigan Yearly Meeting.

TI

Tucker,

Since the removal of Rev.d. W. Parsons from Martreasurer of the
ion, O., to Saco, Me., who was the
Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Rev. 8." D.
appointed treusurer till
Bates,of Marion, has been
the next annual meeting ofthe Association, to whom
interest on endowment notes, and Bible school notes.
contributions for
given in Ohio, may be paid, Also
State, Home and Foreign Missions and Education,
3123
EX. Cox.
INSTITUTION
LYNDON LITERARY AND BIBLICAL
will hold its annnal meeting in Chapel Hall, Lyndon
Center,on Wednesday,

June

25, at

10, A.

M,,

for

A GOOD

ABBATH- SCHOOL
INGING BOOK

the

election ofofficers. and to take such action in regard
to the finances ofthe Institution as the interests of
the samme may demand. A full attendance is requested.
x. W. SANBORN, Sec.
3123
Lyndonville, V t., May 30,

Don’t fail to sens for one from the following
| perior list:
WELCOME

—

JUNE1S,

GOSPEL

HYMNS,

*

JOHN

11-2 pM,

“

[0

By BLISS, SANKEY,

2. } MCGRANAHAN AND
3.) STEBBINS.
in boards, sent by mail
$30 per hundred by ex-

PUBLISHED

BY

CHURCH
|

FOURTH 8T.,
Cincinnati, O,

,W. M. Pease, C.H. Smith and others.
J, Twort,J.
nald

Rev. C. T. D.
7, Service of prayer and praise, led by
n
Crockett. 7 1-2,8unday=schoels: topic,The Preparatio
Stacy, Esq.
D.
L.
Spooner,
Thos
Rev.
of the Lesson.
Rev. L. W. Raymond, and others, Topic, The Teacher's
Small, A. M., Guptill
een,
Israel
Aim, Rev. F. C. Brud
ahd others.
’
JUNE 19.
led by Rev.P. Smith. 9 1-2,
9. A. M., Service of prayer,
C.
Business. 10, Home Missions, addresses by F.Revs.
Millett.
1, Peckham,E. N. Fernald,J. AL. Bailey, T.

No, 1.)

No.
No.
bound
copies
*% Single
upon receipt of 35 cents;
press.
“

[3

9, A M.Service of prayer, led by Rev. A~F. Hutchin-4
son. 91-2 Business, 11, Sermon by Rev. J. -.J. Hall:
2, P. M., Service of prayer, led by Rev. Z, Wheeler.2 1-2,
Meeting of Woman's Miss. Soc. Address by Rey. F. K.
66 WEST
Chase. 8 1-2, For. Miss. Addresses by Revs, E. N. Fer

J. 0. B.
Rev.
2124

By LOWRY, DOANE and BLISS,

By KiInzIE and GABRIEL.

Programmeof Maine Western Y.M., South Cornish, June 17-19,
JUNE 17.
2, P, M., Service of prayer, led by Rev.C.Bean. - 21-2
Business. 7, Service of praver and praise led by Rev.
J. Pinkham. 71-2, Annualsermon by Rev.E, C. Cook.

and H. F.Snow.

TIDINGS,

By P. P. BLISS.
GOSPEL SONGS,
By H. R. PALMER.
SONGS OL LOVE,
By T.C. O’KANE.
EVERY SABBATH,
By Geo. F. Roor.
THE PRIZE,
GOSPEL and TEMPERANCE SONGS.

The annual meeting of the Alumni Association of
the Theologicai Sem inary of Bates College will be held
at the college chapel on Zuesday, Jule 24, at 2, P, M..
for the election of officers and the transaction of other
C. F. PENNEY, Sec.
3t24
busir-ess.
\

su-

& CO.

805 BROADWAY,
New Y orks too

|

Service ofprayer, led by

-2, Sermon by Rev.d . W., Parsons.
ee
ee{
erie

Colby.

‘O10 RIVERY.M.willbe held

with the church In

California, Pike Co., Ohic, commencing Friday, Aug.A
8,at 2, P. My, and will otitis over the Sabbath,
desirable.
fulldelegation is very
THOMAS E, PEDEN, Clerk.
.

Programme of the Towa Y, M, MINISTERS’ CONFER=
serENCE, opening at 2, P.M. Aug, 28: L. Li. Sweet,
Min=
won, Christian Perfection. O. E. Aldrich, essay,
Davis. kxposition, Matt.
{sterial Education.
Beauty.
95:10. H. Blackmar, subject, The King in his D.
CGC.
versed.
Exposition, Jude
T. A. Moxson,
D. B. AnderJohn 14:16.
Curtis, Exposition
The
Essay,
Tibbets,
I.
ion,
son, Besay, The Resurrect
The
Nature of Christianity. D.Y. Emerson, essay.

T. B, Curtis, Faith,

D. W. Shackley,
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Poetry,

« I'am sure [ can't do it!" the gentle,
loving mother thought, with a sigh.

THE DEAR OLD FAQES.

versation, the ladies presenteda contrast

boots.

God does not send strange flowers every year;
‘When the Spring winds blow o’er the pleasant

as marked as the atmosphere of their own
houses. The tiny, blue-eyed woman, who
had no heart to suppress Tom’s merry
whistle or Bessie’s silvery laugh, had left
a home where constant care ouly secured

might as well be a girl at once.”

anything, and dasen't move

spoiling bis clothes.

places,

The sgme dear things

lift up

faces.

the

;

same

fair

;

It all comes back, the odor, grace and hue;

cleanliness, and where

Each sweet relation of its life repeated,
No blank is left; no looking for is cheated;
It is the thing we know.
So,after the death-winter it must be,
God will not put strange signs in the heavenly
places;

The old love shall look out from the old faces.
— Christian Register.
vr

o+e

I'M GROWING OLD.
I’m growing old—"tis surely so;
And yet how short it seems
Since I was but a sportive child,
Enjoying childish dreams.

was manifest everywhere
parlor. She looked at
haired woman opposite
exquisite morning-dress,
silk,

spotless

and

Mark's

cart”

stable

and

horses

for

his
the

As e’er it was before my locks
Of bright brewn turned te gray.

of paper, bits

of string,

and

odds

Look not so bright and glad
-As once they looked; and yet "tis not
‘Because my heart’s more sad.
I never watched with purer joy
The floating clouds and glowing skies,
‘While glistening tears of rapture fill
These old and fading eyes.

house and the proficiency

and

There was little more to say, but the
heart of each parent sent up a petition to

And when I mark the check where once
The bright rose used to glow,
It grieves me not to see instead
The almond crown my brow.

a kind and heavenly Father to keep the
plague from their door.
Yet it came. A week later Mark sickened, and in three

how

:
ac-

you

complish it,” she said, frankly.

¢ By system,” was the reply.
education of my children begins,

days

more

all

three

were down. Tenderest nursing, loving
care and unexpected docility of patients
brought the little Turmoyles safely out
upon the road to health again.
The most nauseous medicines were

of her little

ones.
¢ I can not understand

Tom.
Mr. Turmoyle came in with a grave
face. He made no comment on the holiday, but stooped to kiss the rosy faces
with unwonted tenderness. = After dinner
he sent the children to the nursery, und
said to his wife, who had anxiously watched his clouded face:
** Tillie, I met Dr. Holmes on my way
school. 1t is raging fearfully, he says.”
Mrs. Turmbyle turned very pale.
‘In the school ?” she murmured.
** Well, among the scholars.”

ends of doll’s finery upon the table.
Drifting from one scrap of matronly
talk to another, the ladies came naturally
‘to the care and management of children,
and Mrs. Turmoyle complimented her
neighbor upon the appearance of her

1 know these eyes, to other eyes,

water

home, and he tells me that there have
been three cases of scarlet fever from the

4 lounge, and Bessie keeping house on the
lower shelf of the book-case.
- Visions haunted her also of snippings

I know I'm old; and yet my heart
Is just as young and gay

i

* Dinner, and here comes papa !” cried

and

under

He

for a whole day. Mrs. Lee told her to
say iv wasn't her fault, but she said her
mother would not believe her.”

chubby fingers upon’ her own, printed
there when her boy baby, her darling
Mark, had succeeded in forcing a piece
of his sweetest candy into mamma's
mouth. She noted the dainty order of
the sitting-room, where every chair stood
primly in its appointed place, and not

‘“’spress

on his

her, and keep her upon bread and

but in the best
the tall, darkher, noted the
faced with light

thought, regretfully, of the marks of ten

remembered

dust

a note to Mrs. Stone the day that John
Gray spilled the ink on Maud's apron.
She was so afraid to go home, it was awfal. ‘She said her mother would whip

disorder

unrumpled,

get

There's a nice boy for you!

*‘ And, mother, the teacher had to write

even a thread rested upon the carpet, and

1 can not see the change that comes,
‘With such an even pace;
1 mark not when the wrinkles fall
Upon my fading face.

‘¢ The
I may

swallowed if “ mamma”

coaxed, and

‘the

And then Ive seen it rise again
Bright as the beaming sky,
And young and pure and beautiful—
And felt that so shall I.

cradles.

As

soon

as

ry, and wondered if Tom, Bessie and
Mark would be trained to sit in one place

“Then what if I am growing old—
My heart is buoyant still,
And God has given me enough
This loving heart to fill.

for hours at a time.

.

‘“ At two years of age I teach my children their letters, and after that they are

to see the sun go down,
lengthened shadows throw
the ground; while o’er my head
clouds in crimson glow.

sentto school.

All of them

ed at three years

of

age

school, and at five at

a

were

enter-

at a

public

private
one.

In

the interval of school hours my boys have
geographical puzzles, spelling games
and problems, and my girls are taught
sewing.”
* But when do they play ?”
‘ Their games and puzzles are sufficient for the boys, and I allow the girls
to cut and fit clothing for a large wax
doll.”
** But do they not have any hours for

1 see, béyond those gorgeous clouds,
A country bright and fair,
‘Which needs no sun; God and the Lamb
Its light and beauty are.
:
1 seem to hear the wondrous song
Redeemed sinners sing ;
And my heart Jeaps to join the throng
To praise the heavenly King.
1 seem to see three cherub boys,
As hand in hand they go,

. ‘With golden curls and snowy wings,
‘Whose eyes with rapture glow.

running, balls, kites and

‘When I was young I called them mine—

.

Now heaven’s sweet ones are they;
But I shall claim my own again,

z

Perhaps,when heaven’s bright gate I’ve passed,

They’ll know from every other

_ The one who gave them back
to God,

out-door

play?”
:
:
:
“1 disapprove entirely : of opt-door
play. It ruins clothes and makes children rude.

When I am called away.

other

They have out-door

exercise

in their long walk to and from school.”

he said, “for our blessings, let us not for-

|hallto the sitting-room. Five children, | the two that are gone but precede the two

And haste to call me mother.

three girls and two

boys,

languid footsteps and

Oh! I am glad I’m growing old!
For every day I spend
Shall bring me one day nearer that
Bright day that bas no end.

Famalp Circle.
A QUIET HOUSE.

came

pale

in with

faces, from

which all childishness seemed stricken.
Spotlessly clean, with shiny hair and polished. boots, . they followed in orderly
fashion the lead of the eldest, who stood
before his mother, waiting for permission
to speak.
* Well, my son?” she said, quietly.
¢¢ There is no school this afternoon.
The senior class is to be examined,” he

now dangerously ill. If they recover
from the fever, they will never reach maturity unless the mother sees the error.
‘ You may thank your wife’s management
for your own children,’ the doctor said to
me;
there was something to build on in
the sturdy frames of those young sayages.”
Mrs. Stone could see

no

fault

in her

system, though two little graves attested

its weakness. Her children, recovering
from the fever, found no relaxation of
a burst of shrill, childish laughter
“ No school! Very well. I will set home rule, and pale and
sounded from the nursery down the hall
dull-eyed, went
- stairs and into the sitting-room where he you some sums after dinner, and find you back to the old routine.
some words to study in the dictionawas making out some accounts,
Four years passed away, and Tom left
‘I
wish those children would be quiet! ry.”
home for boarding-school, a gentlemanly
Silently the five sat down until the visit- boy
Ain't it most bed-time, Tillie?”
of sixteen, well up in his studies and
. ‘They are
probably
undressing,” or departed, uncomfortably conscious of in perfect health. Driving home from
Mrs. Turmoyle replied, quietly.
Ill ten weary eyes and five pallid, pinched the station, after starting him upon his
faces.
Tens
go and see if they are ready for bed.”
| journey, Mr. and Mrs. Turmoyle passed
Crossing her own doorway, Mrs. Tur* Do keep them quiet until they are.”
Mr. Stone’s handsome house, prim and
There was an interval of profound si- moyle was greeted by a merry duet :
spotless, the garden a miracle of order,
+¢ No school! No school !”
lence, and in about half an hour the
and no signs of busy little feet on walk or
Then the tenor solo:
mother returned.
:
{ border.
*“ Won't you make some bobs for my
“They are asleep now,” she said.
“Poor Stone!” said Mr. Turmoyle,
“¢ Tom had dressed the kitten in Bessie's’ kite, mamma? There's a splendid wind!” ‘he frets sadly for Amy.”
Followed by a sweet soprano:
doll’s clothes.”
‘It was bard to lose her, the last of the
‘ And, O mamma, you promised the
‘The accounts finished, Mr. Turmoyle
five,” said Mrs. Turmoyle; * an
first
holiday
you
she
would
trim
my
doll’s
© leaned back in his chair.
was such a patient child, after s
had
“1 wish you had some management bonnet.”
lost her hearing.”
:
“ I ant a kite, too !” struck in Mark.
with those children, Tillie,” he said.
“1
‘‘
¢
Too
Oh,
let
patient!
me
get
my
There
breath
will
!”
cried
be no need
the
went over to Stone’s on business last
‘‘ Where's
your hat, now of any system in training. Five
evening, and you would not have known little woman.
children all under the sod! . QO Tillie!
there was a child in the house. And Tom?”
*“ Oh, I forgot,” Tom said, sweeping it Thank God we have not such a home as
Stone has five, while we have only
off with a profound bow. *1lere, take the one we have just passed. Thank God
three.”
fi
ap
;
eo
this chair. And let me take your bonnet for merry voices, clear laughter, noisy
‘¢ Perhaps they were all abed.”
and sacque, up-stairs. You are tired. feet, and even the cryingof our baby May.
‘“ They were all in the next room,”
May he guard and bless our little ones,
Never
mind bobs if you are very tired.”
was the triumphant repiy.
+ Stone is
“I'll help make them,” said Bessie; and give them good health, good prineiproud of them, and well he may be.
There is Willie, just the age of our Tom, ¢¢ and I'll go and watch Tom, mamma, if ples and happiness, rather than give us
the doubtful blessing of a quiet home,”—
studying Latin instead of dressing kittens you don't feel like making the bonnet.”
Selected.
in dolls’ clothes, and Amy, who will not
«« We'll see, after dinner,” said Mrs.
‘¢ Dear me,” sighed Mr.

Turmoyle,

as

said, wearily.

be four years old for three months, reads Turmoyle, looking from one round, rosy
‘well and knows the multiplication table face to the other, marking ‘the, sturdy
through. Look at.our savages!”
limbs and dancing eyes. To be sure,
“They are getting along well at’ the hair of all three must be reduced

school, dear. I think Mark is too young

from a state of rebellion before they
were presentableat table, and soap and
school until they were five.”
. water were pleasant suggestions in the
_ * And Tom just manages to write a maternal eyes. There was perfect health
decent letter at twelve, while Willie -and happiness, if the voices were shrill

yet to study.

The others did not go to

~ is at Latin grammar,
ners, why Tom

And as for man-

will make

more

noise

alone than Stone's five children put
gether.”
=: ..
:

to-

and the boots noisy.
*¢ I've been

said, when,

to see

washed

Mrs.

and

Stone,”

combed,

she

her

children gathered around her to wait . for

Mrs. Turmoyle, being a woman of
sense, did not continue the argument,

papa and dinner, *“ and I wondered if I
could ever make my children as quiet

the next day, and talk with her about the
wonderful secret of having five children

and orderly as hers are.”
*¢ Willie Stone is 8 milksop!” said
Tom, contemptuously, ‘‘ always crying
because his head aches. He can't play

but mentally resolved to see Mrs.
and a quiet home.

Stone

PETTING THE TIGER."
I remember reading of a mother

visit-

ing a menagerie, with a lovely infant in
her arms. As they stood by the tiger's
cage, the animal, apparently quiet, permitted the

caresses

of the

mother, thinking it under

babe.

The

the control of

its keeper, and caged by iron bars, relax-

.ed her vigilance, when suddenly the tiger
seized the child, and in one fatal moment

it became its prey.

;

1 thought, as I read the paragraph, how
many worse than tigers’ cages we have
all over this loved land of ours. They
form almost an unbroken net-work from
ocean to ocean. Ii is a palace-like building here, a less pretentious orie there, and

a shanty down by
&

the railroad.

Each

The

champagne

is brought, and

the.

Isit out

tertain some

friends are quickly reviewing the past.
‘‘ Have your glass filled ‘again, Fred;
tis really worth your while to take a
draught from these glasses. The design
is a triumph of art. We have lived thus
long without any harm from the cheerful
glass. We have wills strong as iron bars,
and they can guard with master-like vigilance our failings—it' we have any.”
A third time the glasses were filled,
and ‘‘ Here's a double health to thee” was
sung with:the yim of college days.
Then they parted. But mark the se-

quel.

The appetite, which

they boasted

was caged with strong wills, had that
night been caressed. The desire became
a tiger, and ere

long

one

of

the jolly

friends filled a drunkard's grave

and

other, a wreck, dwelt in a maniacs
— Interior.

the
cell.

Because the son of Atreus had contemn’d

‘‘ Here is what we are in search of,” exclaimed the captain; * father, you are a

my

2

Apollo heard ;

And from the hights of heav’n, enraged
at heart,
Descended ; on his shoulders hung the
bow
And lidded quiver; as he swiftly moved
In wrath, his arrows clash’.
Like Night he

came;
;
And, placed before the ships, dismiss’d a
shaft.
Angrily clang 'd the sounding silver bow.
At first he slew their mules and speedy
dogs,
his deathful dart

Smote; and the funeral piles throughout the
camp
Burn’d without ceasing.
Thus for nine days sped
The people to assembly, in his soul

- STREET DRESSES.
The dark uniformity
of street dress has disappeared, and the
most striking and bizarre combinations
are indulged in, especially by Jonag
women, who
in this country are
the almost exclusive representatives of whims
of the passing moment; nor is the result
unpleasing, at least to the eye. Perhaps,
says Jennie June, we have grown tired of
the eternal black and neutral tints; perhaps the lives of too many have been
shaded of late years in dark and neutral
colors. Whatever the reason, the admixture of light and bright tints upon the
streets and in publfe gatherings is cheering, and even if the effect, from a strictly

the Argives, when she saw them die.

** Atrides ! we must now

artistic point of view, is a little outre,

as a spot of color upon

stone-gray

yer,

side-

walks, it is eminently successful.

FEATHER TRIMMINGS.
Surely,
our
women can not think about the subject,
or they would never promote this sacrifice of bird-life for a mere freak of fashion. _ The rage
for feather trimmings has
-almost annihilated the ribbon trade of

** Achilles, loved of Zeus! thou bidd’st
me show

I tell it therefore; but implore thee first—

Swear to protect me with thy voice and arm!
1 think a man will be enraged who rules
Argives, too, obey.

Coventry.

Men, women and children

in

that once busy city are starving, because
fashion has produced a new style of ornament. So that to please the latest whim,
birds must die and children must starve.
You may stand ** on the bridge at Coventry” now and see scores of people

loiter-

ing there, who, but for the supersedure of
ribbons by feathers, would be busily at
work in the locked-up mills.— London
Leiter.
!
Faseions, Erc. Gentlemen admire the
large bonnets.—A new shade of gray is

called stifled sigh.—Waists with a sharp
point in front are revived.—The making

of silk patchwork is fashionable ‘again.—
The ladies of Washington have formed
themselves into riding clubs.—The hats
with low crowns and wide brims are called Diana Vernons.—Five o'clock lunch is
considered the most artistic of all meals in
Paris.—Satin ribbons are used with bunting and watered silk with dotted muslin.

ZHlain stockings of solid color are worn
under the fine open-work stockings,—

Worth charges at least $300 for a dress,
even when one furnishes one’s own . lace.

—The proper belt bouquet for a French

WA
SE | is a knot of orange blossoms.
—Some of the imitation
Lisle’ thread
gloves cost about ten cents a pair and

sell for fifty. —Am. Cultivator.

speak out the word |

There has been a generous response to the
movement to bring out for the benefit of the
author an edition of the complete
works of
Paul H. Hayne. Longfellow, Whittier,Holmes,

the hollow ships;

Who claims’to be the highest of us all 1”

Boker, Stedman, Holland, Margaret J. Pres-

ton and other
ts of note have sent in sub-scriptions. The idea is to celebrate the completion of Mr. Hayne’s fiftieth year, Jan. 1,

ZL rasirs Magazine,
Pri Sh. a8 fb chen EEE

THE T00-READY WRITER.
Why is there a different standard

of Jjudg-

ment with regard to a writer whe plays much
the same part in literature as the excessiv
e

talker plays in what is traditionally called con-

versation? .The busy Adrastus, whose professional engagements might seem more
than

enough for the nervous energy of one man, and
who yet finds time to print essays on the

Tri-lingual

chief

Inscriptions;
or,
The
Iden
of
the
Infinite
among
|
the Pre-historic Lapps,” to the Colorad
o beetle
and the grape disease in the south of France,
is
generally praised, if not admitted,
for the

his gigantic
who has some

original ideas on a subject to which he has giv
has

been

waiting anxiously frem month to month to see
whether his condensed exposition will find
a
place in the next advertised programme, but

sees it, on the contrary, regu larly excluded
and twice the space he asked for filled with the

copious brew of Adrastus, whose name

carries

trade-mark.

Wh y

he

thinks

opinion were a

needed preliminary to discussion, get a man
the
reputation of being a conceited bore in conver-

sation when nobody blames the same tendency

ifit shows itself in print? The excessive talker
can only be in one gathering at a time,
and

of thinking

that

every-

citizens

who - have

ing themselves; but the exorbitant

writer can

something to say may get a chance of deliver-

occupy space and spread over

it the more or

less agreeable flavor of his mind in four * mediums” at once, and on subjects taken from the

four winds,

Such restless

pants of literary 'space

and

and versatile occutime should

have

lived earlier, when the world wanted summaries of all extant knowledge,and this knowledge
being small, there was the more room for commentary and conjecture.
They might have

played the part of aa Isidor of Seville or a Vin-

cent of Beauvais ny
and the willingness to write evefything themselves would
have been strictly in place. In the present day,
the busy retailer of other people’s knowledge

which he has spoiled in the handling,

the rest-

less guesser and commentatothe
r importunate

hawker of undesirable superfluities, the everInsting word-compeller, who rises early in the

morning to praise what the world bus already

glorified, or makes himself haggard at night in
writing out his dissent from what nobody ever

believed, is not simply gratis anhelans, multa

agendo

nihil agens—he

are

Nuntucket 1dyl.”

Not though thou named’st Agamemnon’s self,

fellow

Didot,

Charles J. Bellamy, author of “ Six to One; a

And look from eaxth to heaven, shall lay on’ thee

where else other

NOTES.

G. P. Putnam’s Sons are to publish immediately *“Is Life Worth Living?’ by W. H. Mallock, author of the *‘ New Republic.”
They
also announce
for early publication * The
Breton Mills,” a novel of New England life, by

Not one of all the Danai, while I live

there is the comfort

Lillie Boynton and

Justrated.

For not a man—by Phebus, loved of Zeus,
From whom thy prayers have drawn prophetic
power—

what

:

The female brass band, organized some time
ago in Indianapolis, has
assumed definite
shape, and is practicing daily under the tutorship of R. L. Carlon, with a view to making
their first public appearance
in the Grand
Opera house in the lutter part of June.
The
ladies comprising this organization, who are

The biography of Petofi," the Hungarian poet, written by Dr. Hugo Meltzl for the Leipzig Universal Bibliothek, will, it is stated, be
translated into English by Mr. John H. Ingram, and published in London.
John Russell
Young's
letters describing
Grant's journey around the world are to bepublished in book form next fall, after revision
by the author.
The book will be copiously il-

Whence comes far-darting King Apollo’ s wrath.

should the eager haste to tell

S. B.

In view of the coming of the duke of Argyll
to this country,
Routledge & Co. unnounce
new editions of the duke’s principal works,
** The Reign of Law” and * Primeval Man.”

Well-wishing, he to council came, and said:

on the shortest notice, as if his

Mr.

for that instrument,

collector, M. Ambrose.
Firmin
shortly to be sold in Paris.
:

In divination, by Apollo’s bdon.

custom like a celebrated

compositions.

LITERARY

he sat down; and next arose
chief of augurs, he that knew
and the future, and the past;
the ships to Ilion; being skill’d

en years of research and meditation,

with

Whitney, of Boston, has written a canon in oc-,
tuve which will be played.
In all the series of
recitals Mr, Eddy has never repeated a piece,
so that be has played over six hundred or the
most important and difficult works ever written

The books and MSS. of the late publisher and

skill to

And if the smoke of tender kids and
lambs
Perchance may move him to avert this plague.”

Poor Theron,

take

host.

say
Why Phabusis so wroth; and if he chides
An unaccomplish’d vow, or hetacomb ;

breadth of his mental range and

Boston to

Nora Hammond, tenors; Miss Ruth Torbet,
baritone; Miss Belle Shonacker, tuba; Miss
Lavonia Kackley bass drum; Mrs. H. Barmeler, tenor drum.

Swift-foot Achilles, rising in the midst,

powers of work.

been

The Madrid press praise highly Senor
Fernando Aranda, a native pianist.
M. Antoine de Kontski has been playin
g very
successfully,
Herr J. H.
Meddling, founder of the Concerthaus, Berlin, hus died at Charlottenbu
rg,
aged 70.

Ida Mitchell, alto; Misses

And so the multitude being met together,

current subjects, from *‘ The

has

E-flat cornet; Misses Millie Perkins and Ella
Norris, B-flat cornet; Misses Ollie Tor bet and

Prompted by white-arm’d Hera, who had ruth

hand, among

ser,

of the highest standing und respectability, are
Miss A. Caldwell and Mrs. E. A. Perkins.

The shafts; but on the tenth Achilles
eall'd

A heavy

;

ed Mr. Eddy

Of bulls and goats—accomplish my desire!
Give to these Danai, to requite my tears,

* Be fully confident!

ITEMS.

‘Mr. H. C. Eddy, the distinguished organi
st,
of Chicago, is to give his 100th organ recital
in
June.
The
different numbers of the programme are to be written expressly for the
occasion, several foreign composers having favor-

A king's the stronger if a common man
bent-in and out; anywhere and" every- | |Exasperates
him; he may, for the time,
where to suit the wearer's face, and the Digest his choler, but will hoard his wrath
trimming is mostly a bunch of tips and a To its fulfillment. Say ! wilt thou hold me safe ?”
To whom swift-foot Achilles thus replied :
simple bow of satin ribbon. The brims

are faced with shirred satin. These bonnets, which are also worn as round hats,
are of straw in one color, and of chip.
Capotes are in various shapes, and in nearly every material ; the crowns are round
or square, and the brims fall flat, or are
raised in diadem shape. The trimmings
are satin, faile, grenadine, or crepe. All
kinds of flowers are used, especially large
roses, hollyhocks, cbrysanthemums, ete.
In general, bonnets of a becoming shape
are selected, and the trimming is so managed as to seem a part of the bonnet, and
not noticeable of itself.— Golden Rule.

lengthy, —

cert company.

Apollo,

Sminthian if I have garlanded thy
fane,
If ever I have burned to the fat thighs

Achaians,.and whom

some

Miss May Bryant, who has Just return
ed to
Boston after » long course of musical
study
ubrouad, will join the Wilhelmj Rummel Con-

Who guardest Chrysa, and the sacred Killa,
And strongly rulest over Tenedos!

So saying,
Calchas, the
The present,
Who had led

leave

the Musical Record).

charge of an organ in Cleveland.

“ Oh,hear me, Archer with the Silver
Bow,

Spake in these words:

should

Signor Marchetti, the cor
stopping in Milan.
Mr, Sumner Salter has left

Offspring of Leto of the lovely hair:

Turn, I suppose, and wander home agaio,
As many of us as are left alive ;
Since war and plague destroy the Achaian
But come, let us consult some soothsayer,
Or priest, or some interpreter of dregms
(Dreams are from Zeus) who may
have

One could wish that

Madame Carlotta Patti has been singing in

And silently he went along the shore
Of the resounding sea.
But when the camp
Was far behind, he lifted up his voice

Upon

that the Spanish grape has nat

Turin,

safety.”

themselves

motion

MUSICAL

Away! incense me not! if thou would’st go

But soon the men

we have to give, the matter or knowledge having been already given by somebody else?
hat if we were only like the Spanish wineskins which impress the innocent stranger with

(From

Then all the Achaians with acclaim agreed
To hearken to this holy man, and take
The splendid ransom. Butit did not please
The mind of Agamemnon, son of Atreus.
Scornfully he dismiss’d him with a threat:
* Beware, old man, I do not find you here
Amongst our ships; either delaying now,
Or coming back; lest scepter of the ghd

80 he pray’d.

own

great subject, especially when our flavor
is alf

well they did in not being more
From George Eliot's new book.

And take this ransom; showing reverence
To far-darting Apollo, son of Zeus!”

Thine arrows |”:

oir

than a paragraph or two on them to show
how

** O sons of Atreus! and well-armed Achatans!

And chaplets prove in vain.
Lfree her not
Until she hath grown aged in our house
In Argos, far away from her own land;
Where she must
ply the loom,
and
share
couch.

mixing

themes unhandled, or at least leave us no more

May the great gods, who dwell in palaces
Olympian, grant you soon to devastate
King Priam’s city, and in joy return
To your own homes! But set my daughter free;

And vehemently pray’d to King

about

even the greatest minds

Trembling, the old man obey’d,

A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
In Germany, during the war, a captain
of cavalry was ordered out upon a foraging expedition.
He put himself at the
head of his troops, and marched to the
quarter assigned him. It was a solitary
valley, in which hardly anything but
woods could be seen. Finding in the
midst of it a small cottage, he approach-

scruple

flavor, as of the too cheap and insistent nut
meg, with that ofevery great writer and every

the

He sued, and chief th’ Atridm, leaders twain.

In

:

ofthe question thatwe should 'en-

urally a taste of leather?

To free his daughter with a heavy ransom;
Bearing aloft the chaplets of the god,
And golden scepter; all th’ Achaian host

{

Ae

to better men.

Chryses the priest, who came to the swift ships

>

iat

interest at his back, he obtrudes his ill-considered work where place ought to have been lef

claims them.
| From when at first in quarrel stood digjoin’d
“Come in, Fred. With a social glass Attrides, king of men, and great Achilles.
‘of the gods embroil'd them thus in strife?
between us, we'll talk over by-gones. TheWhich
son of Zéus and Leto. He, enraged
Waiter, some of youre best champagne. Against the King, sent forth a pestilence
Among the army ; and the people died.’
No shaking of your head, Fred.”

get to sympathize with the sorrows of
others: Willie and Maud Stone were true and faithful guide.” ¢ Wait yet a
buried to-day, and Amy will be deaf for few minutes,” replied the old man; *¢follifz. The others are still very ill.”
low me patiently a little further.” The
At bed-time, when the children slept march was accordingly resumed, and at
the sleep of convalescence, Mr. Turmoyle the distance of a mile they arrived at
came to the nursery, where his little blueanother field of barley. The troops imeyed wife was laying out the mornin o mediately alighted, cut down the grain,
o
clothing.
trussed it, and remounted.
The officer
“Tillie,” he said, drawing the little thereupon said to his conductor: * Father,
woman closeto his strong arms, “1 had you have given yourself and us unnecesa long talk with Dr. Holmes to-day, and I sary trouble; the first field was far better
can not rest till I thank you for our un- than this.” -* Very true, sir,” replied the
broken nursery to-night. Next to God,
good old man, ** but it was not mine.”—
you saved the children.”
;
Selected.
" “I am sure you never spared yourself
in nur:ing,” said Mrs. Turmoyle.
HOME TOPICS.
* The nursing was the smallest part of
MiLLINERY. In bonnets and hats the
it. Dr. Holmes says it was not the scar- balance of popular favor seems to hang
let fever that killed Stone's children, but evenly between the large,
eccentric
their mother’s ‘system.’ The fever found shapes and small capotes. Among large
over-taxed brains, bodies weakened by bonnets, the Directorie and Carmen are
want of exercise, tempers made sullen by favorites ; and as their stylishness depends
a deprivation of all childish pleasure.
upon their shape, but little importance is
They were nursed by ‘ system,’ no allow- attached to the trimming. The brims are

As she spoke, the hall door opened
quietly and a fall of footsteps crossed the| ance made for suffering orweakness ; and

Like an incompetent architect with too much

THE SONG OF ILION.
Wrath of Achilles be thy song, O Muse!
Calamitous, which drew a thousand woes
Upon the Achaian army, sending down
Unnumber'd spirits of heroes premature
To Orcus, and their bodies gave a prey
To hounds and birds—for 80 had Zeus decreed—

grand hotel? They have not met since
boyhood’s days, ‘and now middle age

they:

papa, aunties or uncles in her own nurse-

.

holds alike the same enemy—the sparkling wine-cup.
Do you see those two friends shaking
hands so heartily on the steps of yonder

most stringent stillness was observed ed, and, knocking at the door, it was
when
papa was discovered to have tears opened by an old and vencrable man,
can walk, they have their own proper
place in the room, and are trained to per- in his eyesat Bessie’s crib.
Pwith a beard silvered by age. ** Father,”
The day the children assembled in the said the officer, *‘ show me a field where
fect silence when older persons
are
sitting-room for the first tea-drinking was I may set my troops to forage in.” The
-| present.”
3
Mrs. Turmoyle thought of the noisy a gala day, but papa was observed to old man complied, and, conducting them
chorus of shouts, the eager recital of the | have a sad face.
out of the valley, after a quarter of an
** While we are thankful,dear children,”
day's pleasures or accidents, that greeted
hour's march came to a fine field of barley.
say, in their

T’ve seen the flower grow old and pale,
And withered more than I;
Tve seen it lose its every charm,
Then droop away and die.

I love
And
Along
The

childish

Wouldn't play foot-

ball for fear he would

Seated, the next morning, .in close con-

for fear of

“ Dory-Fishing” is the attractive title of a
sketch which is to appear in the J uly St. Nieholas, Tt is said to contain the peculiar experignee of a young fellow who goes to sea in ‘a
fishing-vessel for the benefit of his health, and:
who learns what it is to sit alone in a little
boat,on the bosom of the wide Atlantic, and
fish for the active and Yighrous codfish.
This
experience, it is stated,will disclose to the boys of our country a new view of deep-sea fishing.

The second and concluding volume of the
History of the Honorable Artillery Com-

pany,” by Captain G. A. Raikes, F. 8, A.,isnow in the press, and will be published by.

Messrs. R. Bentley & Son.
The Prince of
Wales hasgiven his portrait in uniform, and

signed by him, as captain general and colonel
of the company.
The volume will also contain portraits of William IV., the duke ofSus- sex, prince consort, John Milton, John Wilkes

.
and others.
The July and August numbers of Scribner's |

Magazine will contain an unusual feature in
wood engraving, being the reprint of a large-

number of the cuts engraved

by Mr.

Henry

Marsh, some years ago, for Harris’s ¢ Insects
Injurious to Vegetation.”
These celebrated engravings were made ufter drawings on the
wood by the late Mr. Antoine Sonrel, from.
freshly collected specimens, and were all carefully examined, criticised and approved by
These engray- the late Prof. Louis Agassiz.
ings will be published in two papers on “Summer Entomology,” by Edward A. Samuels, author of ¢ Ornithology and Oology of New Engaccount of’
land;” the first paper giving an

tramps after moths and butterflies; the second
dealing with other field and forest insects. The
beuuty and delicacy of the engravings, which.
have probably never been equaled in natural
history work, and the careful and

enthusiastic

description of the methods of catching
serving

the insects,

and\the

the originals can be verifid],

cite many

* summer

hands at the
specimens.

ease

will

boarders”

fascinating wogk
:

and pre-

with

which

probably
to

try

in-

their

of collecting

song, ‘* Let Others Seek,” &o.,
livan, with the handsome face
composer adorning the title. Roeckel’s Songs, “ The River and the Rose,”
and a pleasing ballad and chorus, called * The
Chain of Daisies,” of which George Cooper
wrote the words. ‘We have, also, the charming ¢ Fairies’ March,” by Mendelsson, from :
¢ Midsummer Night’s Dream,” a galop from
the new opera * Fatinitza,” and a bright four- -

hana. piece: by

is an obstruction, | Jewels,”

Christie,

called * Sparkling .

-

JUNE 18;1879.

.

Kieran

Wiscellanyg,

In the summer of 1875 Bessie Eaglesfield, who had just finished the junior
Jar of the literary course in. Michigan
niversity, was admitted by courtesy in
Terre Haute, and she was not prepared

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

cautiously.—

and purse
(oma

your mouth
Open
Zimmerman.

for practice, and the proposition for her

admission was a surprise to her. She
finished her literary course and then spent
two years upon the study of law, and be-

for the best, and

_ Take short views, hope

— Sudiey Smith:

rE

murder in the will; contempt is gan practice in Grand Rapids, Mich,
is ed
Hatr

murder in the intellect. — George Macdonald.

idle
Hs we must render an account of every
word. se must we likewise of our idle silence.

— Ambrose.
Conscience and

if we

self-love,

our true happiness, always lead

way.~Bishop Butler.

from Michigan University Law School,
began to practice, und still practices, in

understand
us

Bi

the

Ann Arbor, Mich.

In 1877 Martha Angle Dorsett was admitted in Minnesota. She was probably
admitted in Iowa, where she attended
law school the year previous.

same

rise
The greatest ovils in life have hadof iheir
too little

frora somewhat which was thought
importance to be attended to.—Bishop Buller.
;
If we apply ourselves seriously to wisdom,
we snall never Jive without true pleasure, but
learn to be pleased with eYelvibing, We shall
be pleased with wealth so far as it makes us
poverty, for not tiavbeneficial to others; with
ing much to

for; and

care

with

In 1878 Agnes Scott of Tiflin,

obscurity, for

being unenvied.— Plutarch.

1s a
The most agreeable of all companions
high pretensimple, frank man, without any
who
one
sions to an oppressive greatness;
For such
temper, and steadfast as an anchor,
an one we gladly exchange the greatest genius,
t
the most brilliant wit, the profoundes thinker.

—Lessing.

needed a summer

0.,

and

porch on

alone

change is becoming

hand.

:

a pleasant

summer

morning,

when up run little 5-year old Bell, intent
on a visit to a playmate across the way.
+ Papa,” she asks, * may

I

go over and

The Egyptian

Post-office,

which

is under

the management of an Englishman,

prot of £130

Olastyears.

cleareda

|

years,

their little appeals come,before letting the

:

In 1879 there have been so far three
women admitted—Miss Angie King and
Miss —— Kane, of Janesville and Mrs.
Clara S. Foltz, of California.
ry
Miss King is Miss Goodell's partner.
Miss Kane has located in Milwaukee and
Mrs. Foltz in San Francisco.
Mrs. J. Ellen Foster practices in Clinton, Ia. The writer has no date to fix the
time of her admission, but understands
that she has been several years admitted.

“no” rise too quickly to our lips, let us
think a-minute..— Harper's Magazine.

Of the veterans in the Boston post-office
Charles Brigham has held
his position 41
years, and his brother, Albert S., 40 years.
“ Bredren,” said a darkey in a prayer-meet-

ing, * I feel’s if I could tulk more good in five
minutes dan I could do iu a year!"
A Western
lawyer included in his bill

SHARPER THAN A LAWYER.
a lawyer, says

the

Iowa

A wag

Stale

of

Regisier,

was sitting in his office the other day
deeply engaged. in unraveling some knotty question, when a gentleman entered
and inquired,
Is this Mr. Z.?" The
student of Blackstone, raising his eyes
from the legal book before

«If you owe me

anything,

him,

~ Newburyport Herald.

to uphold the right.

any

departed

time,

apparas

:

in England,

the

fashion

of

e toes.

Mission field some

: achigeed a high

degree

died in California, in
consumption.
Miss

their

work—

of success.

She

1867, of inherited
:

Ray has practiced in Washington,

D.C.
She is a graduate of Harvard University Law School.
Miss Raper was admitted upon
pleting the law course in Michigan

comUni-

versity, She does not practice,but gives
het entire. attention to advocating temperance and woman suffrage.
In 1874 Lavinia Goodell was admitted,

and has since
‘Wis.
.She has

practiced in Janesville,
recently associated with

- her in practice Miss Angie King, under
the name of Goodell & King.
7°
In 1875 M. Fredrika Perry and Killen
A. Martin were admitted from Michigan
University Law School to the Michigan
bat. Miss Perry was admittedto the
Illinois bar in the same

Martin

in

January,

year,

1876.

and

They

Miss

have

both been in practice in Chicago since ad- |
mission, and are in partnership under the
name of Perry & Martin.

* ART AMONG THE ABORIGINES. We
have rather.a curiosity in the way of a
picture that was unearthed on the plantation of Mr. D. E. Greene, of Lee County,
‘by
a
negro man who was digging in a
fod. B e struck with his pickk somesom hard
substance whieh, on examination,

proved

tobe a clay pot, very hard and strong,
containing some arrow heads and three
pictures, one an Indian chief, one asquaw
and the other a girl, They were on thin
strips of something resembling glass, and
looked very much like the negatives now
used by artists in making photographs,
but the plates are not glass, The two
larger pictures were broken; the other

can be inspected by any one capable of

throwing light on their origin, the length
of time they have been buried, and other
matters of interest concerning them.—
Sumter (Ga.) Republican.
“THINK A MINUTE

First.”

Apropos

of the sayings of the little ones I am re-,
minded of an incident which touched me

new Parliament house:

‘the Spanish Bank at Havana will soon publicly burn $100,000 of paper cucrency.
Work has begun ‘on the buildings for the
Shanish international éxhibition of 1880 at Ma"Phe Canada temperance
Kings County, P. E. I.,

subscriber

'

‘

,

act was: earried "in
by a majority of

1017.
Bd
/
Newport,k. 1. appropriates $2000 and Provifor the celebration of the Fourth of
dence $1500
July.
.
a

a

life has

years

in Aroostook

Costiveness, Jaundice,
Dyepepsid, | Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach
and Breath, H ¢ a d ache,
Erysipelas, Piles, Rheu. matism, Eruptions and

Skin Diseases, Biliousness
i Liver Complaint, Dropsy,

Co.,

“Tetter,

altar is kept up by

their

children.

The

lust

weeks of his life be. suffered much, but no
murmur passed his lips, and when Jesus called him he was ready to go. A good man ‘has
fallen at his post.
J. COOK.
Isaac 8. Day died .in Waterhoro’, Me.,
April 6, aged 40 years and 7 months.
Bro.
Day was converted when young; being rog

cautious,
he hesitated at the duty of baptism
which produced in his Christian life a destitpe
tion

of

religions

activity

About four years since, he

and

enjoyment:

renewedlv

“conse-

crated himself fully to the service of Jesus, by |
following him in baptism, and uniting with

and

Salt

take; and being purely vegetable,

they are

entire-

the Hollis church; his subsequent life has been ly harmless.
PREPARED BY
such as to develop anoble Christian manhood,
demonstrating the power of Christ to save. DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
doing what he could for apd in the cause of |
Practical and Analytical Chemist .,
his Master.
He bore his long sickness with
patience and resignation, leaving a devoted
wife and three children with numerons friends
TRUTHS.
to mourn their loss,
P. SMITH,

Hop Bitters are the Purest and Best
Bitters ever made.
They are compounded from Hops, Buchu,
Mandrake and
Dandelion,—the oldest, best,
and most valuable medicines in the world and contain all the best and most curative Rionertice of
all other Bitters, being the
greatest Blood Purifler, Liver Regulator, and Life and Health Restoring Agent on earth, No disease or ill health
possibly long exist where these Bitters are
used, so varied and perfect are their operations,
They ge new life and vigor to the aged and
firm.
To all whose employments cause irregularity of the bowels or urinary organs, or whore.
uire an Appetizer, Tonic

A. G. BRAND.

Miss CLARA

B., only daughter of Benjamin

F. and Susan Perkins, died in Bristol, May 21,
aged 21 years and § days.

She

was

a

voung

Try Hop

lady of superior mental abilities, and had at-

tained to a culture and discipline far in advance of one of her years.
Ambitious to acquire knowledge, she never left any study until she had mastered it. Those who knew her
best, loved hermost:
She had about completed a classical education at the New Hampton
Literary Institution, and had just finished her
graduating essay, whea she was takenill.
She
had also finished a thorough course of musical
instruction at Concord.
Thus was she becoming fitted to fill some sphere of: usefulness |
when the summons came that was to blight all
her plans, and bring a terrible grief to her
parents who had lavished upon her all that
loving hearts could devise.
Much of the time
during her sickness of eight weeks duration
she suffered extremely, but she never murmured, and when the tinal hour came that decided her future, she calmly accepted: the ordeal and sank peacefully. into the arms of
death,expressing a willingness to depart,
Pelaved-while among us, she will be missed by |
her many friends. But the saddest hearts “are |
those that in that lonely home must live Hig
without ber presence and influence.
N.C. L.

.

H. P. MANSUR.
SARAH A., youngest daughter of Rev. Wm.
R. and Phebe A. Norton, died: at the Rose
parsonage in Bath, Clinton Co., Mich., aged

22

years.

Our deardaughter experienced
the

re-

church

of

Bath, but like many others became backslidden

for
a time. One year ago last winter, in a
meeting held by Rev. G. P. Linderman, at

.Grand Ledge, she consecrated herself anew to
the Saviour, and lived a prayer
life until
called by death away.
When dying she sang.
On, I see the ehining angels, gathering round

my

dying bed.”

Although months bave

pass-

ed away since she left us, yet we miss her sad-

ly in our home.

She leaves a father, mother,

brothers and sister, also

a young

companion,

to whom she had been united but a short time,
| to mourn her absence. Our dear and aged
father, John V. Abel, preceded her but two
short months to the spirit world, leaving us to
monrn the loss of a kind, affectionate father, a
dear husband, a consistent Christian, and an
honest man.
He died as he lived peaceful.
Thus, within one year, we have been called to
art with our dear father, one son, Loren M.
orton, one sister Mrs. Amanda R. Cushman
and her sweet little babe, and last our dear
daughter Sarah. But we have the evidence

they are all in the ‘* Better Land.”
MRS. WM.

=~

R. NORTON.

SISTER A. JENNIE HAZEN died in Lowell,
Mass,, May 8, aged 26 years and 7 months.
She was daughter of Carlos and Jane Marsh
Hazen, and was born in Sharon, Vt.
Her
sickness was protracted and severe, being consumption, but she bore it patiently and found
that rest of soul which a hope in Jesus gives.
She was converted and connected with the
Paige St. ¥'ree Baptist church, Lowell, during
the pastorate of Rev. J. B. Drew,
Her large
circle of friends and relatives, together with
the parents, share fully the sympathy
and

prayers of the church.

EW.

P,

~ ADVERTISEMENTS.
$111

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snowflake, etc., 10c. Game of Authors, 15¢.
H. M.
Smith, Clintonville, Ct.
13t13
Perfumed;

L0c.

Bouquet,

Name

m

E. Wallingford,

Ct.

gold

Lace,

Snowflake CARDS,

& jet. G.

A.

;

BY

ALL DRUGGISTS.

his

SPRING,

13t13

THE LAUNDRY JACK.

Be

individual

ability

to

conduct,

some

years

aga

induced several medical gentlemen to associate themselves with him, as the Faculty of the World's Dispensary, the Consulting Department of which has
sincs been merged with the INVALIDS® HOTEL.
The

«ganization

has

been

completed

and

incorpo-

rat J under the name and style of World's Dispen-*
rary Medieal Association, witli the following officers:
Hon. R. V. PIERCE, Pres. F.D. PIERCE, V. Pres.
JNO. E. PIERCE, Sec. LESTER B. SMITH, Treas.
NINE PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS of eminence and skill have been chosen as the Faculty.
OINRONIC DISEASES of all forms come within the
province of our several specialties.
LUNG DISEASES.—This division of practice is
very ably managed by a gentleman of mature judgment and skill. Bronchial, Throat, and Lung Diseases treated with the most successful results.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are our facilities of -a superior order for the cure of all those
chronic diseases peculiar to females.
NERVOUS DISEASES. Paralysis, Nervous Debility, Epilepsy (Fits), Chorea (St.Vitus's Dance), NeuTaig Bh other Jeryous affections, receive the
an ex

n

this specialty.

ky TO SEE PATIENTS.—By

our

rsonal consultation. For
Jommon Sense Medical Adviser” 4 000 Pages, sens
st-pald for $1.50) or * Invalids’ and Pours i
we are called Spas most
Hioze
n Ano, ngPiles,
of the ! rotum),

Hernia
LT ure ),
drocele (Dropsy 4
Vark
3
Ovanan and re ne

ete, ete.
e
od without surgical opera
on receipt of
A

10 cen

.
Association,

BUFFALO,

"

3

WOMAN

By an Li
sary
sand
have
tive
To

Nv Ye

ractice at the World's

Invalids’ Hotel, having treated many thouand
cases of those diseases pecul
to woman,
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posiremedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

The term, however, 18 but a feeble expression of
permy high appreciation of its value, based upon posi=
sonal observation. 1 have, while witnessing itsto the
tive results in the special diseases incident
or
organism of woman, singled it out as the cl
eareer. On its merits,
gem of my m
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases,

and one that will, at all times and

under

all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
confident am
my reputation as a physician: and so sanguine
ex
1 that it will not disappoint the most
it for any
uses
who
lady
invalid
pectations of a single
I offer
of the aliments for which I recommend it. that
ITIVE GUARANTEE. (For
and sell it under A
conditions, see pamphlet wrappin bottle.) in which
those diseases
The following are among
cures, as if by
my Favorite Prescription has worked
by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained
Flowing,
any medicine: Leucorrhea, Excessive when
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions Back, from
Prounnatural causés, Irregularities, Weak
and
Japsus, or Ialling of the Uterus, Anteversion
LRetroversion, - Bearing-down

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
.
1y19

Maine.

Stimulant,

(Successors to R. V. PIERCE, M. D.)
Dr. R. V. PIERCE, having acquired a world-wide
reputation in the treatment of Chronic Diseases,
resulting
in a professional business far exceeding

attention of

ligion when but ten years of age, was baptized

by her father and united with

mild

Cough Cure and Pain Relief.

FOR SALE

Mr. TeoMas CroutrmaN died in South
Wakefield, April 17, aged 81 years and 3
months,
Mr. Cloutman was one of our old
and substantial citizens, widely known and
highly respected. Although he never made a
public profession of faith in Christ, vet he
was always a supporter of the institutions ofthe
gospel, a constant attendant upon divine worship, and a strong believer in the doctrines of
evangelical Christianity ; and we have reason
to hope thut in his last days he gave himself
fully to Christ, and died trusting in him as his
Saviour.
He leaves one daughter, two sons
and many relatives and friends to mourn, but

not as those without hope.

and

these Bitters are invaluable, bein highly curatoxicating.
tive, tonic and stimulating, without
No matter what your feelings or
toms are,
what the disease or ailment is, nse
Hop Bitters.
Don’t wait until you are sick, but if youonly teel
bad qr miserable. use the Bittersatonce. It may
ur life. Hundreds have been raved by so
&500
will be paid for a case
not cure or
help.
Donotsuffer yourselfor let your friends suffer,
but use and urge them to use
Hop Bitters,
Remember, Hop Bitters is no vi)
drugged,
drunken To
hit the Purest and Best
ediand
Friend
cine ever made; the “Invalid’s
Hope,” and no person or family should be without them. , Try the Bitters to-day.

Internal

Sensations,

Despondency,
leat, Nervous Depression, Debility,Congustion
In=
Threatened Miscarriage, ChronicUltras, mj
i
flammation and Ulceration of the
eakness.
V
Female
and
Sterility,
Barrenness, or
do not extol this medicine as
admirably fulflls a singlcness

a ** cure-all,”
purpose,

but
being

it
a

perfect specific in all chronic diseases of the
. most
sexual system of woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition. these subThose who desire further information on
ects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
sent,
Sr cAL ADVISER. a book of over 900 pages,
of
st-paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely
much
hose diseases peculinr to Females, and gives t
valuable advice'in regard to the managemen \ of
those affections.
orite Prescription sold by Druggists.
Faye P1ERCE, M 1)., Prop'r, World's Dispensary
Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.
Invalids’
and

.
o the Morning
rof
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' Accordingto the Lowell Courier, now is the
and muslin the
time to muzzle the dogs
girls.
The Nineteenth Century paid Alfred Tennyson $1760 for his last poem, ¢ The Defence
of Lucknow.”
Jamaica has quarantined all vessels from
Cuba, the small-pox haying broken out at Santingo de Cuba,

Tumors

Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effcets abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills, They
are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
rorgans into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They eure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
|| and dangerous diseases: They are the safest and
| best physic for children, because mild as well as
offectunl. Being sugar coated, they are eary to

Ee

“At Funchal; Madeira, it is: the fashion to
wear white boots. They use chalk for black-

ing.

desire .was

His Christian

their address will receive something of great
free by mail. OnFeb. 15, aged 78 years and 3 months, He was
value
any ordinary hoard, elevated above the table, givly about two hundred
baptized by Rev. Wm.
Getchell and united
ing space between for the loose portion of the girSt. N.Y.
wich
Green
173
,
ment, while ironing on the board.
Adapted to! left, M, YOUNG
with theF. B. church in Burnham in 1838,
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and:
Infants’
and has ever been a faithful, consistent Chris
tian.
He served the church as dene
_ | Dresses,
Ata very trifling cost it takes the place J
;
GOLD and Silver, Clitomo Cards, Jit nate,
5
of all clumsy and Ffich ive Jove ntions heretotore
ber of years with good acceptan eco) a mn

buildings.
For fifteen years no governor of North Caro=
lina has filled out his full term.
Prussia has dffered Germany a site for a

rid.

His greatest.

Me. Others are filling worthy stations in
society. Though parents are dead the family

@bituaries.

beginning

for
He

A little-three-year old, while her mother was
trying to get her to sleep, became interested in
ELI JorxsoN died in Waupun, Wis,, April
some
outside
noise. She was told it was
24.aged 52 years.
Bro. J. was a native of Bos
caused by acricket, when she sagely observed:
ton,Erie
Co., N. Y. When iu early | £2, he be¢ Mumma, I think he ought to be oiled.”
came savingly acquainted with the Saviour.unNebraska has more than doubled her popuer the labors of David Marks and by him receijvlation since 1870. It now has 257,747 inhabited the ordinance of baptism,uviting with rhe F.
ants, as shown hy a recent census, while in
B. church.
About thirty years ago he came
1870 there were 122,993, and in 1865 there were
to Wix., and, with others, united with the F.
only 4494.
B. church at its organization
.in
Waupun, of
A little Waterloo Sunday-school miss was | which he remained a worthy and valuable
member till promoted to the church of the
asked by her teacher, ** What mnst people do
glorified on high. At the organization of the |
in order to go to heaven?’
“ Die, I supchurch, Bro. J. was chosen its clerk, serving
pose,” replied the little one.
The teacher
didn’t. question her any further.— Waterloo
faithfully and acceptaply in this relation till
death.
His obligations ‘to the church were
Observer.
ever
discharged with
Christian
fidelity.
‘When the city of St. John, N. B., suffered so
Through all his sickness,which was somewhat
greatly by fire, Montreal voted $10,000 to be
protracted,
and often attended with extreme
sent to its relief.
No provision was ever
suffering. he was sustained by an unfaltering
made for remitiing the money,
although St.
trust
in
Christ,
and at last” p: s«ed peacefully
John several times made ‘application for the
away to the eternal rest of the saints,
By his
umount; and it .is now alleged” by Canadian
death a wife and six children are bereft of a
papers that
Montreal,
the wealthiest city
devoted husband and a kind and faithful faof the Dominion, proposes to repudiate her
ther. May they all, through the infinite grace
charity.
’
0
of our God, meet him at last in heaven.

to call the next day. As soon as he was
quite obsolete. Dwellers of the mountain
tops seek the sea, and the consumers of Besides those above referred to, there are gone the lawyer ascertained that it was
ocean food eool their brains to advantage at least two more who have at some time one of his own promises to pay.
been admitted in Iowa, whose names are
The next day his client appeared and
on the inland hights. This is well where
circumstances will admit. But there are not known to the writer. These are in inquired, ** Well, what success ?”
+ All right; I have collected the money.
people whose means will not permit of addition to the two mentioned as admitHere it is, less my fees,” handing him fifsuch a going away from home. To such, ted in 1878.
:
at least, the alternative of camping-out | Thus it will be seen that at least twenty- teen dollars.
¢t Good!” said the client, “* I have made
for days and weeksby the shores of any six women have been admitted to the bar
neighboring water, on a mountain-top or in the United States, not less than seven- two dollars and a half by this operation.”
« H8w so?” said the lawyer.
in the heart of the restful woods is at once teen of whom are in active practice.
«« Well,” replied the client, “I tried
and satisfying. The nearer one Others have studied law and completed
_available
all over the city to sell your note for
can get to primitive nature, and the fur- courses in law schools, but being unconther removed from all our artificial social nected with practice and unadmitted,their twelve dollars and a half, but couldn’t do
;
it.»
ways, the better will a vacation time names are not given.
There are three persons who,as pioneers
YA
serve to allay the nervous irritation of
Advice to Cousumptives.
life and induce u coveted serenity. Of in the study of law, should . be mentioned
PERSONAL.
The celebrated physician,
Dr. Paul
course, the more elaborate excursions to here, though never admitted—Mrs. Myra
Garibaldi has six children.
Memeyer,
gives the
following
valuable
the Adirondacks serve the same end. But Bradwell, ;who applied for admission in
Tom Taylor is still the art critic of the suggestions to persons suffering from lung
tor people of modest means, blessed with Illinois in 1869, and, being refused,
prosecuted
her
claim
to
the
United
States
affections : ¢* The patient must with scrua love of nature in any form, 'neighborLondon Times.
pulous
conscientiousness ‘insist
upon
hood camping parties, madefup of both Supreme Court, where though unsuccessmore
among
Joaquin
Miller
is
once
breathing fresh, pure air, and must resexes,can be organized to yield the ideal fuli she had the satistaction of a favorable the Sierras.
member that the air of closed rooms is
“quality of rest—coming in the indolent opinion from Chief Justice Chase; Miss
The well-known novelist Tourguenieff
always more or less bad. * * * No
tent life, the restoring properties of pure Lemma Barkaloo,of Brooklyn, N. Y.,whq has been expelled from Russia.
man, however uncleanly,
would drink
air and the balsam of pine and cedar, the studied in Washington University Law
Hop. George Bancroft has taken up his muddy, dirty water. A party which ocblazing camp fire, the gratification of School,in St. Louis,in 1869,1870 and 1871,
cupies a room for hours, breathing the
and long nights of sleep and when near the completion of her summer residence at Newport, R. I.
huge appetites,
same air, might be compared to a party of
under the twinkling - stars.— Springfield course was taken sick «nd died, and Lily
Francis Murphy is meeting with great ‘bathers drinking
the water in which they
Peckham,
of
Milwaukee,
who
prepared
success in his temperance work in. San bathe. The patient must keep the winr;
i
Republican.
about the same time, though she had de- Francisco.
dow of bis bed-room open.
Night air is
cided before her death to adopt the proIn close,
Ex-Gov. Bullock, of Georgia, has be- fresh air without daylight.
TNING.
; DEATH FROM LIGHTNI
fession of theology instead of law.
crowded rooms, the patient suffering from
come
an
Elmira
(N.
Y.)
grocer.
Nearly all the medical authorities, and
Some of the women lawyers have been
complaints breathes consumptively.”
Lieutenant Governor Loug, of Massa- lung
those who have been fortunate enough to admitted to the United States Circuit Court.
By taking these precautions and using Dr.
recover from a stroke of lightning, agree Miss Hulett practiced there, bat the date of chusetts, is about to issue a translation of Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery and
£5
that-the electricity acts with such extreme admission the writer does not know. Miss Virgil's ZKneid.
Pleasant Purgative Pellets, fully one-half
Froude once wanted to go as teacher tn of the cases of lung complaints would be
rapidity as to be absolutely painless. Perry was admitted there in 1875, and a!
Prof. Tyndall relates that while standing lady from Towa in 1876. Recently, Annetta Tasmania, but was debarred on sceount of cured in six months. For cough and irritation of the lungs do not always indiin the presence of an audience, and about Cronise Sutes and Florence Cronise have his theological opinions.
10 lecture, he accidentally touched a wire been admitted.
Mary Clemmer has just formally en- cate the presence of consumption although it may result in that
disease, and
SOPs
leading from a charged battery of fifteen
“tered the Episcopal church, having been
if consumption has already become deeply
large Leyden jars. Life was absolutely
confirmed
at
St.
John's
in
“Washing‘ PRICELESS MEMOIRS.”
seated in the system, this is the most efblotted out for a very sensible interval,
ticient course of treatment that can be purA Hungarian publisher has been en- ton.
without a trace of pain. In another second
Mr. Joseph Milmore, the sculptor, is sued outside of any institution that proorso consciousness returned. He saw him- deavoring to induce Kossuth to bequeath
oing to London to see his statue of Lord vides special facilities for the treatment of
selfin the presence of the audience and in his ¢¢ priceless Memoirs” to the people of
Dr. Pierce’s celebrated Inufferin set up in Hyde Park next Sep- this disease.
Szegedin.
The
rv.
of
business
at
the
realiz.d
and
contact with the apparatus,
valids’ Hotel is such an institution.
Send
tember.
:
same
time
urged
rhe
former
dictator
of
The
that he had received the discharge.
stamp for descriptive pamphleu containing
Hungary
not
to
delay
the
naming
of
the
The
marquis
of
Lorne
and
Princess
intellectual consciousness of his position
also a copplete treatise upon consumption,
was restored with exceeding rapidity, but persons to whom he would intrust the ad- Louise have presented the McGill Univer- explaining its causes, nature, and the best
sity, in Montr~al, with $500 in aid of its methods of treating it, altogether with
not so the optical consciousness. To pre- ministration and control of the montys
uslarmed, he arising from the sale of his ‘‘ Memoirs.” faculty of applied science.
valuable hints concerning diet, clothing,
vent the audience being
Murat flalstead is said to have bought exercises, etc., for consmmptives. © Adstated that it had often been his desire to Kossuth replied that he had never at any
time
in
his
life
written
a
single
line
of
more stock in his Cincinnati Commercial,
dress Faculty of Invalids and Tourists’
receive, accidentally, such a shock, and
that bis wish had at length been gratified. memoirs. He observed that he had often so that she now owns five-sixths of the Hotel, Buffalo, N..Y.
;
But while making this explanation, the felt that he might jot down data which whole concern.
appearance which his body presented to would be of service to the future historian
Professor
Agassiz,
the
younger,
isa
himself was that of being in separate of that chapter of contemporary history short,slender man, looking like a French*~in
which,”
as
he
puts
it,
**I
played
a
yleces. Hisarms, for example, seemed
man, witha fine forehead and very bright
y, and sus- modest part.” But he was always hinder- eyes.
to be detached from his
PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
pended in the air. Memory and the pow- ed by his unconquerable distaste for the
Henry C. Bowen, proprietor of the
er of reasoning and speech were complete. extant autobiographies compiled by poli- New York Independent, is to have his BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
long before the optic nerve recovered ticians ** from Cwsar downward, mountFourth of July celebration at Wood- | ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by perfrom the electric shock,— Christian Union. uins of which are found in our libraries, usual
to the confusion of the student.” The stock, Coun., this summer, and has in- sons who do not patronize she Morning Star, it
joliical autobiographer, as he observes, vited Senator O. H. Platt to preside. The
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
as never yet been able *‘ completely to Senator has accepted the invitation.
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE ot eight
(From the ChicagolInter-Ocean,). —
Professor L. L. Burrington of the Ili-| words. VERSES are inadmissible.
the beloved and caerished * 1.7"
In 1871 Phebe Couzins and Sarah Kil- renounce
Kossuth doubts if he would prove more nois Normal University, has accepted
gore were admitted, the first from the self-renouncing than his predecessors, or the position of pringipal of Dean AcadMRS. NANCY TAYLOR died in West Buxton,
University
Washington
of
law department
keep the “I” in due proportion when he emy, Franklin, Mass., and will enter Me., Jan. 21, aged 94 years and 8 months. At
in St. Louis, and the last from the law came to relate the story of his life.— upon his duties at the opening of the fall the time of her death, she had still living six
whose average age was 68 years, the
school of Michigan University. At last Boston Transcript.
term. He was formerly a teacher in the children
:
oldest being 75 and the youngest 53. For
Kilgore, who had added
accounts Sarah
©
-0-o
academy.
.
>+o
many years she had been a follower of the
Westman to her name, was practicing in
Jesus. God’s promise not to forsake in
b
The late Elihu Burritt, New Britian's Lord
Indianapolis, Ind.
:
A THING OR TWO.
time
of old age was especially verified in her
learned
blacksmith,
was
called
on
some
In 1872 Georgie Snow was admitted to . A 'ToucHING INCIDENT. A touching
case. During the last year of her life, esperears ago to decipher a blindly written cially, she seemed to trust in him with singuthe Utah bar, and Mrs. Clara A. Nash to incident is narrated of the recent visit of
anish will,which came from the West In- larly childlike simplicity. She died quite sudIn this year, or the ex-Secretary McCulloch to Harvard Unithe bar in Maine.
but, conscious to the’ last, she felt that
following. Mrs. Belva Lockwood began versity. While engaged one evening in dies, after it had been the round of several denly,
her feet were on the * Rock.”
CoM..
leading
colleges.
He
accomplished
the
practice in Washington, D. C.
conversation with several visitors, Oliver
task
in
two
weeks,
however,
and
charged
Miss Snow for a considerable time did a Wendell Holmes, now nearly 70 years old,
Mgs. ABBIE T., wife of Bro. Wm. Hodge,
large notarial business in Salt Lake City, related his earliest impressions of Harvard only what he would have earned in the died in Edgecomb, Me., April 10, aged 65
vears,
leaving a husband and
only son with
same
time
at
his
forge.
and is supposed to be similarly engaged University. He was 8 years old, he said,
his wife and daughter, all living ‘under the
at present. Mrs, Nash is practicing in when a student of rare ability and superb
The Cobden Club of London, England,
same roof, who deeply feel their loss. It has
Portland,
Maine, in an office with her
hysique was suddenly removed by death. has over five hundred members, mainly rarely fallen to eur lot to notice the death of
of the British one more worthy of universal esteem than
busband.
Je was so popular’in the college that his composed of members
Sister H., possessing as she did in an eminent
Mrs. Lockwood's recent successes are classmates erected a memorial tablet to Parliament and House of Lords.
Among
those excellences which we admire in
fresh in the minds of all. She does busi- his memory, with a suitable Latin inscrip- its honorary members invited to attend degree
daughter, the sister, the wife, the mother,
ness largely in the Court of Claims in tion upon it. And that tablet still stands the annual banquet, to be held at Green- the
and the Christian.
At the early age of twelve
Washington.
in the old building, where so many men wich on the 21st inst., are Henry W. years she gave her heart to Christ, hut did not
make
a
public
profession
of religion until she
In 1873 five ladies ‘were admitted—
Longfellow
of
Cambridge,
David
A,
were graduated who have since become
was twenty-three years of age] when she was
Annette and Florence Cronise, of Tiffin, distinguished in American annals.
‘He Wells of Norwich, Conn., Williaa Dow- baptized
united with the F. B. church in
©. ; Alta M. Hulett,of Chicago ; Charlotte was an Eastern man,” added Mr. Holmes, nie of Longwood, Cyrus W. Field of Gardiner and
¢ity.
In 1841, she united by letter
E. Ray, of Washington, D. C., and Miss «and though a mere child, I have never New York and Rev. Henry Ward Beech- with the F. B. church in Edgecomb, with her
Raper, of Ann Arbor, Mich.
er
of
Brooklyn.
The
earl
of
Northbrook
husband,
who
was
converted
in the precious
forgotten the impression that this young
revival which occurred in that place the same
Annette and Florence Cronise were in gentleman’s death made upon my youthwill preside.
year, and of which she remained an active,
partnership in practice for three or four ful mind.” Mr. McCulloch, who had
useful member until her death; feeling a deep
years, when
Miss Annette
married. manifested great interest in the narrative,
interest in everything which was connected
Both are still in practice in Tiffin, the suddenly asked his name, and upon being
PARAGRAPHS.
with the prosperity of the church. Although
first in an office with her husband, Mr.
she
bad very much to endear her to earth, and
told that his name was McCulloch, he reAbout one-third of the population of Chicathe summons of death came suddenly, it. found
Sutes, and the latter by herself.
sponded, with much feeling, ‘ That was go are Germans.
her all prepared. May the Lord sustain and
Miss Hulett’s success and history are my brother.” Mr. McCulloch subsequentpointed and with an eye to business—
comfort the deeply afflicted family, and prewell known
to Chicago people. Starting ly visited the spot and examined the now A Always
pare
them all to meet the wife, mother and
needle.
— Exchange.
at the early age of nineteen in practice, time-worn tablet which the hands of
sister in heaven, is the prayer of a former pas# Homer's Audacity” is what a Boston girl
she had at the time of her death,at twenty strangers had erected to the memory of a asked for at a bookstore recently.
tor.
‘
E. G. PAGE.
two—an age when most professional peo- much-loved son and brother.
Baltimore hus 321,745 inhabitants and 54,443
DEA. NATHAN P. DopGE died in Burnbam,

ple: are just

elimi.

Ayer’s Catharti Pills,

loved

ever shone to guide others in the narrow path
Wat jeatls fo Leaves.
Soon after he was Watt
ried
he
the misfortune to lose one of h
legs, but by being diligent on his farm,and having one of the best 5 wives (who died a Christian a few years ago), they managed to give
their children, eight sons and four daughters,
a good education, One daughter is the wife
of Rev. d. W. Carr, who has labored in the

shoes ran on square toes to such a degree that
a proclamation was issued, forbidding all perSos wearing shoes above six inches square at

name;

if you have a claim to present 1 am not
the man. If you called simply for a social chat, you can call me any name.”
¢¢ | propose to present you with some
business in your line. I have a note of
twenty-Hive dollars I want, you to collect,”
and, handing the lawyer a note,

ticket in this town,

Father: * Good evening, Patsy;it’s a fine
moonlight night.”
Patsy: * It is, your holi=
ness; but it is not to-night we want the moon
out—it’s dark nights we want it.”

At one

who

was among the first who voted the anti-slavery

When children get a few cents they generally
spend them for c&y.
When
they get older
they learn to save their money to buy a § of 1&.

replied :

or have

business in my line, then Z.'is my

proposed to establish an experimental

tus at Pere-la-Chaise.

His doors were open to all

the Saviour, and many have thanked Gog
the kindness they bave received by him.

play with Carrie, awhile P’*and then, 3s
she seemed to discern a dissent in my
his client: * To waking up in the
face, she put her little rosebud lips to | against
night and thinking about your case, five dolmine, ‘and quickly added:
¢‘ Please don’t lars.” ©
say no—think a minute first,” Was there
Archery is taking the place of croquet in faever a more charnling' protest against a vor of the young luldies—the former can not be
hasty and inconsiderate
answer? Of played without a bow.— Stamford Advocate.
For a true specimen of awkwardness persons
course the little girl had her wish. We
us to the new grocery clerk
are, perhaps, all too ready, thoughtless- ified commend
struggling to do up a pound of sugar in. an
py to deny many of the requests of the lit- artistic
manner. ~Rome Sentinel.
tle onal (hints that seem trifling to us,
Cremation in Paris is being seriously conbut are everything to them.
And when
sidered by the Municipal Council, and it is

Miss ——
Merrill of Chicago were admitted in their respective States.
Miss
Merrill graduated from the law school in
Chicago.
‘
In 1878 two cadets were admitted from
the law school in lowa, and are now patiently learning the details of practice in
a law office, Their names are not at

loves life, and understands the use of it; obliging alike, at all hours; above all, of a golden

AN OLD NOTION.
The old notion that eity people

in

18
In 1876 Mrs. Mary E, Foster,a graduate

very much at the time, and may find a

responsive chord in the hearts of some
who are parents.” I was. sitting on wy

£1
il
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up the business outlook : ¢¢ After a pretty
satisfactory spring trade, ‘some branches
of business, and also speculation, are be-

weathactive,

ginning to show the effects of hot
er, The dry goods market is less

in
is
so

. although there is still much animation
market
The money
the wool trade.
easy with the prospect of remaining

The demand for sethrough the summer.
curities of a low rate of interest is good,
and the state of Pennsylvania has just
per

of 4

dollars

million

two

cent. bonds at a premium of over 1 per
cent. The Western Union telegraph company has finally declared the stock dividend so long talked of, and it amounts to
There is
17 per cent. on the old stock.

much anxiety about the western crops,
storms having made great havoc among
them at some points, but there is still: a
fair prospect of a good yield.”
The present candidate for the Governorship of Ohio, is thus described by E. V.
Smalley in the N. Y. Tribune: ‘ In person
Mr. Foster is a little above the medium
hight,
broad-chested
and broad-shouldered, with a large head,

brown

hair

and

whiskers, bright hazel eyes, heavy brows,a
wide, high forehead, a nose just a little
disposed to be aquiline, and an expression
of strong will, tempered by a sunny, ge-

nial disposition. He is frank, cordial and
sociable, and has a faculty of turning his

acquaintances

into

fast

friends

by

his

familiar, hearty ways,”
=
Colonel Forney says in his Progress:
¢¢ Municipal goverpment in England and
France is a success. London, Manchester, and Birmingham; Paris, Lyons, and
Marseilles,

are

well-governed,

magnifi-

cently paved, lighted, and policed. Hon.
esty is the rule; dishonesty the exception.
England is a constitutional monarchy,
France a radical republic, yet each has attained the secret of successful city administration.
It required centuries of time
before they succeeded, and, no doubt, the

United States will reach the same end before many years. God send the happy day
soon, and send it to stay!”

The following are the places where some
of the Boston clergymen propose spending
the summer—the Rev. Phillips - Brooks at

Cohassett ; the Rev. E. E. Hale at Narragansett; the Rev. Rufus Ellis to Mount
Desert ; the Rev. Dr. Miner in Canada; the
Rev. Mr. Savage,

Fairy

Beach,

near

Old

Orchard; the Rev. Dr. Duryea, Long Lake,
. Hamilton county, N. Y.;
the Rev. Dr.
Manning in New Hampshire; the Rev. A.

J. Gorden in the White Mountains; the
Rev. F. A, Wariield in ‘Europe, and the
Rev. R. R. Meredith, the Rev. J. W. Hamilton, the Rev. O. P. ‘Gifford, the Rev. S.
F. Upham, at Martha's Vineyard.
The semi-centennial celebration of .the
founding of Abbot Academy, in Andover,
Mass.

occurred

last week,

its chief feature

being an oration by Rev: Dr. Storrs, of
Brooklyn. © In introducing Dr.
Storrs,
Professor Parks said: ‘‘ Nearly ahundred
years ago there lived a pastor whose name
‘was a household word on the banks of the
Connecticut.
His name was Richard Salter Storrs.

Sixty years ago

there was

an

oration delivered in Andover by a son
¢that divine,

Salter Storrs.

and his name

was

of

Richard

It was a household

word

throughout New England.
I now have the
honer of introducing to you the son of the
last-named divine, and his name
to you all.”
.

is known

That must have been a high-blazing
fire that nearly burned up the immense
oil warehouses of the Atlantic Refining
Company and Atlantic Petroleum Storage
Company, Philadelphia, Wednesday. Five
foreign vessels, some

of them

laden

$800,000.——The fire among the oil works
broke out afresh, Friday, and the remain-

der of the wharfage, a half-mile in length,
quarter

.of

which

was

burned

on

Wednesday, was destroyed, together with
a large amount of oil of the Atlantic
Petrolenm Storage Company.
loss is estimated at $150,000.

An announcement was
street, New York, Friday,

The

total

made in Wall
that the whole

of the capital stock of the

proposed

new

Central Union Telegraph Company had
been subscribed, and that offers for twice
the amount had been received. All the
Dominion Company’s lines have been purchased, and, in the course of three months’
time, it is claimed that six thousand miles
of first-class wire will be in operation to
this and the principal cities of the South

and West.

;

There has been a notable increase of immigration so far this year as compared
with last. At New York, the first five
months ¢{ the present year there were
Jandcad 4,592 immigrants, against 28,245
for the same period last year.

A steamer has actually left the United
States with a mixed cargo for South
Africa. That this should be an unusual
event, the first of its kind, in fact, shows
with startling force the insignificance of
our merchant marine.—N. Y. Herald.
Of all queer things Dr. Talmage and his
‘Tabernacle are the queerest. . Report now

a chattel mortgage of $2,500

has been placed
on the Brooklyn Taberna-

cle, to provide funds for the Doctor’s.pres-

ent foreign trip.
' Folks who have been doing nothing all

winter are now
cation.~~New

g off on a summer
ans Times.

va-

After & heated contest, Hon. Henry W.

Blair, of Plymouth, has been electedU. S.

“Senatorby the New
ture.

The

Nir

Minnesota

.

Hampshire Legisla-

i

Z

Prohibitionists

nominated Rev. W. W. Satterlee

Latest

News.

wood,

The French Senate,on Saturday,

by

a large

have

for Gov-

ernor, and S. B; Williams for Lieutenant.
Governor. ©
oo
Dear Congress, please adjourn.” —Boston
Transcript.
a’

when

worked, has

quire in the course of time

of the Po are still rising. In the Mirandola district 13,000 hectares have been submerged, and
500,000 quintals of grain, 600,000 quintals of
forage and 5,000 head of cattle have been destroyed.
An inundation on the Adda is also
threatened.
There
has been a destructive
hail-storm in the north of Italy.——George R.
Reynolds, the Salt Lake bigamist, was sentenced on Saturday to two years’ imprisonment in the Detroit penitentiary and to pay a
fine of $500.——At Buffalo Gap, Dakota Territory, on Thursday night, by the sudden rise
and overflow of Beaver creek, caused by a
water spout, eleven persons were drowned.
Their names were Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Rhodes,

Oliver Rhodes,

Frank Reed,

Clyde

Rhodes,

Cliff Rhodes, Maude Rhodes (the three latter
being children), all emigrants on their way to
the Black Hills from Mills county, Iowa, and
four men, going from the Hills to the railroad,
whose names are unknown.——=Stephen Cook,
President of the First National Bank, of Provincetown, Mass., is in receipt of a check of
$10,000 from the Spanish government, by the
hands of the Hon. W. W. Crapo, an indemnity of $5,000 each to the owners of schooners
Ellen Rizpab, Captain Duncan,and Rising Sun,
Captain Taylor,
for damage to their respective voyages iu the summer of 1877, when,pursuing their legitimate avocation on whaling
ground on the'south side of Cuba, they were
seized by a Spanish gunboat and the captains
placed in continement.——A short but destructive wind and rain storm passed over New
York
city Sunday
afternoon. Trees were
blown down, liouses unroofed,windows blown
in and signs demolished.
In Twenty-third St.

six large trees were blown down.

Along Fifth

avenue many were uprooted, and also on many
other avenues and streets.
Plate glass windows were blown in at several stores on Eighth

avenue.

A sail boat with three men on board

upset in North river, and the men were

with

difficulty rescued.

the

to

ac-

appearance

of

visible globule.

It is worth

while

for

Out of the 49,118 children of school age in
Cleveland, 16,633 do not attend any school,.——
Subscriptions to the amount of $87,000 for an
additional endowment to Harvard College Divinity School (Unitarian), have lately been se-

cured, Mrs. Thomas

Tileston, of New

York,

giving
$40,000.——The
Mississippi schools
have an attendance of 100,676 white pupils and
104,799 colored ones. The white school population of the State is 158,156, the colored 160,088.——The Wellesley College students’ aid so-

ciety has received

$27,600

during

the past

year, $20,000 being given by four persons in
sums of $5,000 each to estalrlish - scholarships.
Forty poor and worthy young women have received aid in prosecuting their studies.——
New Haven public school-teachers are to have

their salaries reduced $10,000.——Of the

four

classes of under-graduates in Harvard College,
Maine sends 17, New Hampshire, 16, Vermont, 4, Massachusetts, 513 (of whom 140
come from Boston and 72 from Cambridge),
Rhode Island, 10, Conneeticut, 7, New York,

108 (of whom 56 come from New

York

city),

New Jersey, 4, Delaware 1, Pennsylvania,

24,

Maryland, 5, Virginia, 1, North Carolina,2,
South Carolina, 5, Florida,2, Alabama, 1, Lou~

isiana 3, Wisconsin, 3, Michigan, 2, Ohio, 24,

Scotia, 1, England, 1, Fayal, Azores and the
Hawaiian Islands, 1 each.——There is every
. probability that a new university, named

Queen Victoria, will be recognized

after

and char-

tered
in the north of England.
Manchester
willbe the headquarters, and of the affiliated
colleges, which will discharge the teaching
function, while the university confines itself to

examination, Owens College, Manchester, will
be the first, Leeds and ether colleges will
speedily join, and Lancashire and Yo.kshire,
Jong pre-eminent in industry, will stiive for
cultivation in science and the liberal arts.
an

Irish

correspondent,

‘likely to raise the tone of society
of England, and as setting an
may be followed in Ireland.

is

in the north

example which

pounds

600,000,000,

Do

an annual

product

of tea—China

Japan,

000,000, Java, 6,000,000.

producing

40,000,000,

India,

way land, and lies close

to the

Red

410 for the

promotion

THE STABLE.

8.

L.,

.Bath,

of kicking in a stall
which does not seem to
ness, but which is very
and neighbors through

habit

which my mare ha.,
be caused by vieiousannoying to my family
the night. She is per-

fectly kind to handle, and

valuable

in

other

respects as a family horse; have tried several
things, but to no purpose.
She does not offer
to kick when being handled in a stall or elsewhere.”
;

Reply. There are several methods of curing the habit referred to.
The most effective

is to takea piece of ox-chain a foot long and
strap one end by a broad soft leather strap to
the hind leg with which the kicking is done.
The free end dangies lcosely, and when the leg
is raised to kick rebounds and “hurts the animal.
It has enough
sagacity to discover the
cause of the inconvenience, and avoid it.—

N.

Y. Times.

:

was attachedto one of the limbs by a copper
wire.

Two

years later he found that the cop-

bark of the tree, and that year the limb was so
heavily loaded with apples that he was obliged
to prop it up,while there was not a blossom or
apple.on any other limb. Last year one of our
neighbors, while his young apple trees were in
full blossom, carefully girdled some limbs on
several trees, and the
blossoms produced no

fruit on the limbs thus treated, but this year

Russia more than eighty times

as

much.

o

Ever

.
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7@ %¢

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE.

ASK FOR PEARLINE.

¥
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¥ 1b.

FOR TEN TIMES

use, and they can be
millions
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LIFE OF CHRIST.
UNITED

cost $700 when built.
It 18 in thorough repair,
and newly painted, and is a bargain at the price

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons w'l please
designate their STATE, a8 well as town, and’

FLEETWOOD'S

the

guslity is now about as good as it will be during
e summer, receives are not disposed to unige
sales, and if receipts are kept within moderate
bounds, prices may not go much lower. Until
this week there has not been any accumulation of
stock, all not wanted for home consumption havhe been shipped abroad, so that the market in
this respect is in a much better condition than at
this time last year. There has been a fair demand
for choice Western dairy packed at 13 @ 1c, und
choice ladle packed at ie 13c¥ 1b. After pas3sing these the demand is light, and concessiens
are necessary in order to meetthe views of buyers.

6 'feet,, ex.

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in ©

FREE TO ALL

are

the fol.

Bass
Trebl ey
Bass,
Treble,

Principle,
Clarinet,
Dulciana,

6 .

the

complete and graphic exposition of Romanism in
America. Your nearest
k dealer will furnish
it at our price, oF you can get it direct of us (postage free) ‘by enclosing one dollar and your ad-

about 1b ¥ pound lower. For the bulk of V» mont
and New York dairy lots, 4c is now a full price,
and only fine single dairies, such as Franklin
county,

face with

craft.

trade,

-.c¢3

Nursing Corsets,

reach of all, we sell it at the nominal price of one
dollar. The actual sale of thirty thousand copies
in a little over eighteen months is a gratifying

RYE.—65 @ 66c ¥# bu.
FEED.—8$13 50@$14¥ ton for fhorts and $14 ¥§1450 for Feed.
In Middlings sales at 815 4’ $16
ton.
2
1

light home

Their

tions showing the enormous amount ¢f iniquity,
deceit and bigotry surrounding us on every side
and threatening our most cherished social and political rights. Catholicity Exposed is a neatly gotten up work of over four hundred pages giving the
true inwardness of clerical supremacy and priest.

.and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at 39 @ 39c ¢ bu.

this

‘may be found on file at Geo
P, Rowell & Co's Newspaper

(10 Spruce

Height, 8 feet, Depth, 4 feet, Width,

48c; and steamer Corn at 46 @ 463¢c ¥ bu.
;
OATS.—~The sales of No 1 and extra white have
been at 42@ 15¢; No 2 white at 40 @ 40Xc for;

the large receipts

.

CORSET,

Perreatad
nos 10, break dows Sver the
Price by mall, $1.25,
gu fssoftand
ot adhflexible
eH heand Tames
Beat © ch
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Small
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Bureau
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YORK.

EXPOSITION,

Price 23 and 50c per bottle

contracts may be made for it IN

A

WARNER

at 46}

Wounds,

free. Klectro- Chemical Pad Co.P.0.box 3329,N.Y.

Advertising
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CoRN.—Mixed and yellow have been

for

NEW and Scientific cure for Nervous Debility,
without Medicine, from whatever cause. Mailed

FREE

.

76 East Ninth St.,

CHIC

2A4tf

Sold by all druggists.

THIS

everywhere.

PARIS

in

cure

‘and ail Skin Diseases: Rud
it in well with the hand.

by

Gospel Hymns are issued in 3 vels., designated as No.1, No 2, No. 3.
Price for
each:
MUSIC EDITION, IN BOARDS,
£30 per 100;
35 Cents by Mail.
WORDS ONLY, PAPER COVERS,
#5 per 100;
6 Cents by Mail.

!

Minnesota, bakers
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy.
WINTER WHEATS,
Patents, choice... caeuiescaeres
Patents, common t0 g00d.s.cavesues AEE
ORiOseesasessscsvenss cessassssastren.anns
Michigan.....
reas
Indiana.
IHNOiS seeeenes
St. Lonisscesees.

with

used

more.

SPRING WHEATS.

BUTTER. —There has been a

«2 sure
|

Received the Highest Meda! at the recent

notice

OIL

For Man and Beast.

The Three numbers
of Gospel Hymns,
introduced by
Messrs. MOODY
& SANKEY at Religious Meetings, are pre-eminently popular. Millions are already in

Produce Report.
BOSTON, Saturday,June 14.
to

New York.

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
2t25cow

FLEXIBLE

change

PYLE,

of the Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company,
No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.

MARKETS.

18 no

vile imitations.

LININENT

ITS COST.

The great benefit I have received from the use
of VEGETINE induces-me to give my testimony in
its favor. I believe it to be not only of great value
for restoring the health, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to the spring and summer seasons.
I would not be without i for ten times its cost.
EDWIN TILDEN,
Attorney and General Agent for Massachusetts

me
tigi

N. H.

market,

ARNICAS

all the poixonous and waste matter ofthe system. See other‘column,
H. Y. Hayes, Dover,

the

HENRY & JOHNSON'S

keep the liver and kidneys active, to carry off

Insure with

upon

But beware of

e market closes very firm,
LARD.—The market is firme, with sales of Western steam at 6i5e, and Boston at 6% @ 6%e.
Kettle rendered commands

put

and the only one that abolishes toil and drudgery
without injuring the finest fabric.
No family
should be without it. The saving of Labor, Time,
and Soap, will prove astonishing.

,] J1050 @ 11. Plate is firm, with sales at $12 ¥
hl.
:
SMOKED HAMS.—There has been an upward
tendency, with sales of Boston and Western at 9

Indigestion.

0.

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star joes to Press Tuesday morning,
and communications
for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday
previous.
Address,
ve 1. BD. STEWART.
4

DOVER,

N.

H.

Creameries have been selling moderately at
16 @
17¢ # 1b, but it is not easy to find buyers for much

#

to

good range from 5 @ 6¢, with common

1b. Olo

Cheese is about all sold out.

at2 @

4c

Ecas.—Eastern at 13% @ l4c; Northern at 13
@1340; Western at 12 @ 12X%c¢; and P, E. Island
at 13 @ 13%¢¥ dozen.

A perf

as follows, I havenever known it to fail to relieve the animal at once :—Treatment—Spread
a teacupful or more of fine salt on the back of
the animal over the kidneys and loins, and
keep it saturated with warm water for twenty
or thirty minutes, or longer if necessary.
If
the attack is severe, drench with salt water.
I have a valuable bull, weighing nineteen or
twenty hundred, which had a severe attack of
colic a year ago last summer.
I applied salt
to his back, as above, and it being difficulty to

bit

“WASHING COMPOUND

BEEF.—Prices of mess are easier} with sales of
Western mess at 810 @ $1050; and extra mess

The main cause of nervousness is indigestion, and that is caused by weakness of the
stomach.
No one can have sound nerves aud
good
health without using Hop Bitters to
strengthen the stomach, purify the blood, and

for colic,” says a correspondent of the Massachusetts
Ploughmean, * which may be easily

drench, we put a wooden

mar-

$12 50 ¥ bbl.

In

above the prica of choice dairies, The market
closes with a weak tone.
CHEESE.—The sales of choice new have been at
at 6% @ Tc ¥ 1b, with occasienal fancy lots a little
higher, but even at 7c buyers are not disposed to
take more than enough for immediate wants. Fair

applied to horses and cattle and, when applied

PORK.—The upward tendency

THE GREATEST

River.

those limbs bave blossomed full and no blossoms on the limbs that bore last year.
Pomolugists may profit by further experiments in

that direction.— Hartford Evening Post.
CURE FOR HORSE CoLIC. *‘‘ Here isa cure

in Western

‘

county choice.......... aaneey

kets has no noticeable
mfluence here,
The demand continues light and prices have been at
#025 @ $960 ; mess at $10 504 §11; Western ciear
at $11 @ $1150; Boston clear at $12; and backs at

1878, appropriated
hundreds of millions of
dollars to the various departments of the government and only $204,900, for the department of agriculture, that productive branch
of industry which underlies every other source
of national growth and prosperity.—American
Traveller.

and

CURIOSITIES IN PomoLoGY.
Some years
ago one of our citizens bought and set out
some thirty young apple trees. On one of them
he neglected to remove the wooden label which

Common..seseses

Worcester

of agriculture; Russia,

Western superfine. .cecececiirccensoces
Common extras. ....

“ What will break up the

common to goo

Vealg, choice ¥ Ib
Fair to good.........

$14,826,184: Austria aud Hungary, $5,495,686;
Prussia, $3,000,000; Italy, $3,000,000; and the
United States, $174,686.
Even Sweden, that
small kingdom, appropriated three times as
much for the promotion of agriculture as does
the great republic of the United States, and

if a Board of Health.—Barnes’s
Monthly.
IN

Do.

Divided into four parts, it has dwellings,
ranaries, machine shops, elevators, stables
r 200 horses, and room for storing 1,000,000
bjishels of grain.
Besides the wheat farm,
there is a stock farm of 20,000 acres.
In sceding time 70 to 80 men are employed,and during
arvest 2560 to 300 men.
France, with an area less than that of the
State of Texas, appropriated in 1877, $20,584,

FLoUR.—There
Flour market.

"KICKING

.

The largest cultivated wheat farm on the
globe is said
to be the Grondin farm not far
from the town of Fargo, Dakota. It embraces
some 40,000 acres both government
and rail-

Boston

Me., writes:

«ieeiirinnas

Lambs.choice, # 1b
Lambs, common to good ¥ 1b.

642,000 pounds or the third part of their consumption
to China and Japan.
The United
States consumed, in round numbers,
150,000,
000 pounds, one-half in the making of paint
and one-sixth each in the forms of shot, pipe
and sheet.

ascertained results of science.
Soap chemically poisons them.
For redemption fly to hot
water and soap, ye who live®in danger of
malarial poisoning.
Hot water is sanitary.
Soapis more sanitary. Fight typhus, small-

Soap

86,

in the shape
of cartridges and 1,450,000 pounds
in pig-lead was exported to Europe, and 10,

THE

Educational

to 00d

fore quarters, choice.
common to good .“

Mutton, extra

Quassia and soft soap are recommended for
destroying aphides on roses and other woody
plants. It is used by boiling four ounces of
quassia chips for half an hour in a gallon of"
water.
When cold and strained. add two
more gallons of water and six ouvces of soft
soap.
With this, syringe the bushes.
The total amount of lead produced in this
country during the past year was 162,608,000
rounds, 16,358,000 pounds more than the year
fore. Of this production 2,700,000 pounds

like demoniacal possessions,
may jump noiseless‘ly down any throat, But there are certain things
spores can not stand, according to the latest

pox, yellow fever and ague with soap.

common

D>»
Do

of

=

averages

ow

681,000,000

to note .that these germs may be desiccated
and borne, like thistle seeds, everywhere, and

eeper, Fun

to denote act Tirme-huoher,
and i

as 8

ASS

A808

GRAPH WATCH 1s

ing fast introduced

into all the schools

ime<keeper ever ine

166.

liable, : Wo

in his. mouth

keeping it open about two inches, and spread
walt apon his tongue, which, together with the
alt upon his back, relieved him at once, and
bin a very short time equilibrium appeared fully restored.
I have for several years
past successfully applied this treatment to
other animals in my
herd.”

Kentucky, 4, Missouri, 5, Iowa, 2, Illinois, 14,
Indiana 8, California, 13, Kansas, 1, Minnesota,
1, District of Columbia, 4, Canada, 2, Nova

The world

them

per wire was imbedded and out of sight in the

Educational.

The scheme, says

a tendency

Cultivator.
while for common

of old seals is greater than usual.

sae ak

crop

people to learn that 50,000 typus germs will
thrive in the circumference of a pin head, or a

Ne wide PRACTICAL
experience
our Senior Parire od Juri
",.
claim that our Thread has merit of no }
ordinary character, A trial will prove this.

ITEMS.
' The Maine State fair
land, September 16-20.

will

be

held
:

at Port-
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#9-TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.wa

In 1878 New York imported 9,186,800 cocoanuts.
Lewiston,

Me., produced 53,000,000 yards

of

cotton and woolen goods last year.
‘Whole farms in Southern France are devoted to the raising of roses,
Kansas expects a wheat crop of @orty mil-

.

GOSPEL
ECHOES. | cheerful Hymns
eetings. Gives perfect satisfaction Whine

lion of bushels.

Five thousand tons of candy is made in Boston annually from 25,000, barrels of sugar.
ure sold in St. Louis, Mo., for eight
cents per dozen.
India cultivates sugar cane on about 3,750,
000 acres of her lands.
:
Oranges have been successfully raised in

Washington ,D. C., in the open air.
No less than 16,000 persons

have.

left Penn-

sylvania
for Kansas since the first of January.
A

—~

A

Xx

in diameter.

‘¥lorentine bronze.—Am.
majority, passed the bill providing for the reTypaUs. It is worth
turn of the chambers to Paris.——The waters

with

oil, were also destroyed. The total Joss is
roughly estimated at from $500,000 to

a

in the exact

cee tam int
&

vague or ambiguous in regard to some of
the more important items of appropriations, the President will feel obliged to
return it for corrections.
«The Springfield Republican thus sums

being about six inches

The measure was adopted

form in which it was reported by the approof second-growth clover was allowed to go
priations committee, and, among other things, down in this orchard in the fall and remain all
repeals the law requiring a biennial examinawinter.
In the spring I found many of the
tion of pensioners, and directs the Secretary of trees girdled by mice, which had a nice place
the Treasury to pay out for pension arrearages
all winter under this clover.
A band of bark
the greenbacks received for the redemption of six inches in width was taken off perfectly
clean to the wood,on some of the trees. Scions
fractional currency.
It also stipulates that the
currency presented
for redemption shall be
were cuta little longer than the place to be
bridged over. Then both ends of these scions
paid in any money remaining in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated.——The
Warner
were whittled in the shape of long,slim wedges,
and the buds taken off.
A knfe-blade was
silver bills effectually shelved for the present
now inserted between the bark and the wood
session,the Senate, Tuesday, refusing,by a vote
of the tree above and below the girdled
place,
of 21 to 22, to take up the Coke resolution for
and a scion crowded in at the bottom and bent
80
as
to
be
sprung
into
place
at
the
top.
Eight
bringing the measure
directly ‘hefore
that
body. The legislative appropriation bill, as it or ten of these scious were put into each. tree
and a small mound of earth was raised so as to
passed the House on Monday, was reported to
cover the wounds.
The result was, that evthe Senate and referred to the committee on apery tree lived and did well. They did not
make
so
much
growth
the first year, as those
propristions.
The House passed a joint resonot girdled,
but since that time they have, [to
lution providing for the final adjournment of all appearances, done just as well, every other
Congress on Tuesday next, and discussed at year being loaded with splendid Baldwins;
length the bill making appropriations for cerand at this time these scions not only touch
tain judicial expenses of the government, finaleach other, but they have so crowded that it
ly passing it by » vote of 102 yeas to 85 nays.
wo'ild be hard to tell that there had ever been
A joint resolution was also passed appropriatanything the matter, were it not for the ridgy
ing $3,000 for the erection of a monument to
appearance at the feot of the trees.
By this
mark the birth-place of George Washington.
plan! it takes
but a few moments to fix a
——Nearly two hours of Wednesday’s session tree all right.— William Strong, in New York
of the Senate was. occupied by Mr. Hill, of
Tribune.
;
Georgia,in reply to the recent speech of Senator
NE A
sa SE
Blaine.
Mr. Morrill,
of Vermont, also spoke
at length in defense of the financial policy of
THIS AND THAT.
the Republican party, and
in-suppert of its
principles generally.
The army appropriation
Beans.
Custom and habit seem to hold the
bill was discussed at length in the House, and
sway as regards variety of beans used in any
finally passed by a vote of 172 to 31.
The secparticular locality. Thus, the pea bean has altion prohibiting promotions was stricken out,
on motion of Gen. Johnston, of Virgini1.
In. ways been the most popular variety in Boston
the Senate, Thursday, Mr. Blaine replied to
and vicinity, the marrow bean in Providence,
the speech of Mr.Hill onthe McDonald military
R. I. and Fall River,
and the medium
bean
bill. A bill was passed giving to the widows of
in New York.
Marrows are principally in dethe late Gen. Shields and Col. Fletcher Webmand in New York city for foreign shipment,
ster pensions of $100 per month, and the army
appropriation
bill
wus received
from the
and that ¢ity monopolizes the bulk of the
gx
House and read. A bill was reported in the. port trade in beans. Western New York farm
House prohibiting employes of the governraise mainly the medium and marrow
varigment from contributing money for political
ties, though they are devoting ircreased area
purposes, but no action was taken thereon,
to
pea
beans.
Most
of
our
Northern
farmer
An effort on the part of the Democrats to
The reamend the bill in regard to’ jurors in United | raise pea beans almost exclusively.
ceipts from Maine are usually yellow-eves, al-States courts,by providing that no government
though Maine buys far larger quantities of
or State employe shall be ‘competent to serve,
beans in Boston market than she produced
was successfully resisted by the Republicans,
within
her own territory. Yellow-eyes would
who refrained from voting.——The legislative
be more extensively consumed in this market,
appropriation bill as reported from the approparticularly of the improved varieties, if
priations committee was passed in the Senate,
more uniform supply could be depended updn.
Friday, after a long discussion to re-commit it
Hotels and eating-houses find the yellow-eye
for the purpose of making the measure comto be clean, meaty, and rich, giving excellent
prehensible.
A bill was passed in the House
satisfaction to their patrons.
At present yelpermitting any telegraph company
to land
low-eyes are outselling mediums by fifty to
ocean cables on the coasts of the United States
sixty cents per bushel, and sometimes the difwithout the necessity of obtaining special legference in favor of the former variety is even
islation for such a purpose. —The * little”
A limited supply
this
judicial
appropriation bill was discussed at greater than now.
year
has much to do with the present quotagrent length in the Senate,on Saturday.Messrs.
tion.—Am.
Cuitivator.
Conkling, Blaine, Wallace, Beck and others
participating.
The army bill, considerably
SEASONING WOOD.
In joiners’ work examended, was reported
back from the comcuted during the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries,
mittee on appropriations, and placed on the
the wood bas neither warped, splitor shrunk in
calendar.
‘The House further discussed the
bill prohibiting political eontributions-by gov
the tenons and at othér joints.
This excelernment employes, but reached no conclusion.
lence is ascribed to the practice of seasoning
The cattle disease bill was recommitte 1to the
the wood for at least six years after it was
committee on agriculture,with the understanding that ii is not to be presented again at the sawn,by first leaving it in damp places or
even in water, and then: stacking it in open
present session,
;
piles under cover, where it is often turned and
sometimes smoked.
After such treatment the

CARBNIEEaE0
—
Trp
2 100 Dh tn 3 bt

was given it. The bill will be sent to
them for a report on this point before the
President signs it. If it is found to be

bill.

aco

which

bill, on account of the absurd shape

A number of years ago, I bought a farm on
which was a large orchard, many of the trees

SIBEY

make the payments which are evidently in-tended to be authorized by the legislative

~ GIRDLED TREES.

The

House, under a suspension of the rules, passed
a substitute for the legislative appropriation

an old pasture well

Wore

question whether the accounting officers of
the Treasury will find themselves able to

Rural and Domestic,

v2 [S-Pes, have beeh Selling at $140 @ $150
Caswell's Stippery Elm Lozenges.
u, but very
e coming in are good eno
to
and all affections of the Throat,
get with grass, than plow it up and re-seed, command the outside price. There has id a For Coughs, Colds,
demand for Mediums, with +ales of choice at’ and Linge. Consumptives will find them rg
it.— Mass. Ploughman.
:
ing and healing; use
them freely.
In traveling,
Hi 85@ $1 40 ¥ bu, but only extra quality ecomthe Church, Concert and Lecture room, don’t fai}
Not much more than one-third of the 6,535,680
mands over $1 375. Yellow Eyes continue scarce
to
use
them.
|
Always
have
them
by
your
bedside;
and
wanted,
with
sales
of
choice
at
$195
@
$2
10,
acres of land in the State of Vermont are under
two or three
taken when
and improved at $2 10 @ $215 ¥ bu. Red Kid.
improvement.
you
retire
Revs are in light supply and small lots command
your cough
The wheat crop of Vermont for the present
full pricos.
are
the
POTATOES. ~The demand for old stock has been
year is estimated at 500,000 bushels, corn crop
children
light and is growing less everyiday.Pri es are gradat 2,000,000 bushels.
them
to
sick
uallyworking down,and will probably be lower as
with|
Seventy
vessels, from fiye«-tev seventy stipplies of new Southern are increasing and will death
eae,
Anti
take the place of old. Sales of Eastern Rose
tons burden, with 350 men, are now engaged soon
or
have been at 85 @ 90c, but 90¢ is now a top Rice
in the Key West sponge trade.
piates,
but ive
give them . Slippery Eim m Lo Lozenges fia in
for all Extebt Janey Houltons. Northern
Rose DO
abundance,
ae
boxes,2)
cents.
Sent
ney
have
been
selling
at
8)
@
85¢
#
bu.
but
80c
is
an
During the past winter eleven cheese facpostage
paid,
to an pa of the U, 8., upon re.
outside price at the close, and some can not be
tories have been built in the single county of sold at over 0c. Jacksons, have drop
ceipt of
price. CASWELL
& CO., Boston, Pro..
to 60 @
prietors.
For sale by all Druggists.
1y3
Sheboygun, Wisconsin.
70¢, and move slowty, Eastern Prolifics have
ranged {rom 85 @ 90c, but 85¢ is now a full price.
Grasshoppers have put in an appearance
r Other kinds ronge from 55 @ 80¢ ¥ bv.
thus early in Texas, and a little bird, hereto.
STRAWBERRIES.—There has been a liberal supply, with =ales ranging
from 10 @ 15¢ ¥ box, as Lo
fore unknown there, has also come, and is eatquality,
but very few bring over 12c.
ing them up vigorously.
HAY AND STRAW.—The supply is large and
A Nebraska man with the aid of sixteen
with a light demand prices are weak. Sales of
Northern at $16 @ $17 ¥ ton.
men has planted 52,000 trees on his claim in choice Eastern and
At the close $17 is an extreme price. Poor and
eight days this spring.
medium grades move off slowly at $10 ¢ 15 # ton.
The Newfoundland seal fishery is calculated
Rye Straw is in large supply, and rather quiet
as a fair average catch. The number of seals at $14 ¥ ton,
FRESH MEAT.
taken will reach 500,000, while the proportion
Beef, hind quarters, choice, #¥1b........0}
It is better to top-dress

or:

to

willing

are

make full appropriations and go home is
increasing, and it is very doubtful whether
a democratic caucus, after the veto of the
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